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Sensational Features

NintLTINKOVIITiT.

TUREL

AN ORIGINAL FEATURE.
DISTINCT ACTS ON THE STAGE AT ONE TIME.

KIDIVFGErt iM highly recommended nnd unMurpnN»ril for WEAK or FOUL KID
NEY«, DKOPMT, GRAVEL, BRIGHT’* DI*EA*E, LON* of EVERUY. NK R
YOU* DEK1I.ITY. or any OBNTRUU’P KONN, aricine from KIDNEY or BLADDER
DISEASES. AImo for BLOOD ami KIDNEY POISONING, iu infected malaria

HeciiouM.
C3P*“By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have discovered KIDNEGEN, which acts specifically on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
bladder and any straining, smarting heat or irritation in the water passages, giving them strength, vigor
and causing a healthy color and easv flow of urine. It can be taken at fill times, iu all climates without
injury to the system. Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
agreeable taste and flavor. It contains positive diuretic properties and will not nauseate.
Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KIDNEGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its purposes ever used!
HiOTM’E.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our name,) which permits KIDNEGEN to be sold as a
Proprietary arcie, (with out license) by Druggists. Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.
l
PUT UP N
SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USE.
Jf not found at your Druggist’s or Grocer’s, we will send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest
Express «iffice to you. Price $1.00 or six bottles for $6.00.
1
BRANCH,
ST., New York.

QUART

DANQE.

Merit, Mirth and Magnificence are the chief salient points of their great show.
and Startling Surprises have made the Majesties famous.

3%€TN

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

novl

O

"^Reserved Seats will be

Patt!

ou

sale at the box office COMMENCING SATURDAY.
d3t
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GHAND

TO BE

LET.

Sloic ami Mahie Tor Sale.
LET, :i grocery store, with stable attached
and first-clans stand for business, with all the
fixtures, or will lease the same. Apply at once to
ENOCH KNIGHT.
Attorney at law, 100 Exchange Street

TO

isadguahh
BALL!

inar2

d3t
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To

E«et.
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mercial St.

To Let.

Friday Evening, March 4, ’81,
CITY

AT

oct27dtf

A

HALL.

To Let.
Gov. 11. Nl. Plaisted and Executive

The

fallowing are the

be let

ou

the BoardThis

city

one

victualing

a

lodging

Has been occupied by the
present
past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained bv applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. « L'RTIS.
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore ana Deer Sts.
and

house.
tenant for the

On iind

premises

Bailey & Co., No.’s
change St.
Apply

Eaton,

No. 37
27

Exchange

St.

near

Ex-

Aromatic Schnapps it superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uuequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by ail Druggists
and (trocers.

18 LIE AYER

With

1£ evidence

on one

horse

II.

MEW YORK.

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.
at WINDHAM HILL, ME.,
on the old stage road from Portland to Bridgfrom Portland. 3Ve miles from demiles
ton, l'SVis
pot at South Windham, consisting of a good 2Vz
story house, ell and woodshed, carriage house, stable 38x45, clapbbarded and painted—all in good repair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
Good orchard; excellent neighborhood, church,
8clioolhouse and grocery store near by. A very
pleasant home for a small amount of money,
For further information address
W. M. JORDAN,
No. 139 C ommercial Hi., I'ordaiul, Me.
febl7
eod2m
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all should

IRVIGORATOR
Compound

that
and

Only Vegetable
directly upon the Liver,
cures Liver Complaints, Jaun-

Tuesday

acts

MR. FRANK
Muprrb

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. Itassists digestion, strengthens the system,

And

Company.

n

First
TI END 41' EVENI"V<1
tion here of Bartley Cam pell’s la est and
success,
—

produc-

VAN THE VIRGINIAN.
\VI DM^DAV

regulates the bowels, purifies the
blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.

greatest

!

12VKNIJVCS—By particular

FOB

reqiust,

BV

SALE

ALL

DBUGGISTS.

ocl3

eodeowly

DAVY CROCKETT.
Klaborate scenery an«l effects for tlie production
of tlie two plays are carried by the inaniigemert.
Vi:uv Popular Prices.—Reserved Seats, 75c;
admission. 50 and 35 cents.
heats secured at the box office of tlie Theatre
three d*ys in advance. Sale wi l begin J> a m. on
mar3dGt
the morning of March 4th.

Gilbert’s Assemblies,

0^

If you are a man rarev If you arc* a
man of let*
W
ofbu ■ine-3,weakened by ho strain of W ters toiling over midavoid
night work, to resyour duties
stknulaHsand use WB torobrainnerveand
B waste, use Hop B.
Hop Bitters.
If von are young and B suffering from any in*
discretion or dissipa B tion; ir you are mar*
ried or single, old or 11 young, suffering from
mg on a ted of sickpoor health or languish
ness, rely ou HoplBitters.
Thousands die onWhoever you are, ApSfL
whenever you feel
ffl nuaUy f 10 m some
that your system lilfci J form of K i d n e y
needs cleansing, ton- sJSrf disease that might
ing or stimulating, »: 3 have been prevented
without intoxicating, IB; J. hy a timely use of

I

!

I

I
I

$

Every Thitrsdtiy Evening.

Jj;

Dancing Tuesday atid
Frida) Fvenings.
Class in

aVtt
'j

TRY THE RONTON HATTERY.
It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
sliould be worn by everyone subject to iiheum a t i s in
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung and
Kidney Diseases, Xurs-

iny

Mothers and Children wear tlie
Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother
and
child will be found very

quieting. MntHlffc now
soothing syrups and use tlie Boston Batrelieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists. Men
receipt or price, 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Go..15 Pemberton
declO d&wly
Square, Room 10. Boston, Mass.
discard all
tertf thus

am

a a fc ob

®
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petSia,
ffiSU"05IS£r4.r^niA
Ji I HOP
bokwLbloo.k
orMPW.1

I
B
B

■
£1

lfc*r
You will be
cured if you use
Hop Eitters

Kyouan-sim-

IBit!
f!J spirited
It

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

.JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice
W.

A. A.

RAVEN,
Chapman, Secretary.

.T. H.
Feb. 1), 1881.

woman,

furnishing

may

first-class result, with drapery, arrangement
hair, Ac., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, V2 Life Size, §15.00; Life

sure a

of

Size, §25.00.

All enlargements made by the
Platinotype proand warranted absolutely permanent.
The
finishing will be done b\ one of Boston's celebrated
artists, who has flevoted a lifetime to his chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what l
have been charging for the same, but I have
perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates lor a few we*)vs, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series ol Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many <•: our citizen- io waste their
funds tor Worth1*--: Mechanical Productions by
Amateurs, speem.' ns of wbiel may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a
cess

figure.

ukl also call special attention to
my Solar
hularg* nients on Albumen Caper, which Intake
from Life. f->r the
um of §10.Q0„.eacli.
Unlike ih<- Putty cl’:-.us above referred to* these Photo* are perfe-t liK'-nesses, rich in
anti
are
detail,
tine illustration* of \rt as found in
Photography,
and in ilteir production I challenge
any attempt at

k

Dr. Bollock’s

competition.

Respectfully,

D. I. C.

CONANT.

feblOdtf

tobacco,or
narcotics.
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In the most effectual
Remedy for all Di*ea*e*
of the Kidney*, Bladder
and Unrinary Organs,
Female
Complaint*,
and General Debility,
nuch a* painful, dragging Herniation in the
Back and Loins, HuppreMMcd or Incontinent
Urination, with whiti*h

|or brirk-dunt deposit,
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Organic
WeakUCHH, Ac.

NEPHRETICUM ha*
Ino equal for Lamrncm
and WeakneHH peculiar
to Female*.

NEPHRETICUM
in
;he bent known remedy
Diabetes.

■

■

saved

dreds.

——

-—4]

™-•
no.be.Ur, s. Y.
Toronto,

Ont.

eod&wlmo
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F. H. Ki:\ISO!
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J
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feb24

From 145 TremontStree j.
A Boston, will be at U. S
Hotel, Room 19 MAB
t
15. for Four Days Onl'
( oi iim, ItuniouM nnt
Bnil Nail* treated with
^ out Pain. Operation* e: 1
Corns, 25 cent* each.
eo'.tt

rival.
KIDNEY
BULLOCK’S
REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM. For Sale by all Druggist*.
Price only $1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Ronton.
GEO. C GOODWIN A CO., Gen’l Agent*.
46 & 48 Uituover St., BonIod, Man,
without

n

eodly

jan2G

J.II. GACBERT, PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf

sep!7

$1000 REWARD
buncleJ, Felons, Boils
Sores of

Wei Be

1

longstanding. Erysipelas
Ulcers, Abscesses,
Piles, Salt Rheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Cbil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure

Boston, Dec. 13,

’80.

Julye Myers,
Madam,—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken with a »welling in my foot which settled into dry
Mrs.

was told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any further andsaved my life. I am 78 years of age, and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

Gangrene. 1

My

Boston. Jan. 20, 1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been aftiicted
for several years with piles, and having tried numerj
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to try
your drawing and healing salve,and am happy to say
has met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.
W. F.

ap5

Phillip*

A:

Co.,

Annual

Wholesale

Agent*.

dly

Meeting.

roinLASiD mtv dock.
mUK Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
X Portland Dry Dock,will be held at the Oflice of
the Secretary, Arden W. Coombs, in Portland, on
TUESDAY, the eighth day of March, A. D., 1881.
at 3 o’clock P. M., for the following purposes, viz:
1, To choose a board of live Directors for the ensuing year.
2, To elect a Secretary.
3, To transact any other business which may he
legally acted upon at said meeting.
Per order of the Directors.
ARDON W. COOMBS,

WINES &

8500 Reward !
VVE will pay the above reward for
any
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick

of
Indi-

case

Headache,

gestion, Constipation or Costiveress wo cannot cure
with ^Vest's Vegetable Liver
Pills, when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are

purely

V egetable, and

never

fail to

^u^ar Uoated. Largeallboxes,
^6 cents. For sale

give

satisfac-

containing 30

by
druggists. Beware
of counterfeits and imitations. The
genuine maimfactored only by JOHN' u. WEST &
CO., “The Till
Makers,” 181 & 183 VV. Madison St., Chicago.
Free trial package sent by mail
prepaid on receipt
of

Secretary.

a

3

cent stai::•>.

«opGdeowAweou 1

v

LIQUORS

of nil kind*, in the
GStSGIXAC PACKAGES,
—FOB SALE

Meyer’s

Catarrh

Cube.

Unquestionably the most important
A remedy
medical discovery since vaccination.
which assimilates with the

mucous

membrane and

local, but a constitutional
cure at any stage.
One package generally suffices.
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
forms not

only

a

$5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the

cured,

mailed free.

The afflicted

can

refer to:

Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Ciioate, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraghty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
S.

Mrs. A. J.

Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. H.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69 Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. Georoe Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam.’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
Caswell &

real
octll
A

cure

of

Catarrh for $1.00!

M,W&Fly

R. STANLEY & SON,

S. R.

Advertising

1

O

TBEHVNT 1ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements

cities and towns of the United
British Provinces.

Agent,

dtf

Bicycle School.
ery

liOMTOn

Newspapers

Importers,
ME.

Evening.
ADMISSION FREE.
Bioycles to let by the hour. Ev-

NILES,
in al

tales, Canada

an

one

Medicated
Arc

a

PRUNES

certain CURE for

Liver Troub-

les, Piles, Indigestion, Sick Headache

194 FORE ST., PORTLAND
dec31
~~

Smith’s

Constipation, Biliousness,

BY—

Open Day

/#

j.

an

IMPORTED

pills,

DR

NEPHRETICUM,

a Tonic and Stimulant
for aged
i*
pernonn,
Be Hare and ank for Dr.

_

;LI

hop r.rrrEBS

&

for

Portland,

feb22&25&marl&4

fl

Circular.

SALESROOMS,

SOI Middle Street,

Kidney Remedy,

physi-

ter thau the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper thau the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
It rounds and hardens the muschrouic diseases.
cles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

SoMbydw

I

NEVER

form of

3d Vice President.

NEPHRETICUM.

cal culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is bet-

w-

an absolute
nnd irresista*

niTTmO
IMIIL IJv

the best

President

febOdliuteodllm&wGwG

tixercine.—It is the most perftet exercise for

man or

Days

H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,

|

47S 1-2

a

V

if,?ef^|FA!L
■
hun-ifi
B

40 PER CENT.

tne

It furevery man or woman In every walk of life.
nishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced imo every bouse; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of
by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strength or weakNo one o° a say too
ness, alone or in company.
much i n praise of it. and no one can .fford to do
without it. All who investigate thor aghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
No claim is set up for
medicine ever discovered.
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
It strains
safe. No barm ever came from its use.
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the alfected parts. By its use the health is easily
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
maintained.
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
IVlinil and Brniu.— It invigorates and strengthens the brain, aud renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Mlevp.—J t is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most na* ural and probably the best means
I of inducing s*und and refreshing sleep.
Nerve*.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
It is a most efficacious remedy in
nervous system.
paralysis, if taken in time.
Throat and Voice.—It gives special
liUngM,
1
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; en| larges the lungs, increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice moxe fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

j
j

short time only, 1 have
decided to oiler an entire new Code of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work. Cards, per doz. §3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., §0.00. Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 ink Photos., §(>.00 to
$8.00—former prices §8.00 to §10.00. This style
of work is adapted more especially to the
enlargement of old pictures, in which ii is only
necessary
that the original be a good likeness in order to in-

is

if

Dealers make Money wrtn
W. T. SOULE & CO., 130
Ln Salle Street, Chicago,
Db Write for particulars.

eodlv

use

fc

j

Kemetub
that for grown people cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and’ in many
eases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
should lie brought in early on bright sunny
days.
Appointments maybe made by Mail or Telephone.

^opB,tter8

^op

dtf

mar2
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Special Notice:—For

Year,
7.

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

Losses

j
Congress Street

at

$12,608,356.71

REASONS WHY

j
478 l-!i

and issue

$5,728,622.2

| equal.

_d3t

Freights,

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

j

dly

and

water-borne.

soon as

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

EXERCISE AM)

MAVO,

will take risks at their office, New

Vessels, Cargoes

on

Total Amount of Premiums tor the

weather,*

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

Company

ONLY.

policies to merchants, making risks binding

open

•J. J'.

ALL PREMIUMS AWARDED TO

and Wednesday, march
8tli and 9th.
Tlie Kininent Actor

every person claiming

and

should learn to ride. It is

good exercise, a useful accomplishment and a
fascinating
No. 135 Middle Si.,
sport.
over Woodman, True & Co.’m.
JLAMSON
mar2dtf
BROS., Ag’ts for the best Bicycles.

and

to

Dyspepsia.

Their cleansing and tunic action on the
liver and digestive organs removes all impurities from the system, purifies the blood,
relieves Ihe overtaxed kidneys, and establishes regular and natural action of the boio
els. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleasant or debilitating action and can be used
freely with perfect safety. For •sale by all
druggists in half lb. glass jars. Price 50 cents
mh!2 no. 2
eod&wly

represent

our

journal.

,

We do not read

The

anonymous letters and communi-

name

and address of the writer

iudiapeusable,

cases

necessarily
good faith.

not

as a guaranty of
We cannot undertake to return

municatious that

are

or

for

are

in

publicacom

preserve

not used.

FOR MAYOR,

WILLIAM

SENTER.

The Veto Message.
At the
ber

meeting

Secretary

of

Congress

last

Decem-

Sherman submitted to that

body his review of tlie operations of tlie
Treasury Department for the year then closing, and offered some suggestions about the
disposition of the public debt.
Two hundred million dollars of that debt, six and
five per cent, bonds, fall due in the months
from May to J lily, and the notes must be
met and paid.
Secretary Sherman recommended an

issue

of

three-and-a-half per

bonds, the proceeds

cent,

from the sale of
which could be used to pay the maturing
debt. That recommendation did not meet
with the approval of Congress.
The chair-

House Ways and Means Committee introduced a bill which, with some
amendments made in the Senate, has passed
both branches and has been vetoed by tlie
President.
The text of the amended bill,
as it went to the President,
is as follows:
man

of the

Be it exacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America, in Congress assembled, That all existing
provisions of law authorizing the refunding of
the Natioual debt 6hall apply to any bonds of
the United States bearing a higher rate of inthan -U per centum per annum, which
may hereafter become redeemable; provided.

terest

i:„„

u.—

_-

y

sued by the Act ol July 14, 1870, entitled “An
Act to authorize the refunding of the National
debt,” aud the acts amendatory thereto, and
the certificates authorized by the Act of February 20, 1879, entitled, “An Act to authorize
the issue of certificates of deposit in aid of the
refunding of the public debt,” the Secretary of
the Treasury is hereby authorized to issue
bonds to an amount not exceeding $400,000,000 of denominations of $50 or some multiple
of that sum, which shall bear interest at tho
rate of 3 per centum per annum payable semiannually, redeemable at the pleasure of the
United States after five years aud payable
twenty years from date of issue; and also

Treasury

notes

to an

amount

not

exceeding

$300,000,000 in denominations of $10 or some
multiple of that sum not exceeding $1,000,
either registered or coupon, bearing interest at
a rate not
exceeding 3 per centum, payable
semi-annually, redeemable at the pleasure of
the United States after one year, and payable
in ten years from the date of issue; and no
Treasury note of a less denomination than
$100 shall be registered. The bonds and
Treasury notes shall be in all other respects, of
like character and subject to the same provisions as the bonds authorized to be issued by
the Act of July 14, 1870, entitled “An Act to
authorize the refunding of the National debt,”
and acts amendatory thereto; provided that

nothing

in this act shall be so construed as to
authorize an increase of the public debt; provided further, that interest upon the six per
cent, bonds hereby authorized to be refunded
shall cease at the expiration of thirty days
after publication of notice that the same have
been designated by the Secretary of the Treasury for redemption. It shall be the duty of
the Secretary of the Treasury, under such
rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to
authorize public subscriptions at not less than
par to be received at all depositories of the
United States and at all National banks
and such other banks as he may designate,
for the bonds and for the Treasury notes
herein provided for, for thirty days before
he shall contract for, or award auy portion of said bonds or Treasury notes to auy syndicate of individuals or bankers, or otherwise
than under such public subscriptions; and if it
shall happen that more than the entire amount
of said bonds aud Treasury notes, or of either
of them ,lias been subscribed within said thirty
days, he shall award the full amount subscribed to all persons who shall have made boua
fide subscriptions for the sum of $2,000 or less
at rates most advantageous to the United States
uuu

j

LIMITEDTOTWO NIGHTS.

This

MARINE

ASSETS.

stable
and

dtd

.Mnnoger.

Office.

A small, convenient rent.
Address FAMILY,
Press Office.

perfect
feet, nicely fenced,
large number of trees and shrubs, house is heated
by furnace, up-stai h and down, excellent well of
water, and large cistern. One of the finest residences
n Dee ring.
Cost about $<>.000 two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sol<i at a bargain,
Appy to

7%.

SUITH,

Press

RENT WANTED.

cars.

CHARLES RICH,
Exchange Streeh

RISKS
York,

YORK,

AGAINST

INSURE

OPPORTUNITY,

febl7 dtf

STREET,

tat

THEATRE,

OF NEW

$10,000 Capital.

febl9dtf

Second Illustrated Lecture at Plymouth Church, Monday Evening,
march 7th.
'I'ickcts :t.> cents.

PORTLAND

$0,000

to

of the best streets at
near

ATLANTIC
mutual Insurance Co.

with Maine trade, as a traveling
in a thoroughly established
manufacturing
jobbing house, with tine trade,
rapidly increasing in specialties. Or to a young
man without business experience or acquaintance,
possessing requisite qualifications an equitable interest would be given.
None need apply unable to
furnish first class references as to habits, ability and
character. No business with brokers. Address

17,000 feet of land on Cumberland
Smith street, well located and very de-

Woodford’s Corner,

REV. DR. BGLLES9

NEW

MERRILL,
St., Portland, Me.

ACQUAINTED
representative
and

|

lecture at
mar 4

a

PARTNER WANTED

Middle Street.

CLASS 2% story house, with
25x25 feet, henery, etc. All nearly
A FIRST
order lot 100x150

general beverage anti necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Bam! Concert by Chandler’s Full
Military Band.
8 lo i) o’clock.

88 Cross

in

As a

George

In

Wanted.

tvii NALL.
Located

TOLFORD,}

experienced traveling salesman, acquainted
AN with
the fancy goods trade of Maine.
8WEETSER &

eod2\v*

ABOUT

dtf

SCHNAPPS.

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies, to be had at J. E.
Sturgis’, F. T. Meaber & Co.’s. Loring, Short &
Harmon's, C. J. & F. R. Farrington’s, Dresser, MeIxdlan & Co.’s, Geo. C. Frye’s and Owen & Moore’s.

Fro hi

feb25

is hereby given that the Draw, in the
Grand Trunk Railway Bridge, leading to
Back Cove, will be closed for repairs from March
Gth to the 20tli inclusive.
JACOB McLELLAN,
Harbor
)
TIMOTHY B.
C. H. FARLEY,
) Commissioners.
feb25
dtd

Office.

Land For Sale.

TICKETS $2.00 EACH.

febltl

es-

new

Allen, Jr.

of

B.,

to

Schiedam Aromatic

P. T. Griffin.

The hall will be elaborately decorated by
W. Beals of Boston.
Chandler's Band will furnish the music.
G. D. Robinson will serve as caterer.

Ex-

for the

a

high land, 7V± acres, with good orchard.
sold at a great bargain.
VV. H. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agent, 180 Middle Street.

WOLFE’S

Senter, Jr.,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.
E. S. E. McLellan,
Wm.

A 37

35

Harbor

Commissioners.
mar2 dtd

dtf

month
March.
young man,
BY
private family preferred. Address
mar2d3t*
Press

sirable for house lots. Will be sold low and on easy
terms. Apply to JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco, Me.
feb9
dim

Wm.

Wm. A. Allen,
Geo. M. Moore,

Will be

TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD, }
C. H. FARLEY,
)
March 1,1881.

Portland,

Board Wanted.

FORJ3ALE.

HENKY DECKING,

MANAGERS.

Farrington,
A. E. Webb.

Subsirbstis

Exchange

SI.

mar3

marleodlw*
172

p. hi., at No. 4

NOTICE

ANO PASTRY BAKER
Wanted at 9SLAKES’ Bakery, 532

Middle St.

nov29 dOm

March,

Street, when all interested may be heard, and that
a notice of the petition, together with this our order
tnereon, De given oy publication in two or the daily
papers printed in Portland for seven days previous
to the notice.
JACOB McLELLAN,
1

Portland, Feb. 23d, 1881.

CAKE

Congress

a

Harbor Commissioners’ Notice.

Price reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
je‘2
dly

as new. un

1, 1880, tlie
occupied by l\ O.

PAINTERS,

J. S>. A F. FESSESBEN,

after Oct.
now

(@aid dhiwicij

Vi Ilm ket Square, Portland.

c

To be Let.

Sewall Lang,
Geo. II. Libby,
Geo. S. Staples,
L. C. Nelson,
F. S. Waterhouse.

Frei> R.

FRESCO

Sherman, Grant,

on

day

JOST & MORTON,

two

COXXIT1EE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
Jas. H. Hall,
A. F'. Gerrish,
H. S. Trickey,
R. K. Gatley,
W. P. Osborne,

on

1,1881.
on

No. 37 Plum Street.

WE

St. and

March

ELIZABETH W. THOMAS.
By W. W. THOMAS, Trustee.

petition it is ordered that
ONofhearingforegoing
he granted
THURSDAY, the 10th
at 4 o’clock

BERRY,

and

4U, M

miles from Portland. Nice house
Decing,
IN wirh
large stable, all very •nveuient and good

committees:

Hon. William Senter,
Wilbur F. Lunt, Esq.,
Hon. .Tames T. McCobb,
W
.Jas. L>. Fessenden, Esq.,
Hon. W.
Thomas,
Melvin P Frank. Esq.,
Hon. Jacob McLellan,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Horatio N. J se. Esq.,
Hon. W. L. Putnam,
Chas. P. Mattocks, Esq.,
Fred N. Dow. Esq..
Hon. G. P. Wescott.
Hon. Geo. Walker,
Emory S. Ridlon, Esq.,
Hon. Francis Fessenden, Philip 11. Brown, Esq.,
Hon. Israel Washburn,
George S. Hunt, Esq.,
Jacob S. Winslow, Esq.,
Hon. Samuel E. Spring,
Hon. l^jt M. Morrill,
Chas. McLaughlin, Esq
Dr. Seth C. Gordon,
Hon. Nathan Webb.
W. F. Miliisen, Esq.,
Hon. Jas. H. McMullan,
Geo.
W
Hon.
Woodman, Charles McCarthy, Esq.,
Keuel S. Maxey, Esq.,
Hon. J II. Drummond,
Hon. Nathan Cleaves,
Benj. F. Andrews, Esq.,
Hon. Joseph A. I-ocke,
Stanley Pullen, Esq.,
W.
Hon.
W. Thomas Jr.,
John 6. Twitehell, Esq.,
Clark Barker, Esq.,
Hon. Henry B Cleaves,
Hon James Bailey,
Henry P. Dewey, Esq.,
H. W. Richardson, Esq.,
Sewall C. Strout, Esq.,
A.
Charles
E. Jose, Esq.,
Almon
Strout, Esq.,
James P. Baxter, Esq.,
Charles F. Libby, Esq.,
W.
Ira
P.
H&nno
Farrington, Esq.
Gage, Esq.,

C. A.

and after
corner

COMMITTEE ON RECEPTION.

FLOOR

Nov.

1st, 1880,
Fore and India streets.
TO
ing house
is
of the best locations in tho
for

Council, with Governor’s Staff
and Maj. Gen. J. E. Chamberlain and his Staff, have accepted invitations to be present, and
i% ill :i|>rear in full uniform.

STEPHEN

offer for sale in largo or small lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late -Jam-* Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
ADo, building lots on M unjoy Hill, Congress,

change

southerly

the

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

To Let.
Store No. 51 Exchange St., chambers

To the Cominissiouers of Portland Harbor:

THE

WANTS.

West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real
tate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Common Council Room in
City Buildivg,
from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoou, and
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon on each
of the four secular days next preceding such day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters, iu and
for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON,
feb22 dtd
City Clerk.

Portland,

the mills make this the most desirable location in maine for the
manufacture of Cumber, Paper
or Pulp,
For particulars apply to
Win. P. Hayden, John D. Anderson, Admrs., No. Gorham, me.
feblO
dim*

Portland,

Committee in each of said Wards.
The noils on such day of election to remain open
un il four o’clock in the
afternoon, when they shall

ESTATE OF

gle, Pulp and Keg mills; seven
nice Dwellings, Cooper, Blacksmith and other shops, Store, &c.
Unequalled power, pure water,
demand for all the products of

Deering, High, State, Mellen,

GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W.
W. CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jan2G dtf

the Seventh day of March next,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
to give in their votes for
Mayor of the City, one Alderman, three Common Couucilmen. a Warden and
Clerk and two
City Constables; also in Wards Two,
Five. Six add Seven, for one Superintending School

(Signed)

two

TO LET,
tenements on High St. Sehago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Com-

The Citizens of Portland and Vicinity,

of

tion but

proprietors of a piece of land adjoining Fore
River, on the
side, request permission to fill a poitim of the Mats at the intersection
of Portland bridge with the upland on the westerly
side,
he space it is desired to till is wholly within
tne Harbor Commissioners’ line and will not exceed
five hundred feet square.

BUSINESS CARDS.

The iTlill Property ol’ I lie late linn
of GoflT & Plummer, known as
“middle Dam”,Gorham, mainc, is
for sale. Saw, Grist, Stave, Shin-

——-a-

*

ESTATE.

ILL PROPERTY TOR SALE.

pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
my 19
or

eod&eowlyr 46

O

with and pertormed successfully only bv this Mammoth Aggregation, an organization
that forms in its entirety what the Press and public pronounce beyond all qualification to pe the
Largest and Best Variety and Burlesque Couibiuation over presented to th«* American
public. The evening’s entertainment to conclude with the Nonsensical
MIJM1CAL BIKLESQIK, entitled

Pretty

Ko?6SBAKCLAY,

Sold in Portland!*)’ all Druggists.

Novelty original

Prince

Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us
by demanding credentials

all

Monday,

ENTERPRISES.

BEAUTIFUL

Genuine

regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
Card certificate sigued by Stanley Pullen,

qualified Electors of said city are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, on

in the

GRACEFUL

eodtl2

a

cations.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treas. and Collector.

land:

Exclusive of the

A

March 1, 1S83.

to Warrants from the Mayor and
PURSUANT
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly

Artists from Spain !
Artists from Germany !
Artists from Euginml!
Artists from France !
Artists from Russia!
And llie Very Best Artists of America !

CHARMING

with

To tlie Electors of the City of Port-

FAME.

Artists without

Every

STATE OF MAINE.

*

b* /V

FRIDAY MORMMi. MARCH 4.

lhat 1 shall publish on
day o‘f March instant, in one of the
daily newspapers, in accordance with an ordiuance
of the City, a list or all taxes assessed upon residents
amounting to twenty dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the bills committed to me in
1880, together with the names of the persons assessed therefor.

tuu

ivuiuuv

iaiauij oiuuu^

lUC

telegraphic columns. The hope hi
expresses that his suggestions will be actec
upon is not strong in expression nor well
founded.
The forty-sixth Congress is to<
near dissolution to attend to the matter
Tlie duty of passing a funding bill thus de
volves upon the forty-seveuth Congress
which comes into existence to-day and may
at any moment be assembled at the call ol
the new President.
That some provision
to meet our fast-maturing public debt musl
be made is obvious.
We hope the new
in our

THE PRESS.

is hereby given
1\J OTICE
the 14th

Portland,

ARTISTS

PRICE

“""taxes!

THEATRE.

MARCH

MONDAY,

PRESS.

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 4, 1881.

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862—VOL. 18.

NEW

DAILY

auuSUnUclS

in proportion to the amount by them respectively subscribed, at rates most advantageous to
the United States.
Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized, in the process of refunding
the National debt,Ho exchange at not less than
par any of the bonds or Treasury notes herein
authorized for any of the bonds of the United
States outstanding and uncalled bearing a
higher rate of interest than 4^ per centum per
auuuni; and on the bonds so redeemed the Secretary ol the Treasury may allow to the holders the difference between the interest oil such
bonds from the date ot exchange to the time
of tlieir maturity and the interest for a
likt;
period on the bonds or treasury notes issued:
and the bonds so received and exchanged in
pursuance of the provisions of this act shall be
cancelled and destroyed. But nouo of the
provisions of this act shall apply to the redemption or exchange of any of the bonds issued to the Pacific Railway companies.
Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized and directed to makesuitaable
rule* and regulations to carry
this
act
into effect;
and
the expense
of
and
dispreparing, issuing, advertising
posing of the bonds and Treasury notes authorized to be issued shall not exceed one-half
of 1 per centum.
Sec. 4, The Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized, if in his opinion it shall become necessary, to use temporarily not exceeding $50,000,000 of the standard gold and silver
coin in the Treasury in the redemption of the
five and six per cent, bonds of the United
States authorized to be refunded by the provisions of this act, which shall from time to
time he repaid and replaced out of the
proceeds of the sale of the bonds or Treasury
notes authorized by this act, and he may at
any time apply the suplus money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, or so much
thereof as he may consider proper, to the purchase or redemption of United States bonds or
Treasury notes authorized by this act. Provided that the bonds and Treasury notes so
purchased or redeemed shall constitute no part
of the Sinking Fund, but shall be cancelled.
Sec. 5. From and after the first day of J uly
1831, the three per centum bonds authorized
by tbe first section of this act shall be the only
bonds receivable as security for National bank
circulation, or as security for the safe keeping
and prompt payment of the public money deposited with such banks; but when any such
bonds deposited for the purposes aforesaid
shall be designated for purchase or redemption by the Secretary of the Treasury, the
oanKing association depositing tlie same, shall
have the right to substitute other issues of the
bonds of the United States in lieu thereof: provided that no bonds upon which interest has
ceased shall be accepted, or shall be continued
on deposit as security for circulation,
or
f or
the safe keeping of the public money; and in
case bonds so deposited shall
4be withdrawn,
as provided by law, within th. ty days after ;nterest has ceased thereon, the banking association depositing the same shall be subject to the
liabilities and proceedings on the part of the
Controller, provided for in section 5,234 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States. And
provided further, that section 4 of the Act of
June 20, 1874, entitled “A n Act fixing the
amount of United States notes providing for
a redistribution of the National
bank currency, and for other purposes,” be, and the same
is hereby repealed; and sections 5,150 and
5,160 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States be, and the same are hereby re-enacted.
Sec. 6. That the payment of any of the
bonds hereby authorized after the expiration
of five years shall be made iu amounts to be
determined from time to time by tbe Secretary of tbe Treasury at his discretion, the bonds
so to be paid to be distinguished aud described
by tbe dates aud numbers, beginning for each
successive paymeut with the bonds of each
class last dated and numbered; of tho time of
which intended payment or redemption tho
Secretary of the Treasury shall give public notice, and the interest on tho particular bonds
so selected at auy time to be paid shall cease at
the expiration of thirty days from the publication of such notice.
Sec. 7.
That this act shall be known as
“The Funding Act of 1881,” and all acts and
of
acts
inconsistent with this act are
parts

hereby repealed.
By this bill the rate of interest on the
new bonds has been reduced to three per
cent.
There is serious doubt if auy security, government or personal, can be marketed at par at that interest.
The richest
nation in the world, and one with the most
eminent and best-established credit—England—is unable to keep its three per cent,
It is not evident that we
consols, at par.
But the experiment would
can do better.
doubtless have been tried—with the tacit
consent of the President if not with his direct approval,—had not the bill passed by
the majority in Congress contained vexatious restrictions upon the operations of
the national banking system. These restrictions seem to the President unwise and unjust. The objections he makes to them will
he found in the report of his veto message

3 CENTS.

Boston Ileralil.

Railroad Tickets.

|

There are few industries of such magnitude
of which so little is known as the mauufactuie
of these insignificant looking paste-boards,
which you pay so loundly for, before taking a
ride in a railroad train or on a steamboat. In

point or extent the business is not much now
below that of the printing of the currency of
the realm, or the production of the various
stamps of the general government, and equal
care and vigilance are necessary in an establishment where So aud §10 bills are turned
out, and where millions of dollars’ worth of
railroad tickets are printed every day. Botli
demand the employment of meu of wide ex|>e-

Congress, when |it comes to consider the
question, will frame a bill that, while reducing the rate of interest on our bonds tc
the lowest possible figure practicable, will
also jealously guard the business Interests

rience in their calling, and of the very highstandards of intellect and integrity,» nd
above these, the utmost vigilance is required

est

of the country from harm.

guard against a possible temptation to appropriate, for an improper purpose, eveo a single one of the many millions of tickets which
are handled by the various employes.
Until
within tlie last few years the printing of these
to

Mayor Senter.
The Republican caucus yesterday gratified
public expectation by renominating Mayor
Senter. Its action will meet the approval
of the men who elected him last spring.
Ilis administration of city affairs has been
judicious and conservative, and lie lias

tickets has been done in various sections of the
country, each road patronizing establishments
iu their respective vicinities or conveniently

and

cleanly

economically conducted,

ern

done in
Host on,

aud he

on the Pacific slope
in San Francisco.
the railroad business of the couotrj advanced aud became perfected in organization,
the system of one road issuing tickets of me
coupon form over an indefinite number of other roads became established, and thus not
only'
more tickets were
required, but there was att
once a demand for their
speedy ami uniform,

As

Monday,

Providence Journal: It is difficult to
understand in what way the government of
the United States has derogated its dignityin the terms of the Chinese treaty, as represented by the solid men of Boston in their
petition against its confirmation. It does
not appear in the language, which is worthy
and

dignified

opium cau
dignity, even

in

substance.
the

simple, nor can we unprovision excluding traffic

a

be considered as
if

it amounts

So far

question,

printing.

About the first to observe this new source of
business and wealth was an Englishman named
George Bailey, who is now recognized
by bid
followers as the pioneer railroad ticket printer
of the country. He commenced the busiues-t
on
an
extensive scale in Buffalo, about
18U0, aud a few years since retired with an ample fortune. By making the business a specialty, he soon secured the patronage of nearly
every railroad in this section of the Uuitei
States. He had machinery aud presses built
exclusively for this particular line of work,
and, of course, revolutionized the whole business, much to the disgust aud fiuaucial loss of
hundreds of other printers in distant sections.
But the business was too growing and promising t® be long confined to a single section,
and, through the genius and perseverance of
an indomitable Yankee, nearly one-half of the
railroad ticket business of the country has
been secured to Boston. Over 100 railroads are
supplied with their tickets from Boston. The
number of passengers which any given road
may carry during the year, does not, by any
means, indicate the number of tickets which
that road consumes. Forms are often renewed,
and the old issues of thousands aud thousands

it is

as

derstand why

sacrifice in

a

to

nothing

in

understand

as we can

if there is

any lack nt dignity
original demand for the
abrogation of a treaty negotiated by a former citizen of the United States and accepted by this country, as not only wise, but
liberal, because we have changed our
at all, it is in the

views

under

prejudice;
it

is

not

civilized,

the

and if

influence of a caste
there is any arrogance,

the

on

part

of

of

the

semi-

civilized nation.
This country has made a demand upon China for a restriction upon emigration, which
we had formerly demanded against its will,
and that demand has been complied with,

perhaps

but

with secret

the

contempt,

but

of tickets

certainly

fouling the water when he
drinking below the wolf. It may be
considered by the merchants of Boston, who
petition against the treaty, that it is a proper assertion of dignity on the part of a civilized nation toward a semi-civilized nation,
to abandon all forms of civility or pretence
of equality, and carry on diplomatic negotithat he was not

a

supe-

apparently
Angell and the
was

Queer Happenings in War.

Confederates.

The next five shells from this
gun either failed to explode or cleared
the advancing lines. In this same fight the
horse of a Confederate soldier was cut clean in

same

two by a shot and the rider
escaped unhurt.
Ten minutes after a Union officer behind the
earthworks stumbled and fell forward on the

SI; Formosa, which costs
the same as Young Hyson, is bought for the
same and sold at the same figures.
Coffee
peas, which costs 2i cents per pound,
are retailed
at 25 cents per pout'd, while
chickory, which costs -H cents, is sold for 25

srrourul ami hrnlrA ltia

In

acres

Flint and Lancashire.
In fact, the
lauded interest is pretty well represented in
rialiinot

rDir»

rintn

hundred tons of “solid death” had been wasted.
As an offset to this, witness the work of a sin-

Anrvll

75,000,
£50,000; Lord
Hartington’s father, 200,000 acres aud
£180,000 a year; Lord Spencer, 27,000
acres
and
Lord
£40,000 a year;
11,000 acres aud
Kimberly,
£25,000
a
Lord
ear;
Northbrook,
10,000
acres aud £12,000 a year; Mr. Dodson 3,000
Lord Huntly.
acres, and £3,500 a year.
I
who has just enrolled himself in the ranks
of the administration, is lord of 90,000 acres
and £27,000 a year.
rental

over

gle solid shot thrown from

Federal gunboat
A Confederate living battery was just taking position, and one
piece had already opened tire. The Federal
shot was directed at this piece. The
big umss
of iron struck the six
pounder square on the
muzzle aad upset gun and
carriage. A piece
of the muzzle weighing about
twenty oouiids
was
broken off, and this flew to the left and
killed two men. Three men were wounded
by
smaller fragments or flying splinters. The
big
shot next struck aiid
a
cassion, killexploded
ing three more meu and wounding two others.
From the caisson it turned to the
right,
killed a horse, smashed a wheel for a fieldoiece and crushed the
of
a
leg
sergeant to a
bloody mass. The one shot so disorganized the
battery that it limbered up and dashed awuv

on

Wk hear from the Advertiser that when
Madame de Stael “was selected by the malice
of Napoleon, and wrote to himjfor help, he
was too shrewd aud too selfish to respond,
although he owed to her his restoration
from exile in America.’' It is not set down
in the chronicles that Napoleon was ever in
America. Can it be that the critical Advertiser has fallen into the same confusion
as to pronouns that it co denmed so
iiercelj
in reviewing Watson’s school-readers?

Died of too Much Editing.
A couple of weeks ago a
tramp printer
stopped at the Carson (Nev.) Appeal office to
aDDlv for a situation
Ha vao fn.nLh.d

During the year 1880, 100,191 German
emigrants sailed from Germany, or morr
than three times as many as the preceding

temporary employment, which enabled him
secure

oi

tins

country nas onereu. n
ser-

Gen. Garfield will not be the lirsl
President inaugurated on a Friday. Johr
Quincy Adams and Franklin Pierce were
both inaugurated on Friday, and whoevei
shall be elected President of the Unitec
States in 1920 will be inaugurated on Fri
day, March -1, 1921.

managed and well-edited newspaper. Its
main purpose was to kill the Chronicle, and
the enemies of the latter paper “stood in”
quite liberally at the start. Let the story,
however, bo told in the language of the narrator:

San Francisco will soon be receiving :
great portion of the iron used in the city
from Oregon. The mines already devclopet
in that State have a capacity of about 5,00t
tons a year, and it can be sold in San Fran
cisco at a profit of $20 a ton.

1

great seal of the State is so defaced by lonj ;
usage that its impression can hardly bo de

ciphered.
Boston Post: March came in neither like
lion nor yet like a lamb, but more like
yellow dog fresh from an encounter with
the slop bucket of some scullery maid.

a

A lady in Chicago recently addressed :
letter to Henry Wilson, Natick, Massachu
setts, requesting his autograph. He did no L
reply.
Taunton Gazette:

disregarded

wealth there is
chusetts is

When

statutes
one

majestically

of

one

the

reflects

oi l

common

satisfaction.

Massa

moral on paper.

Moutreal Post intimates that Janie 3
G. Bennett of the New York Herald is 1
suitor for the hand of the Princess Beatrice
The

to

nights’ lodging

and started a paper of their own called
the Globe. It gave fair prospects of success,
and to all outward appearance was a well-

ward of $o00 for the capture of I. C. Den
ham, the chief of the hand.

the

a

employ

Tiie days of pirates are not over. Ar
organized band of buccaneers exists oi
the Louisiana and Mississippi coast, ant
the governor of Mississippi has offered a re

The original official copy of the Constitu
tion of Wisconsin cannot be found, and the

few

and meals to
match. He was a printer who a few weeks
ago had been one of the eighteen proprietors
oi the Daily Globe, which
recently suspended
in San Francisco, and gave a full
description
of its inside workings and management under
a pledge of secrecy and a promise
that ne use
should bo made of the information until lie
had reached Salt Lake, where he now is.
A number of printers left the Chronicle's

year. This enormous increase is due it
part to the fairer prospects which the generprosperity

a

Mississippi.

gunboat on the White River threw
three shells into a Confederate
camp, kitted
»ud routed a force of 800.
7 fif»y
Within a week after that event the Confederate General Shelby
planted four pieces of flying artillery on the levee within 400 feet of the
same gunboat at
anchor, and without the least
cover for
meu
or guns
kept up the tight for
more than an hour, or until the
gunboat backed
out of it and steamed
away.
The chances in a lottery can he
figured dowu
fine, and a certain per centum of escapes is allowed in a steamboat explosion, but he who
goes to war has nothing to console him.
He
may dodge a two hundred pound shell and be
killed by two buckshot. lie may receive a
dozen ballets and live on, or
the first one
may be fatal. He may ride in the wildest
charge unhurt, and he may be killed by a stray
ballet beside his camp tire.

kind whatsoever.

.u

the Lower

to cover.
A Union

A bill before the California Legislature
provides that the widow or children of auj
victim of murder, whether the murderer be
declared insane or not, shall be empowered
to proceed against him in civil suits, and ii
he be dead the action may be brought
against his widow and children, or his
heirs, administrators, and assigns of auj

part to the growing aversion to military
vice at home.

one

heavy cannon, bombarded the fort for two
hours before killing a single soldier. From
seventy to eighty heavy cannon were hurling
three tons of iron .into the fort each minute,
and yet no one was hurt until more than three

in

>wns

noplr

of

the assaults on Fort Wagner, in
Charleston harbor, the ironclad fleet assisted
by land batteries numbering twenty-seven

cents.

fhp Hritish

paraphernalia

A the battle of Franklin, says the Detroit
Free Press, the first shell sent from the first
U uion fieldpiece to open fire killed
twenty-six

is sold for

nearly 7,000

V..

night.

Uni-leasing revelations were made in a
trial at Providence Monday. The witnesses
testified that tea, the first cost of which is
ouly 32cents per pound, is sold for 80 cents;
another grade, costing 21 cents, is sold for
80 cents. Oolong, which costs 25 cents, is
sold for 70 and 80 cents, and Japan tea,
which costs 101 cents is sold for 50 cents;
Young Hyson, which costs 30 cents per

Mr. Gladstone owns

uea.l

will not answer, for, beBide printing the usual
face of the ticket, every one has to be numbered aud counted. This is all done automatically by a single impression, and common local
tickets are thus turned out at a rate of not less
than 25,000 an hour, and coupon tickets at a
speed of about 3,000 per hour. The' local tickets, after they have come from the press, are
again counted by an ingeniously-contrived machine, which never makes a mistake, and the
coupon issues are counted by girls. All this
having been done, the tickets are divided into
packages of 100 each, and when delivered to
the roads a receipt for the exact number is required. Many roads from a distanoe, telegraph their orders in the morning, and in the
afternoon 500,000 tickets are shipped in response. During the excursion season the establishment is often kept running day and

Commissioners, who met the Chinese in the
spirit of international courtesy, conducted
the negotiations as though they had some
rights, and signed the treaty in a spirit of
reasonable reciprocity.

pound,

Ordinary printing

pensive.

was

tions in the form of commands from

a-ithmir Kointv

ery ticket office, whether large or small, has to
keep on hand a far greater number of tickets
than there is likely to be any call for. Probably fifty tickets are printed against every one
that is sold. Thus, if a road like the Boston
and Albany carried 10,000,000 passengeis in n
year, a basis of 500,000,000 tickets would be required to keep all their offices supplied.
As before intimated, the presses and machinery required are very complicated and ex

not with any outward show of arrogance,
unless it was arrogance in the lamb to insist

rior to an inferior. That
not the idea of Minister

Chicago, the New England roads ui
Springfield uud New York, and the

roads

deserves the reward due to a faithful public
servant. That reward will lie bestowed
upon him next

their different headquarters. The Westroads, for instance, would have their work

near

renewal of the trust put in his
hands by the people of Portland. Municipal
affairs while he has been in office have been

earned a

“Who ran the concern?”
“I did, for one,” said the wandering
printer.
“Then there was Lynch and Brooks and
Woods, and all the balance. When the force
were all on deck
it had eighteen bosses, besides the reporters and editors.”
"Who edited the paper?’,
"I did—and the rest of the gang. We all
toek a hand. Some man would be setting up
an article and see some friend
given a deal. He
would walk up to the imposing stone and yell
out,‘What in blazes is this?’ Then the hoys
would all quit work and collect around the
stone.
home would think that that the man the article went after was a perfect gentleman, and
the rest would think he was an old snoozer.
Then we would row over the matter half an
hour or so and pretty soon a couple would
‘.jeff’ to see whether the item went in or not.
Each day the editors and reporters got their
instructions from eighteen of their regular
bosses and their assistants. I kept the track
of the regulars, but split on the‘subs.’
Each
man had
a
policy. I had two. Homo had
more.
No particular policy, but a general
sliding scale to tit any circumstances.
“Did the Globe roll along pretty well at

first?”
“i'es, it swelled up big. Subscriptions came
in lively and were brisk and for a spell the
great question was what to do with so much
money. We talked of buying a building to
move into.
Presently, however, the expenses
began to chaw us up. Then it wasn’t a ques-

tiou so much what to do with the money, but
where to get it. Some of the boys were sticking type at the case and some were bustling
about ou the outside. Somehow the outsiders
seemed to diess better and eat at better restauami than the insiders.
Curious, wasn’t it? I
guess we galley slaves at the case didu't clear
over seveu dollars a week.”
“Did you double in politics.'”

FRIDA! MORNING, MARCH 4.

AUGUSTA.

"Oli. yes, we ran most of the politics there
for a week. We had Democrats, Republicans,
Greenback and Kearney men on the managerial force. We didn’t agree for a while, but
compromised on a sort of Democratic, Kalloch,
Kearney platform. The Democratic Central
Committee gave us 82,500 iu political printing and owed us about $2,000, which we
trusted. Some of the politicians offered us
$5,000, cash down, for the paper. We didn’t
expect over $3,000, but after that offer we had
a meeting
and raised the price to $10,000.
Some of the boys who wanted to set tho pegs
up to$20,000, were out-voted. I was one that
wanted to settle on $20,000.
"Have ye got a chew of toba.’co? If I had a
cent I’d buy my own.
Well, the $20,000 proposition fell through, and then the Democrats
After that things
bought the Examiner.
went by the board, and we began to lose interest in politics. Then some of the tvpos got
sick and we run short of managers. Then we
rau short of ooin, and we were sorter short all
round. Then we shut up shop and gave the
other papers a shoe’. We had lots of fun,
though. I’ll walk down to Reno to-night and
I know a consee if I can't get to Salt Lake.
ductor that knocks down on the fares, and if
he doesn't pass me in the Pullman I’ll frighten
him to deat li. Next time I start a paper I’l1
do it on borrowed capital, and don’t you let
that idea fall out of your head till I see you

again.’’_
METEOROLOGICAL
I «u tear ion s

for
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twenty-four
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War Dep't, Office Chief Siqnal
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
<
Mar. 4, 1A.M.I
For New England,
cloudy weather with snow, strong northeasterly winds, lower barometer, stationary or
lower temperature.
Cautionary signals coutinue at Eastport,
Portland anil section 7, section 8, Boston and
along the coast southward.
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Rockland Politics.
Rockland, March 3.—Mayor Cass has, at
tlie request of a large number of citizens—Republicans, Democrats and Gveenbackers—consented to be a candidate for re-election. A cilizens meeting was held this evening, at which
Capt. A. J. Ames was nominated as candidate
for mayor in opposition to Col. Case.

*

______________

Maine

Ship-

and

Shipowners

masters Association.

SENATE fREFUSES

TO

CHANGE

THE

TIME OF THE STATE ELECTION.

More Testimony In Favor of the

Hospital.

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Augusta, March 3.
The bill to incorporate the Maine Shipbuilders and Shipmasters Association names
Guy C. Goss, Samuel E. Spring, J. S. Winslow,Ed ward O’Brien, Samuel Watts and others
as the corporators.
The object of the Association is the promotion of the shipbuilding and
navigation interest of the State, and the bill
provides for a capital stock of $50,000.
The bill to incorporate the Oakland hank of
Gardiner names Sifamai Bowman, James D.
White, Charles Swift, C. H. Maxcy, Ephraim
Hatch, David Dennis and A D. Nickerson as
the corporators.
for a
The bill provides
The bill to incorcapital stock of $200,000.
porate the Cobbossee bank of Gardiner names
James Stone, Francis G. Richards, Stephen J.
Young, Freeman Trott, Charles Danfortb, S.
D. Cook, John T. Stone as the corporators,
and provides for a capital stock of $200,000.
The hill relating to auctioneers, provides for
an amendment to the present statute, so that
the authority of
special liceuses shall be
limited to the town in which said special
license is granted.
The bill relating to the attachment of the
estates
of
absent
defendants
provides
for
an
amendment
to
the
present
statute by adding the following to section 4:
"And any attachment made on the original
writ shall continue one year and thirty days
after said judgment is so rendered when no
bond is given, and when
attachmAnt. shall

a

nnnf.iniiA

bond is given said
t.hirtv davs

after

slid bond is filed with tbe clerk of court.”
Col. Baker and wife of tbe Hotel North
gave

a

party this evening in

legislative

boarders.

It

was a

honor

very

affair.
The resolve proposing an amendment to the
constitution so as to change the election from
to November was debated in tbe
Senate to-day.
Its passage was advocated by
Senators Emery and Pattangall and opposed
by Senators Dingley and Bisbee. It had pre-

A Tremendous Snow Storm in the
Northwest.

TRAVEL IN WISCONSIN COMPLETELY

the House by a vote of 88 to 17,
but was defeated in the Senate by a vote of 17
to 5.

Legislature will adjourn over tc.morrow
until Monday afternoon to enable members to
go home and attend town meeting if they desire. Quite a number will avail themselves of
the opportunity. When they reassemble Mon-

SUSPENDED.

Senator Blaine’s resignation
will be laid before them.
A bill was presented in the House to-day
which, under suspension of the rules, was put

day afternoon
in Remote

Districts.

Milwaukee, March 3.—There
enow

night.
suspended.

storm

last

was a

heavy

Trains on all the lines

have been
The storm which began last night was genIt is the heaviest
eral all over Wisconsin.
known in the Northwest.
sn >w storm ever
The snow is from three to six feet on a level
aud drifts are reported covering houses, telegraph poles, trains, &c. Not a single railroad
traiu is running iu the entire state. Every line
All business is susis effectually blocked.
pended and no attempt to clear tracks will be
made until after the storm ceases, and tonight
it is raging as bad as ever.
Railway men estimate that tally a week must elapse, even with
favorable weather, before trains can be resumed regularly.
Mails all over the state are
stopped. Telegraph wires continue to work to
most puiuts.
The oldest inhabitants in Milwaukee aud throughout the state say that
nothiug even approaching the present' storm
has ever been known.
From almost every interior town come dispatches announcing distress among the people
aud stating that unless the storm ceases so that
supplies can be got in within a few days there
will be great suffering aud actual danger of
starvation among the people isolated irom
neighbors aud assistance.
In Milwaukee there is a genuine coal famine. But little coal is in the city and it is impossible for dealers to deliver. All business is

suspended.
Chicago, March 3.—Another heavy snow
storm is reported throughout the northwest,
extending from this city to Dakota, and movIt reached here about miding eastward.
paiiied by driving sleet.

The railroad traffic
bad not recovered from the late blockade, and
will be again suspended.
It is impossible to get at how much snow has
fallen as it is r p r el in no two places^tlike In
Wisconsin, Iowa and Illinois, where the railways have not recovered from the storm of
Saturday and Sunday, it is feared that the
preseut snow will interdict travel for a week,
there is a hopeless blockade of traffic in Chicago, and incoming trains this morning were
delayed seven to eight hours. No trains on the
Illinois Central have moved in between Chicago and Kensington, Illinois, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad is obliged
to detain all trains between Chicago and Milwaukee until the storm has ceased. The
railroad blockade throughout Wisconsin is
more complete than any time during the winFrom Dubuque come reports of a furious
ter.
storm raging, insuring auother railroad blockade, during which no train can be expected, as
those west and east were all abandoned last

night.
At

nightfall

there

was no

apparent abate-

of the storm. The streets are almost deserted except by snow-plows, which kept moving trying to keep the tracks clear.
Dispatches from Western Iowa note a cessation of the storm there, but in Wisconsin and
Illinois it continues with remarkably persistency.
A special from Elgin, 111., summarizes the
situation thus:
No trains, no mails, no Chicago papers, no business.
A Madison, Wis., special, speaking of the
storm says:
“Nothing like it lias ever been
known in this section.
About three feet of
snow has fallen
and drifts are 16 to 18 feet
ment

high.

_

NATIONAL HOUSE.
The Number of Members Fixed by
the House at 319.
MAINE LOSES ONE

SEAT-

__

t»

I

Washington, March 3.—The apportionment
bill as it passed the House this afternoon fixes
the Representatives upon the basis of 319
members, and gives the following represeuta
tion to the several States:
Alabama,
California,
Connecticut,
Florida,
Illinois,
Iowa,
Kentucky,

8
6
4
2
20
10
11
4
12
5
14
1
7
9
1
2

Arkansas,
Colorado.

The President

Returns the Fund-

ing Bill Unsigned.

5
1
1
10
13
0
G
6
11

Delaware,
Georgia,
Indiana,
Kansas,
Louisiana,
Maine,
Maryland,
Massachusetts,
Michigan,
V'innesota.
7
Mississippi,
3
Missouri,
Nebraska,
Nevada.
New Hampshire,
2
New Jersey,
New York,
33
North Carolina,
21
Ohio,
28
Oregon,
Pennsylvania,
Knode Island,
G
South Carolina,
10 Texas,
10
Tennessee,
2 Virginia,
10
Veimout,
West Virgiuia,
4 Wisconsin,
8
By tins apportionment the North gains 16
and loses 3.
T e South gains 13 and loses

through the various stages of legislation in
both branches, was approved by the Governor
and became a law before the Legislature ad-

allowing the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Company to set
aside a portion of its earning to extend its road
The bill

journed.

was

one

from Blanchard to Moosehead Lake.
The Commsttee on Legislative Apportion
ment, at their meeting this afternoon adopted
new classification of Lincoln county as follows:
Waldoboro and Monhegan, 1; Bristol, Bremen, and Muscougus, 1; Jefferson, Nobleboro
and Whitefield, 1; Damariscoita, Dresden,
Edgecomb, Aina and Somerville, 1; Boothbay
and Westport, 1; Wiscasset, Newcastle and
Southport, 1; total 6.
The Democrats of the Poland and Minot
representative district have nominated David
Dunn to fill the vacancy occasioned by the exa

pulsion of Swan.
The hospital investigation

Brilliant Scenes In Washington Streets.
Washington, March 3.—Immense crowds
are in the city.
A disagreeable sieet and snow
storm prevails, but notwithstanding the inclemency of tbe weather Pennsylvania avenue
to-night presents an extraordinary lively appearance. Electric and calcium lights and illuminations uf all descriptions abound, and
upon tbe arrival of distinguished persons tbe
scene
becomes a particularly brilliaut one.
Tbe explosion of colored die balls gives a novel
effect p> the decorated buildings and snow
Covered sireets. Gov. Foster and staff arrived
at noon to-day.
On tbe train was ttie Governors Guards ol Columbus, Ohio, and Champion
City Guards of Springfield. Gen. Hancock
arrived this evening and was escorted from
the depot to his hotel by the Washington Light
Iufaulry. He was received at tbe depot by a
special committee appointed for the purpose.
Various comm.ttoes are at tbe railroad depots
awaiting the arrival of persons of distinction
who are expected during the night.

WASHINGTON.
Bills Approved by the President.
Washington, March 3.—The President today approved tbe legislative Appropriation bill,
agricultural appropriation bill, bill appropriating money towards expense to be incurred in
the centennial celebration of tbe battle on
Groton Heights, also the river and harbor and
and fortification bills.
Secretary Sherman Resigns.
Secretary Sherman formally presented his
resignation to the President to-day and bade
farewell to the Treasury employes.

REASONS

FOR

DISAPPROVING

SENATE.

Washington, March 3.
The supplemental funding bill was received
in the Senate from the House last evening,
read the second time and referred to the
finance committee.
Mr. Wallace reported back from the appropriation committee with amendments the deficiency appropriation bill.
The deficiency appropriation bill was taken
up and amendments of the Senat' committee

agreed

to.

Huai’s amendment for a ttiiee per cent loan
with a modification proposed by Mr. Morrill
embodying the substantial features of the
refunding hill without the compulsory (5th)
section was taken upon motion of Mr. Morrill.
Mr. Wallace and other members of the comcustomary
mittee on appropriations raised
the amendment and
points of order agaiust
withdrawn.
the amendment was accordingly
Bill was passed.
Apportionment bill was received and referred to the committee on census.
At 5 p. in. a recess was taken until 8.30 n. m.
Conference report on tiio sundry civil bill

agroed to.
Japanese fund hill passed.

was

Thanks of the Senate we reexteuded to the
Vice President.
Senate was in session at a very late hour.
HOUSE.
The President’s veto was read.
Mr. Tucker moved that the message be
printed and laid on tiie table for future consideration.
Mr. Robeson moved to consider the message

immediately.

Mr. Tucker’s motion was agreed to, yeas 138,
nays 110.
Mr. Cox moved to suspend the rules and pass
the apportionment bill on the basis of 307.
This meeting with opposition on the Republican side, Mr. Cox so amended his motion as to
bring up for consideration the apportionment
bill and to have votes taken on tiie numbers
322, 31!), 315 and 307, and when the majority
shall agree on any number, to have the bill,
with the second and third sections of the original bill, put on its passage without debate or
dilatory motion.
Mr. Conger raised a poim of order against
the proposition and Mr. Cox modified it by
striking ont the words “or dilatory motions.”
The bill was passed, yeas 145, nays 113, and
provides that from and after the 3d of March
t.lia TTmiQA nf

was resumed this
afternoon.
Albert G. Wakefield and Fred E. Richards,
former trustees, testified as to their official
connection with tbe place. They never found
a case of abuse of a patient hy the attendants.

They always regarded

Dr. Harlow as a comIt would compare with any institution of the kind with
which they were conversant in the country.
Hons. Frederick Robie and J. T. Hinckley,
visstiug committee of the Governor's Council,
testified as to their frequent visits. They had

petent head of the institution.

found the Superintendent ever ready and willing to carry out sugestions they were plased
to make. The superintendent was familiar
with the patients in every respect, knows their
wants and requirements.
One other witness was heard aud the committee adjourned till tomorrow afternoon.

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.
[Special Despatch

to

the Pbess.]

senate.

Augusta, March 3.
Bills were reported to amend sec. 3, chap.
72, it. S., relating to probate bonds; relating
to drains and sewers in the city of Aubnrn; re-

solve in favor of the State Reform School.
Appropriates $29,000 for the nse of the School
for the years 1881-2; to incorporate the Auburn
Bank; to incorporate the International Bank
of Portland.
Adverse reports were made on petition of J.
IV. Merrill asking that certain taxes paid the
state be refunded; on petition of Otis Hayford
et als. for aid in building a road from Byron to
Lake Mooselacmaguntic.
Senator Emery presented an order that the
committee on judiciary have further time, until next Thursday, to report on matters referred to said committee. Adopted.
The special assignment, resolve to amend
the constitution so as to change the time for
holding the state election to November, was
taken up.
The resolve was favored by Senators Emery
and Pattangall aud opposed by Senators Dingly aud Bisbee
The vote was taken by yeas aud nays and resulted in its defeat, 5 to 17.
The vote whereby the Senate passed to be
engrossed the bill allowing Benjamin Conant
and others to build booms across Androscoggin
river, was reconsidered and the bill was recommitted.
Bill relating to bribery and corruption at
elections was reconsidered and amended so
that no person who violates its provisions shall
be imprisoned for more than one year. It was
tiien again engrossed.
The bill granting a bounty on bears came up
as unfinished business.
Without discussion it
was passed to be engrossed.
Resolve appropriating §5000 to build a road
frnm tho fnrta nf tVin Tfannakan

to

Cl.i»lir \fillo

called up aud considered at length.
was favored by Senators Flint, Baker and
Bisbee, and opposed by Pattangall, Mortland
aud Diugly.
Senator Emery moved that the bill be inwas

It

definitely postponed.

On this question the yeas and nays were called aud tbe vote stood 14 io (i.
So the bill was

indefinitely postponed.
to

Pending its passage to be engrossed the bill
incorporate the Juuctiou Railroad of Port-

land

amended

so that
tbe road shall conwitn any wharf, when requested by the
owners to do so, aud tabled.
was

nect

PASSED

Bill to amend

TO

EE ENGROSSED.

sec

Bill regulating the mackerel {fishery on the
coast of Maine came down from the Senate.
The House insisted on its previous vote aud
asked for a committee of conference, tbe
Speaker appointing on its part Messrs. Buck of
Orland, Cummings of Jonesport and McKellar
of South Thomaston.
Mr. Thompson, of Brunswick, presented a
bill to supply the towns of Brunswick and
Topsham and the city of Bath with pure
water.

Mr. Strout presented a bill to incorporate
the Shipbuilders aud Shipowners Association
of Maine.
Mr. Ford, of Bangor, presented the following, which was adopted;
Ordered, That authority be granted to the
city of Bangor to make any agreement with
the Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Company
or other parties to allow any portion of the net
earnings of said railroad to be set apart for the
purpose of paying the interest on the cost of
constructing lie extension of said railroad to
Moosehead Lake, and for a sinking fund to pay
the cost of Ruch construction as per bill herewith submitted. Such bill has been recommended by the unanimous vote of the City
Councilor Bangor, and, if approved, will be
submitted to the voters of Bangor at the next
annual meeting.
Tiie same gentleman also presented bill to
authorize tbe city of Bangor to make an agreement that a part of the net earnings of the
Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad may be appropriated each year to pay the interest on tbe
cost of extending said road to Moosehead Like
and for a sinking fund to pay the cost of such
extension. Read three time and under a suspension jf the rules passed to bo engrossed.
Mr. Wentworth, of Gardiner, presented bills
to incorporate the Oakland Band and the Cobbossee Bank of Gardiner.
A bill was presented to amend chap. 182 of
the laws of 1880 relating to auctioneers.
The Banking Committee reported charters

RAnrARAiiMinvAK

shu.ll

hft

composed of 319 members, and that whenever

State shall be admitted ttie Representatives assigned it shall be additional to the 319.
House at 4.30 took a recess until 8.
Senate amendments to the detioiency hill
were uou-concurred in and a committee of conference ordered.
House then proceeded to the consideration
of the Senate pension bills on the Speaker’s
table and on the private calendar.
House refused to agree to the conference reThe principal
port on the sundry civil bill.
objection is to the Senate amendment relative
to the extra pay of employes.
Further conference ordered.
a new

THE MEASURE.

SPORTING.
Washington, March 3.—The President has
vetoed the refunding bill.

The following is the message of the President:
To the House of Representatives:
Having considered the bill entitled “An act
to facilitate the refunding of the national
debt,” I am constrained to return it to the
House of Representatives, in which it originated, with the following statement of n:y
objections to its passage. The imperative necessity for prompt action and the pressure of
public duties in this closing week of my term
of office compel me to refrain from any attempt to make a full and satisfactory presentation of the objections to the bill. The importance of the passage at the present session of
Congress of a suitable measure for the refunding of the national debt which is about to mature is generally recognized.
It has been
urged upon the attention of Congress by the
Secretary of the Treasury, and in my last annual message.
If successfully accomplished
it will secure a large decrease in the annual
interest payment of the nation, and I earnestly recommend that if the bill before me shall
fail that another measure for this purpose be
adopted before the present Congress adjourns.
While in my opinion it would be wise to authorize the Seoretary of the Treasury in his
discretion to offer to the public bonds bearing
3J per cent, interest, in aid of refunding, I
should not deem it my duty to interpose my
constitutional objection to the passage of the
present bill if it did not contain in its 5th section provisions which in my judgment seriously
impair the value and tend to the destruction
of the present national banking system of the

country.

2, chap. 48, R. S., connone.
cerning manufacturing, mining and quarrying
The Senate census committee this evening
coui|>anies; to incorporate the Maine Shore
decided to report back the House apportionLine RailwaytCo., with amendment so it can
ment bill to the Senate to-night without rebe consolidated with any connecting road; to
commendation.
One objection is sufficient to
incorporate the West End Horse Railroad Co.
prevent consideration of any bill by the Senate I of
Portland; to allow tbe Bangor & Piscataquis
on the same legislative
day tnat it is reported railroad
to set apart a portion of the net earnfrom a committee and there is therefore very
of the road to extend it to Moosehead lake
slight prospect of final action upon this ings
a suspension of the rules.)
(under
measure daring the short remainder of the
present session.
HOUSE.

THE INAUGURATION.

HIS

XLVITH CONGRESS-2d Session

viously passed
The

Threatened

VETOED.

of their

agreeable

September

BURIED IN SNOW.

Great Distress

for the Merchants Hank of Portland, Ninth
Bank of Rockland. Bangor Bank, to extend
the time for organizing tho Farmers Bank of
Bangor, Kenduskeig Bank of Bangor, Casco
Bank of Portland, Veazie Bank of Bangor,
and Belfast Bank, which wore read twice and
assigned for to-morrow.
Adverse reports were made on order in reference to protection of Indian lands; weight of
eggs; for reimbursement of Stale paupers; relating to claims against insolvent estates; to
prohibit talse orders to obtain spirituous liquor-; for repairsnf chapel at Oldtown Island;
to dyke a certain marsh in Georgetown; to
amend chap. 411 of R. S. in relation to insurance; reduction in tolls on the Georges river
bridge; relating to life insurance policies.
Bills were reported to authorize the trustees
of the Methodist church property at Kent's
Hill in Ueadtield to sell anil convey the Methodist parsonage at Kent’s Hill; to amend sect.
4, chap. 32, of II. S., relating to attachment of
the estates of absent defendants; relating to
amending section o of tbo public laws of 1870
relating to tho taxation of insurance companies; to authorize tho Cobb Lime Co. to
subscribe for stock in the corporation known
as tbe Cobb Liine Co.. Portland
cement; for
setting off a portion of tlio town of Cariboo
and aunexing it to Couuor plantation
(pending
third reading tabled on motion of Mr. Dickey
of Fort Kent.)
Resolve for revision aud consolidation of the
public laws (appropriating §S,000 for tho total
cost and employing Judge Goddard of Portland to do the work,) pending its passage to be
engrossed, Mr. Hatch of Bangor moved to
amend so that the compensation for commissioner, clerk hire and stationery should not
exceed $5,000.
Mr. Talbot advocated the resolve which was
also supported by Messrs. Verrill and Strout
of Portland.
The amendment was rejected and the resolve was given a passage.
Resolve in favor of A. J. Cameron (minority
report) was taken up and after being discussed by Mr. Livermore of Bradley in favor
and Messrs. Freeman of Cherryfield, Hall of
Rockland, King of Caribou against, it was
tabled.
Resolve antborizing the land agent to convey Sow and Pigs Islands in Casco bay to
Emery Brewer of Freeport was taken from the
table and given a passage.
Bill to divide the town of Eden and incorporate the town of Forest City was read three
times and after being favored by Messrs.
Freeman of Cherryfield, Foss of Danforth and
Talbot of East Machias and opposed by McKnsick of Calais, McAllister of Bucksport,
a motion to indefinitely
postpone was lost, 5(i
to 40, and the bill was given a passage.
Mr. Talbot was excused from serving on the
committee on the condition of the commonwealth.

This system has now been in ODeration almost 'JO years.
No safer nor more beneficial
banking system was ever established. Its adas
a
business
are free to ail who have
vantages
the necessary capital. It furnishes a currency
to the the public which for convenience and
the security of ttie billholder has probably
never been equalled by that of any other
banking system. Its uotes are secured by deposits with tbe government of the interest bearThe section
ing bonds of the United States.
of the bill before me which relates to the national banking system and to which objection
is made, is not an essential part of a refunding measure. [The President here quotes the
fifth section and says]: U uder this section it
is obvious that uo additional banks will hereafter be organized, except possibly in a few
cities or localities where the prevailing rates of
interest in ordinary business are extremely
low.
No new banks can be organized and no increase of tbe capital of the existing banks can
be obtained except by the purchase and deposit of 3 per cent, bonds.
No other bonds of the United States can be
used for this purpose. Tbe one thousand millions of other bonds recently issued by tho
United States, and bearing a higher rate of interest than 3 per cent., and therefore a better
security for the bill-holder, canuot, after the
first of July next, be received as security for
bank circulation.
This is a radical chauge in the banking law,
It takes from the banks the right they have
heretofore had under the law to purchase and
deposit, as security for their circulation, any
of the bonds issued by the United States, and
deprives the billholders of the best security
which the banks are able to give by requiring
them to deposit bonds having the least value
of any bonds issued by the government. The
average rate of taxation of capital employed
in banking is more than double the rate of
taxation upon capital employed in other legitiUnder these circumstances, to
mate business.
amend the banking law so as to deprive banks
of the advantage of securing their notes by
the most valuable bonds issued by the government will, it is believed in a large part of the
country be a practical prohibition of the
organizing of new hanks and prevent the existing banks from enlarging their capital The
national banking system if continued at all
will be a monopoly in the bauds of those already engaged in it who may purchase governbonds bearing a more favorable rate of interest
than the 3 per cent, bonds prior to next July.
To prevent the further organization of banks
is to put in jeopardy the whole system hv
taking from it that feature that it makes it, as
it now is, a banking system free upon the same
terms to all who wish to engage in it. Even
the existing banks will be iu dantrer of being
driven from business by additional disadvantages to which they will be subjected by
this bill.
Iu short, I cannot but regard the fifth section
as a step in the direction of the destruction of
the national banking system. Our country,
after a long period of business depression, has
just entered upon a career of unexampled
prosperity. Withdrawal of the currency from
circulation by tbe national banks and the enforced winding up of the banks in consequence
would Inevitably bring serious embarrassments
anu uisaster to me uusiness
oi me country;
banks of issue are essential instruments of
modern commerce. If the present efficient
and admirable system of banking is broken
down it will inevitably be followed by a recurrence to other and inferior methods of banking. Any measure looking to such a result
will be a disturbing element in our financial
system. It will destroy confidence and surely
check the growing prosperity of the country.
Believing a measure for refunding the national
debt is not necessarily connected with the national banking law,that any refunding act will
defeat its own object if it imperilled the national banking system, or seriously impaired
its usefulness, and convinced that section five
of the bill before mo would, if it should become a law, work a great harm,
I herewith
return the bill to the House of Representatives
for that further consideration which is provided for in the constitution.
Rutherford B. Hayes.
(Signed)
Executive Mansion, March 3, 1881.

EUROPE.
Dillon Defies the House of

a. m.

347;
355;

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Dull) Wholesale Market.
Portland. March 3.
The following are lo-day’e .quotations of Flour,
&c.
Provisions.
Grain,
Portlnn.a

Flour.

4*r*«u.

Spring....6

XX
Patent
Spring
Wheats.8
Michigan Winter best.6

25

Michigan....5 25@5

50

Grade

car

>ou*

61
4^

•*
25(a 6 60 Cate
Sacked Bran
Mids...
00@8 75
; Corn, bag lots..

00@6

Low

M. Corn.

H.

23 00
@24 t 0
65
61

Meal,

50
Oats,
*'
24
Bran,
26 00
St. Louis WinMid’ngs,
ter fair
6 00@6 25 Rye,
1 20
Winter good. .6 25 @6 50 i
Winter best.. .6 76@7 00!
Pro
Produce.
Mess Beof.. 9 60@10 00
Ex Moss.. 10 75@11 00
Turkeys.
17(@18
OhicRons..— 15o/16
Plate.12 00@12 50
Fowl
Ex Plare..l3 00@13 50
12@14
Ducks..14
Fresh Beef,
Hind Qu....7@10%c
E<g8. 19@20
11 @12%
Geese,
ForeQu.5@6%c
Sweet** Jersev3 75@4 00 Pork-Norfolk 2 75@3 00
Backs,. ..21 50@21 75
Onions, p bbl.4 50 @5 00,' Clear.20 50@20 75
crate ...@1601
vieaH.18 50(al8 75
Crnbernes. ^ bbl
Ha us.
11
@13
Maine. 4 00@4 50
Ijarrt.
!fc....
CapeCod,7 50@900 Tub, #
113/8 @11%
Round Hogs.. ..7%@8
Tierces, ft ^.ll% all3/8
Frui*
I Pail. 113,4 @13
..
..

..

...

Musc’tlRaisins215@230 Kegs
London Layers2 40@2 50
Tnrl/iah PpimoB 141 A. /rtil I Pao

..

..

Rcaom.
O

rt

1

QA

I Mediums.2 15 ®2 20
Oranges.
Palermos pbx 2 75®3 50 Yellow Eye.*. .2 00®2 16
Valencia pease $7 50®$8
Butter.
Extra large cases 11 00 Creamery....
@32
Lemons.
Gilt Edge Vermont 31
Messina.4 00®4 50 Choice
4 00@'4 50 Good.
Palermos
Nutt.
| Store.

Peanuts—

Wilmington.1 60@1
Virginia.-1 60@1
20@1

Tennessee.. .1
lb.

Walnuts,

Filbert*.

•*

Pecan,
S is
Granulated
Extra C

r.

(g/8%

Early Rose, p

apples"2

Choice eating
Dried Westorn

00

4%@5

do Eastern..

4®

6

Potatoes.
bush:—

of Potatoes: small

lots

Grain market.

Portland, March 3.
following quotation of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
The

167 Commercial street:

Chicago ,—Wheat—.
lime.

--Corn-.
Apr.
May.
100 Vs
42%
99%
42%

Mar.

9.30..
9.45..
10.11..
11.23
12.36..
1.02..

Call.

-Oats

Mav
33%

993/8
100Vs
100%

33%
33%

42%
42%
42%

100

W. Ttua ft Co.

maiue Central.
PoRTLAND.March 2.
For Portland, 7G cars miscellaneous
merchandise;
for connecting roads, 76 oars miscellaneous mer
chan disc
of

#

(Sales
Broker's Board, Boston, March 3.J
First Call.
$1000 Eastern R. R., 4%.106%
Boston & Maine Railroad.148
Hartford & Erie 7s. 58
Boston Water Powder Co... 11%
Boston Land
10%
Eastern Railroad..
371/2
Franklin Mining Company
16
Brunswick Antimony Mining Company. 19
North Castine Mining Company.2 57%@2 60
Blue Hill Company.
4%
Og. and Lake Champlain It. common
34%
Summit Branch Railroad.
30%
Flint and Pero Marquette, R. common.
32%
Harshaw Mining Company.
13%
Cm., -anduakyand Cleveland R., com. 24
Atch. Top. and Santa Fe R.135
at the

Com-

..

..

(By Telegraph.)
3—Evening.—Money

ed_645,000

reg.!....100%
reg.!!lll%

.‘*‘.‘.127

i'he following were the
closing quotations of
stocks
Rock
Illinois
C. B. dr Quincy. 3 67%
Chicago & Alton..
Chicago <s Alton prefei re 1
i
142
New York Central.
14.71A
Lake Shore...
12634

island...,.12544
Central..********300%

Central..."ill*
‘"'"

.’ ’.
Northwestern—.!!!!!!* 124
Northwestern preferred...’ ..105
Milwaukee & St. Paul.].l
St. Paul preferred.
.191 ia
Union Pacific.
ifgju
New Jersey Central.* ..10fiat
..

mu

ABLE SENTIMENTS.

Western Union Tel.

In tho House of Commons debate on the
second reading oi the arms bill was resumed.
During the debate on the arms bill Mr. Dillon defended John Devov who, he said, was
one of liis Iriends.
Ho also defended his own
advice to the Irish to ami, but he said in the
event of their disarmament they were resolved
to establish equality anil disarm landlords
also.
Dillon said if he were an Irish farmer he
would keep a rirle to snoot landlords. Shouts
of “Oh!”
He wished the Irish had proclaimed civil war.
The SDeaker called him to order.
Sir William Hartcourt declared that his
former attacks were fully justified by Dillon’s
language in the prdvious debate.
Healy was repeatedly called to order for
charging Sir William Harcourt with uttering
an untruth.
He was eventually “named” by
the Speaker and his suspension was voted.
During this scene Parnell entered the

House.

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
Five Men Killed by a Collision.
Staunton,Va., March 3.—A freight train on
the Cliesa|ieake & Ohio Railroad colided with
a material train near Caldwell station to-day.
The two engineers and firemen were killed.
Dr. Caldwell, of White Sulphur Springs wa»
also killed.

Co.””l05%

California .fliiiiu^ «uocUm.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco, March 3.—The
following
closing quotations of Mining stocks
...—

2%
234
jy8
68,4

are

to-day:

Noonday.
Hale &
Grand

the
2

Norcross.. 334
Prize. li/8
Mexican. 5y2
Bullion.
1
northern Belle.12%
Uahforma. 1
0phir. 4%
ChoPar. l6/« Overman.
11/«
Eureka Con.23% Union Con.
7a?
Crown Point. 1% Sierra
Nevad4...
gi/™
1
Yellow Jacket. 2*A
Gould & Curry. 3
Bodie.
«j£
Savage.
1% potosi..
2
Bulwer.. 2
Con. Virginia..*. 1%
••

Belcher...
Best & Belcher..

g^^quer..

***“

t'hicago Live Stock Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. March 3.—nogs—Receipts 3 000 headshipments 8,000 head; market strong; light at 5 3(5
°d packmg 6 °°@6 35i ^lu‘ce
heavy at
f
Cattle—Receipts 1000head:9hipment8 3400 head;

Eoji'oo
001
SSOTs4^SS Io40S5
licad; inarketi8

common to

Arcs;?.8
-.

opportunity

—

UKtSS uuuus

Elegant

«>£»,?*.^Vsc

displayed

TURNER

BROS.,

KLimball Block,

& 490

488

Street.

Congress

SPECIAL

WATCHES.

97 CT. SILKS.

JEWELRY,

RINGS.

^Mobile,March

RINES

“

h™' goojt°

Domestic Market*.
<Bv Telegranh.i
..

rifrin i.r,KK-Marcl1 3-Eveuiug-Flour—Receipts

1C 783 bbls;exports
42,892 bbls; without decided
cnauge, low grades shade stronger with a moderate
export business, mainly for grades, and fair
Jobbing
trade Inquiry; sales la.UOOjNo 2 at 3
106,3 75;Sup.
an‘^ State at 3
extra Western
75@4
25;
and State at 4 36(64 76;
good to eboice Western

BROS.

BRACELETS.

SILVERWARE,

SPECTACLES,

always
pleasure to show goods, freely giving t(
all any desired informationias to the al!
important question of Gentlemen’s Fashions for the coming seasoH.

FINANCIAL.

For the Pasfc thirty three
years
CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively

sold.

It has always
been
made
pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

IB^Slade’s

Swan & Barrett,

MARRIAGES.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

In Saco, Feb. 9. by Rev. E. K.
Chandler, William
D. Buck of Portland and Miss Gertrude Dyer of
Saco.
In Wells, Feb. 1, Chas. Y. Lord. M.
D., of Naples,
and Miss Annie L. Littlefield of Wells.
In Searsport. Feb. 27, Fred A. Nicbols of Belfast
and Mary E. Nickerson of Swanville.
In Waldo, Jan. 29, Jaa F. S cldon of Belfast and
Miss Nellie M. Merriam of Morrill.
In Belmont, Feb. 26,
George L. Bryant and Mrs.

1SG

Ttliddle

Street

I S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.

Palermo, Feb. 12, Ralph M. Turner and Abbie
Burgess, both of Chi a.
in Eden, Feb. 16, Gideon P. Grover of Mt Desert
and Miss Annie E. Dodge of Bluehill.

exchanged
3*2_

sneodtf

SAMUEL HANSON,

DEATHS.
In Freeport. March 2, John D.
Wight, aged 67
years.
In Saco, Feb. 26,.Ella H., wife of Orrin P.
Greene,
aged 30 years 2 months.
In Saco, Feb. 28, David G. Tapley, aged 46
years
7 months.
In Hollis, Feb. 22, Elizabeth Farnliani.
aged 81
years 9 months.
In Limerick, Feb. 28, Mrs. Jones, wife of Parson
Daniel L. Jones, aged 29 years.
In Belfast, Feb. 23, Josiah H.
Brooks, aged 35
years 5 months.
In Searsport, Feb. 15. Joseph
Moore, aged 60
years 10 months.
In Liberty, Feb. 28, Mrs. Almira McCurdy, aged
69 years 6 months.

Banker

&

Broker,

Securities, Bank
bought and sold.

Stock,

Exchanges

oc23

codtf

Silesia.New York..Hamburg.... Mch
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Mch

Scythia.New York..Liverpool... .Mch
City of Montreal.. New York Liverpool....Mch
Crescent ity.New York..Aspinwal 1... Mch
Lake Nepigon.....Portland....Liverpool....Mch
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall.. .Mch
Sarmatian.Halifax.Liverpool....Mob

Circassia.Halifax.Liverpool.. ..Mch
Parisian.Halitax.Liverpool....Mch

3
3
3
3
4
5
6
5
6
5
5
8
9
9
10
18
20
22
19
26

Woodbury&Monlton,
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock
■

jy27

MINI AT* 'UF.

ALMANAC.MARCH 4.
.6.31 I High water, (p ai).. 2.09
Sun sets.5.62 Moon sets.
11.11

Cure Your
BY

Porn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic,
it removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callous
without
leaving a blemish.
I
Brush for applying in each bottle.

DEALERS IN
N.

L,

THURSDAY,

Ship Geo Stetson, of Bath, which arrived at San

Francisco 1st inst from Philadelphia, made the passage in 108 days,—one of the quickest for several
of Philadelphia, which arrived
years. The ship
same day. was 169 days in making the passage. The
arrived same day from
ship St 'John, Capt
Baltimore in 145 days.
The ship Samuel Watts.
Leruiond, arrived same day from New York in 117
days, and the H S Gregory, Watts, in 148 days.

City
Smalley,

The new barque C P Dixon, launched at Belfast
28th by J Y Cottrell, is about 800 tons, carpenter’s
measure, and has been on the stocks three years.
She is owned by parties in Rockland and is to be
commanded by Capt Keene of that place.
The new barque Shirley, launched at Belfast 28th
by Geo W Cottrell, is about 900 tons, carpenter’s
measure, and has been on the stocks two and a half
years. She is owned in New York and is to be commanded by Capt W S Gibson.
to

Sch Dorado, of Boothbav, 66 tons, has been sold
parties at the east for $‘800.

EKOM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 2d, barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, Cardenas; brigHavilla’ Montevideo.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, *Uip Carrollton, Lewis,

Singapore.
Sla 2d inst, ship John P.aen, Fabairn. New Orleans; barque Helen Sands, Bosford, Charleston.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Jos P Machecca, Woodbory, at Carthagena
from Portland, reports, the first two days out From
Newport it blew a hurricane and had to scud before
the wind under a siugle reefed foresail.
Shipped a
heavy sea Jan 29th and stove two side windows and
after side of the cabin, broke gunwale, split one
streak on small boat, and shifted the scow on deck
one foot to port, g ving the vessel one streak list.
Capt Woodbury thinks himself very fortunate in
saving the scow and deck load on so rough a voyage.
Sch Hattie M Mayo, which was cut through by the
ice at New Bedford and sunk two weeks ago, wa*
pumped out 2d inst, and was to be raised on the
following high tide.
Sch Jef Borden, Paterson, from Wilmington, Dol.
for Pensacola, was ashore 3d inst, on Goose Island,
Delaware River.

DOMESTIC POKTN.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 22d, ship Valparaiso, Fellows, Hong Kong.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 26tb, sch Clara L Dyer,
McLearn. Utilla.
Cld 26th, sch May Evelyn, Hanson, Bluefleld, CA.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 26th, cell George E Young,
Marshall, Providence.
PENSACOLA—Ar 23d. sch Caihie C Berry, Wilson, Port Spain for Boston.
Ar 20th, brig Emily T Sheldon, Hayes, from Port
Limon.

FERNANDINA -Cld 24th, sch A E Hooper, Hood

er,

Philadelphia.

SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, sch Melissa Trask, Wiley,
1
Wood’s Hole.
Ar 2d. sch Stephen G Hart, from Orient, LI.
WIN YAH BAY, NC—Sid 26, sch Dora M French,
eastward.
BALTIMORE— Ar 28th, sch Sarah Potter, Wall,
Norfolk.
Cld 2d, brig Stephen Bishop. Gilkey,
Sagua.
Cld 2d, seks Carl D Lothrop, McRitchie, Boston;

.»

iW

vrv

(iovment

Arrived.
Sch Julia Ellen, Burns, Eriendship—dry fish to
E G Willard.
Cleared.
Brig Nyanza, (Br) Me Isaacs, Cardenas—A L Hob
son, and J H Hamlen & Son.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Gold and Silver Plating to Order.
febl9

eodtf

HT'A LURE IS GUARANTEED
25 ceuta.
For Male by all Druggatii.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousand*
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A*k for Schlottcrbeck’M Corn nnd War!

SPRING
Style

Hats

from

Solvent and take
nov23

no

other.
sndtf

New York and

Philadelphia,
Boston.

SPRING
Style

Hate with a flexible brim.
will tit the head same as

a

A Stift Hat that
Soft Hat.

SPRING
Style Fate

in all

colors, made up Soft and

Light

Weight.

Price

BROADWAY SILK HAT
We have the
and Old men.

Spring Style Silk

Hats

for

Young

Coats, Pants,

TRUNKS

Vests, and Ladies’ Sacques, Capes
Ulsters, Dolmans Ac. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tail-

We have a line of all kinds of Tranks at Low
Prices. Also Traveling Bags.

or’s

pressmen
equal
to custom work, at

eodtf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

JM JLi. VV to.

March 3.

Corns!

USING

SOHLOTTEKBECK’S

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

|

PORTLAND.

Street,

I

DEERING.
The Republicans of Deering, are requested tc
meet at the Town House, on SATURDAY, Marcl
5th, at 5 o'clock P. M., to nominate candidates foi
Town Officers.
Per Order TOWN COMMITTEE.
Deering, March 1, 1881.

s.

jyJL /■> ttliN Jbj

!

Congress

Buy

Exchanges.

Sun ris*

509

Gorhniu.
The Republicans of Gorham are requested t<
meet at Itedlon’s Hall, on FRIDAY, March 4th
at 2 P, M., to nominate candidates for town officers
Also to choose a town committee.
Per order of Town Committe.
Gorham. Sat, Feb. 20.

&c.,

FOR

Lake Mauitoba —Port!and....Liverpool
Mch
City of Rio Janeiro New York. .Rio Janeiro .Mch
Caspian.Halifax.Lvierpool.... .Mch
Olympus.Boston.Liverpool.... Mch
City of Chester—New York..Liverpool....Mch
Elysia.New York..London.Mch

CAUCUSES.

Orders at New

York and Boston Stock
executed by wire.

SAILING DAYS OE STEAMSHIPS.
Alvo.New York.. Pt au PrinceMch
VAt Washington.. New York.. Havana.Mch
Niagara.New York.. Havana.xMeh
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Mch

249 Middle St., Portland, Me.
feb28
sndlw

194 Middle Street.
Government Bonds, First Class

Atwood k

D.E.CORNISH,

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)

Dealers in Government, municipal and Railroad Securities.

Jane Black.

lO

\’fw York, March
market
easy and loaned down from 0 to 3, closing at latter;
prime mercantile paper 4 y2@G. Sterling Exchange
strong and nomin illy higher with actual business at
4.80% for long and 4.82% for short. Governments
strong and advanced s/s to %, new 4s showing the
greatest improvement. State bonds in
light request.
Railroad bonds are strong and higher.
The stock
market opened weak but closed
strong and higher.
i’he transactions at the Stock Exchange aggrosaishares.
be following are to-day’s
closing quotations of
G ’Vemiucw securities :
United States 6*s, 1881, reg.101%
Un ted States G's 1881.
coup..103%
United States new 5's,
Uni let 1 Stales uew o'h, coup.1«
0%
United States new 4V2’sf
United States uew 4%*s, coup.
...Ill%
United States new 4V.reg....
...112%
United Stales new 4’s, coup.
.n Qg/a

"* ’''

AND GIVES UTTERANCE TO TREASON-

10&

New York Niock and Money Market.

preferred

_

Passementeries,
Ornaments,
Fringes,
Girdles,

Former Price $1.50.

PORT OF

Erie

_

$1.00 per Yard.

...

Miclucaa

a.

NOVELTIES.

SPRING

FROM

Pacific IPsoC 05

a

Fancy Goods Department,

“hade

33%

Stock market.

a

■

34

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Coramenl to G

Receipts

a

Wide, m SMNli

^..e,lpW.0bu?.h^?al«?J4)Imsh:

Jacksons.50®
car

21 Inches

*54*2

87^57%c;

In

.' !.!.!*

mans

■

S.

Houlton.
00® 6 6
Maine Central.56® 60
Grand Trunk.56 a 60
Proliflc8, Eastern .56®
Grand Trunk.
55®

The aoove prices are for
lots about 5c higher.

BROS.

YDS. COLORED SILKS
3,000
Extra Quality,

18@20

17® 18
Cheese.
70 Maine.
13®15
62 Vermont.
13® 15
35 N. Y.Factory
13®15

® 9%

...

TURNER

22®25

10@lie Skim Cheese—8@10
14®16c
Apple*.
12® 14c Baldwin,.1 50@l 75
13®14c Greenings_1 50@1 76

Castana, p

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Silks That SeH Well

The Race for the O’Leary Belt.
New York, March 4.—The score at 1
was as follows: Krohne, 384; Lacouse,
Panchot, 420; Sullivan, 412: Campana,
Curran 300.

Superfine.4 00@4 60 New
Extra Spring..5 25@5 60

State at 4 75'a6 7.>, White Wheat Western
Eva C Yates, Yates, New Haven.
at 5 10 b 6 00.
PHILADELPHIA—CM 2d, barque Carue Wins‘auey d< it 0 l @7 00: ex"t- 4 40®6 75; extra St. lyrnis at 440a
low. luring, Portland, O.
Sid
fm Delaware Breakwater 1st, barque Antonio
ox’-ra
-,;:l
good to prime at 6 60
'S7 00. »•!..,jCtSala. for Havana.
doable extra at 7 10a8 25. in
3. 00 bids City Mills exira at 6 50®6 GO
NEW YORK—Ar 2d iust, barque Paysou Tucker, j
ctintin^
for A\ I; 5 80 for S A:2200 bbls No 2 at 3 10ft3
Tucker. Cardenas 8 days; brigs Havilab, Coombs.
75;
800 bbls Superfine at 3 75g4
Montevideo t o days; Jos Souther, Watts. Nuevitas;
25; 1000 ungrad-d
!,,w extra 4 35®4 55; 43ou bbls
Sadie Willcul Watts, New Orleans 18 days; H T
£,la:
2S2wbbla
Winter Wheat exttra at 4 40ft8
aggie Bell. Torrey,
Townsend, Snath, Portland;
ou; 5600 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 35ft8
and Allie Oak a, Rogers, Rockland; Eliza B Coftiii,
25;Southern flour is steady;
common to lair extra 4 75 25.
do: Louisa
Mitchell.
Boston;
Hamilton,
Man!tou,
Rvr Flour is firm
Smith, Webber, do.
,luieiJ‘nt* unchanged: Liram1vwine at
IT??!” «7rtal
«
In
Hart
Islau
1
seh
Odell. Winslow, from
Roads,
j*0/1
1°;bush;*\e«t
7 receipts 50,400 !msh; exports 158,New Haven.
V4-ale better and fairly active export
ami good speculative busmess;salcs 1 592.000 bush
Ar
3d, barque Iliie, Dyer, Passages; brig William
i
including 341,000 bush on spot; rejected Spring at
Robertson, Delano, Barbadoes.
TO-DAY
OFFER
at 9Gc; No 3 do 1
CM
<
2d, schs Sarah W Hunt, MeFadden,Barcelona;
10%®l 11: No 2 hlcago 119Cecille. Lee, Port au Prince.
ungraded Red at 1 16<g)l 22%; No 3 do 1 18%:
steamer do l 08%@1 09;No 2 do 1 20 in
Sid 2d, brig Merriwa, for Sagua; H H Wright, for
store, 1 21
Buenos Ayres.
g l 221/i afloat; No 1 Red at 1 26% u l 27: .Mixed
winter at 1 19; ungraded ^ h e at 1 15ftl
FALL RIVER—Ar 1st, brig Helen M Rowley,
16%
bush at 1 17a/* iu *tore, 1 18®
Rowlev, Mobile.
^li^i1®’*98’^0
1 18% afloat. Bye dull and
Sid
26, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl. Belfast, Me, to
unchanged. Bariev load for
dull and nominal. Corn fairly active anil a
Savannah.
trifle
SOMERSET—Sid 2d, sch J M Morales. Waite, for
firmer; receipts 68,560 bush; exports 175 833
bush; sales 470,000 bush,
nn m n
r> r\ ••
including* 98,000 oil the New York.
sr*t; ungraded at 56.ft58i/4 c; No 2 at 56 ft 56%cWICKFORD—Sid 2d, sch Harbinger, Danlortb,
steamer at 57c; at 57%@58c:old do at
New
York.
No
2
58%c.
White at 65j; steamer Yellow
NEWPORT—Sailed 2d, ship Dakota, Gilkey, from
57c; New York do
Bath for New York.
57%@68c; Southern White at 63c; No 2 for March
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 28th, schs Wm
April at 56%@57c: May
in great variety. Special attention la called
5o-‘/8C. OatN opened sluulo stronger, closing dull:
A Morrell, Handall, and Adeline Townsend, Hart
to the
Providence for New York.
No3at
43% 43Vic; do White 44@44%c: No 2 at 43% c
In port 1st, schs Mary B Smith,
ProviMahoney.
m store and 44g44V4c afloat; do White
dence for New York; Annie F Collins, Cousins.do
at 46 V4®
for Norwich; Czar, Hammond, do for New York*
46c;No l at44V4c; do White 47Vic.Mixed Weston
White
do
43®44o;
at4o,@47%c. While State at 46 Oorvo, Tyler, Amboy for Boston.
in which are opening all the
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, brig Julia E Hasa.jOc, including 20.000 bush No 2 for March at 4420.000 do Mav 43Vi@43%o.
nrn,: kell, Paine, Satilla River 8 days for Boston; schs
er; refined m fair demand; standard .1
Mary D Haskell. Barbour, Apalachicola 16 days for
8V»8«ie:
granulated at 9%c. AIoIiimnh* is unchanged Fc- do; Commerce, Priest, Gloucester for New York.
troleum dull and unchanged. Tallow 13
In port 1st, schs Teltimah, E M Branscomb MaIncluding all the Beautiful Light Shades
steadv
Fork is dull without important
Particular attention giveu to
ry J Lee, Frank Walter, Nettie Cushing. Mary f>
change; 275 old
for Evening Dresses, at
mess on spot at 16 00®15 25: new do
and
Haskell.
Julia
E
Commerce,
brig
Haskell.
16
quoted
00;
BOSTON—Ar 2d, schs James Boyce, Manson BalApril and May at 16 40®16 60, Beef Arm. I ...1,1
Dress
and Cloak Trimming*.
i
opentai shade lower,afterwa ds recovered and closed
timore; Sarah A Heed, Arnold. Philadelphia;’ T A
Jane L Newton. Stover, from
lr*“®
j sales 160 prime steam on spot 10 45 a Stuart, Weeliawkeu;
The finest line of
Hoboken; Wm Todd, Wood, New York: Alice Dean
37 Vi a 10 45';
.17JP tes for March at 105250
Watts, Pembrok; Reaper, Smith, Portland.
for May
47%;
6J60 for April at 10 40@10
Cld 2d, sch Norman, Reed, Kingston, Ja.
3S00 for June at 10 46 ii
?r
10 ro?/2V?^J>0o3V2N
CM 3d. schs Geo H Mills, Tillotson, Hores Island,
-vear 10 10®!0 10; refined for coutinent at 10 Go. Butter dull and weak.
to load for Georgetown, DC; 8 B Franklin, Brooks’
Chrrae is
unsettled.
Rockport. to load for Suffolk.
SALEM—Ar 2d, brig Shasta, Nichols, Darien for
Freights to Liverpool steady.
Portland.
CincACO.March 3.—Flour quiet and firm. Wheat
In port 2d, schs E G Knight, from Portland for
Buttons,
is fairly active and shade
higher, No 2 Chicago Philadelphia;
Fannie Flint, from do for New York;
No such
lias ever
cash; 99c for March;
Tfc 9SJ®29^aC
for
Moses
Eddv
Olive
for
do;
Avery,
Rockland.
1 00% for
Cords, &c.
April; 1 041/4 for May; No 3 do at 80%
been offered the ladies of Portland
PORTSMOUTH—Below 3d, schs Charlie Hanley,
®9«c; rejected 73(o*80c. Corn is shaae higher- gilt
and Tennessee, Metcalf, Rockland for New York'
to
obtain
an
at
Silk
Dress
37%c for March; 38V4c for
cafh;
Percy. Hilliard. Eastport for do; More-Light. Ver- so little
bid
for May; 42Vic lor June:
A?™; 42%c
in this market.
cost.
ever
rejected
rill, Calais for do.
36Vic. Oats quiet and firm; gilt edge at sW®
ROCKLAND—Ar 23d. sch Pearl, Robinson, from
31 Vac forcash;29%®29%c for
March;29% 29%.
Portland.
for May. Rve firmer at 96
R-rApnl^^c
24th, sch Alaska, Hamilton, Portland, to load
®36c cash; 96c March. Pork quiet and steady at forArNew
York.
SO
cash or March; 14 no a 14 67
for AprilVi
f0,r
Ar
27th. schs J G Oraig, Cushing, and City Point.
14 70a14 72% May; 14 «5®ll
87% June, hard
Bolton, Portland.
inactive and lower at 9 95a 10 00 cash
and MarchSid 24th, sch Hunter, Nash, and Charlie & Willie
lo.offilOOTVi April; 10 15®10 17% for Mayi
Weed. Philadelphia.
fiulk Meats—shoulders at 4 75: iliort
.'Jlun.ePORT CLYDE—Sid 26th. sch Ritnnpp FitTfroroti
rib
60;.bort clear 7 85.
(from Portland) for Gouldsboro.
Receipts—8,000 this Hour, 1(5,000 bush wheo
67.000 hush corn, 44,000 hush oa»s. 676 Push’*
FOREIGN PORTS.
rye. 4,500 bush barley.
At Melbourne Jan 25. ship Undaunted, Hamilton,
Shipments-! 1.000 bbls H-.ur. 13 o,.
i..
from
St
John.
NB, via Adelaide, ar 18th, disg;
08.000 bush com, 68.000 bush oats 1300 -u-h
barques A Litchfield, Lampher, from New York, ar
rye. 12.000 bush barley.
Albert
At the Afternoon Call of the
do;
Russell, Carver, for London.
O
Board, No 2 Chicago 23d,
feb'J4
gn jtf
Shi fm Newcastle. NSW, Jan 1, barque Genevie
Spring Wheat closed at 98%c for March, 1 no for
M
Tucker.
Oliver, Wellington, NZ.
April: 1 0 4 % 'a 1 04% for May; 1 04’/e'al 04%
In port Jan 26, barque W H Besse, Baker, from
for June. Com at 37% e for March;
38SnS.38%c Melbourne,
ar 21st. for Hong
for April; 42%c for May; 42Vsc June:
Kong; P J Carlton,
NOTICES.
43Vgc for
Amesburv, from Melbourne, uuc.
August. Oats at 29% c asked for April; 33%c for
Sid
fm
Sydney, NSW, Jan 5, ship Resolute, NichMay; 33‘/-e June; 32y8e July. Pork 14 47 % bid,
ols. London.
14 52 Vs asked March; 14 57% for
April; 14 72%
In port «lan 27, barques Wakefield, Crowell, for
May. Lard 9 92% bid, 10 00 asked for cash or
London; Haydn Brown, Havener, from New York,
March; 10 05@10 07% for April; 10 15 May.
ar 23d,
disg.
St. Louis, March 3.—Flour market
steady:double
At Adelaide Jan 24, barque Annie Reed, Crowell,
extra 3 6583 90. family 4 05(5)4 9o,choice to f
<noy
from New York, ar 10th.
at 5 0085 50.
We have a Splendid Line of Watches in Gold axul
Wheat is higher; No 2 Bed Fall at
At Calcutta Jan 26, ship I)anl 1 Tennev, Avery,
1 00%® I 01 cash; 1 01(gl 01 % for March;l
Silver Cases, which we shall sell at the Lowest
03%
for New York.
®1 08% ■for April; 1 04%@1 06
Prices.
May; 1 03 June;
At Adelaide, SA, Jan 8, brig A L Palmer, AtkinNo 3 Red Fall at 98®98%c; No 4 do nominal. < oi n
son. from Vasse, ar Dec 22, for Cape Town.
dull at 39c cash and March; 39% c for
April; 40%
Ar at Carthagena Feb 12. sch Joseph P Machecca,
@40%c May: 40%c June. Oats are higher at 33%
Colored Silks that cost from $1.10
Woodbury, Portland vih Bristol, (see Mem.)
®33%c for cash; 33%c bid April.
Kye higher at
At St Thomas Feb 14, sch E S Newman,
Newman, to $1.30 to manufacture, sell well
96c bid. Barley firm; choice to
95cal 10
fancy
Nassau, NP.
Pork firmer at 14 60 bid. Lard dull and nominal
at 97 cts.
At Demarara Feb 4, birg Flora Goodale, Davis,
Receipts- 7000 bbls noiu 31,000 bush wheat
Slimmer Silks that cost 50 cts.,
for Cuba.
Our Stock is very full and complete, all the New
165 000 bush corn, 32,000 bush oats, 2 000 bust!
Ar at Cienfuegos Feb 18, brig Rabboni, Coombs.
and 63 cts., sell well at 37 cts., aud and Desirable Patterns, in Sets, l.ace Pins, Cull'
rye. 9.04)0 oush barley.
New York; seb Abbie Bursley, Parker, Portland.
Far Drops, Neck and Guard Chains,
Buttons,
45
cts.
000
bbls
Shipments-12
Hour,128,000 bush wheat.
Sid 18th, sch Geo Walker, Thompson, Delaware
Vest Chains and Lockets, Onyx Drops, Pins, &c.
139.000 bush corn, 1,000 biwb oatn, 2.000 bush
Black Silks that cost $1.33 and
Breakwater.
barley, 0,000 bush rye.
Sid fm Trinidad Feb 16th, sch Fied Jackson, An$1.§7, two weeks siucc, sell well
\<>bk, March 3.—Cotton quiet and easy;
drews. North of Hatteras.
now at 99 cts., aud $1.50.
3
Middling uplands 11 Vac.
Sid fm Caibaricn Feb 24, sch C B Paine, Hillyard
American Silks in Colors and
Boston.
New Orleans, March 3.—Cottou easier; Middling
>
e
Black in full assortment.
Ar at Havana 23d, sch L B Wing, Whitmore, fm
uplands lie
75 ct. Woolens reduced to 50 cts.
25th, barque Hattie G Dixon. Yates, New
Savannah, March 3.—Cottou is easy; Middling Mobile;
York; schCa\enne, Hodgdon, Charleston.
Hew
Line Harris Woolens at
uplands ll%c.
Flat and Oval Bands, Plain, Onyx, Intaglio.
Sid Feb 20. sch M A McCann, Kavanaugli,
ApaThese sell everywhere foi Cameo, Garnet, Amethyst, Turquoise,
Pearl and
Memphis March 3.—Cotton quiet: Middling uplachicola; 26th, brig L Staples, Stowers, New York $1.35.
1 Diamond
lands at 10% e.
or
Kings.
via Cardenas.
$1.87
$3.00.
Ar
at
Cardenas
Feb
20,
brig Stockton, Allen,Cien3—Cotton easy; Middling uplands
fuegos; 24th, barques Lorena, Blanchard, Havana;
Cbestina Redman, Elliott, Matanzas; brig Shannon,
New York.
II a mil it market.
Sawyer,
Sid Feb 25, brig Giles Loring, Kenney, North of
mar3
sn cltf
(By Telegraph.)
Hatteras.
Havana. March 3.—Sugar steady.
Ar at Matanzas Feb 22d, brig Gipsy Queen.
A very Fine Line in Plain and Roman Gold.
Spanish gold has fluctuated, closing 1.94®1.95.
Havana.
Exchange flat; on United States 60 days gold at 0® Chandler,
Sid Feb 20. oarque Endeavor,
hittier, North of
5% prem; short sight do G%@7 prem.
Hatteras; 24th, barque Josie Mildred, Ginn, do;
25th, sch J H Converse, Leighton, do.
Sid fm Sagua Feb 21, barque* Jose E More, CarEardpean .markets.
Bv Telegraph.)
lisle, North of Hatteras; 22d, N M Haven, Ulrick,
New York.
LrVKRPOOl March 3—12.30 P.M.-Cotton market
CORNISH, the Tailor, has just reAr at Nassau, NP. Feb 17, sch Geo Washington,
Everything that can be desired in Solid and Plate
easie-; Middi -ig uplands at 6 7-1 Gd; Orleans 6%d;
at Lowest Prices.
turned from Boston and New Tork Marsales 8.04)0 ba.es: specnlaiion and export
Parsons, Charleston, (and sailed for Kingston, Ja.)
1000; reIn
Feb
sch
Addie
G
port
25,
ceipts 3000; American 3000: futures are dull.
Bryant, Stubbs, for kets, and all the latest styles of woolSagua and Delaware Breakwater, ready.
ens can now be seen on the counters ol
Lrv-EitPOOL, March 3-1.30 P. M.—Flour 8s 6d®
11s: Winter Wheal 9s 2d®0s 9d; Spring Wheat at
his large and elegant rooms on Middle
NPOB&JKft.
8s6d®9s4d: California average at 8sl0dS9s5dSt. A cordial invitation is extended to
Feb 27, lat 30 26, Ion 69 5, brig Rowena, Reed,
Club do at 9s 5dg9s 9d; Cora 6s 6d®6s
Peas
at
7d;
from St Thomas for Boston.
ail to call and examine these goods,
6s lOd. Provisions, &o„-Pork 68s; Beef
76s; BaNo date, lat 29 N, ion 26 W, ship Victoria,
con 40s Cd®41s 6d; Lard at 52s
A very Fine Assortment in Gold, Steel, Celluloid
whether intending to purchase or not, n>
Bailey,
3d; Cheese at 68s- from
Amsterdam for San Francisco.
Tallow at 36s. at London 39s 9d.
and Rubber Frames.
a
in this establishment it is
and

«

boms,

13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble lIonNe.
Lacea cleansed in a superior manner.
Kid Glove* cleansed every day, price 10 ct

per Pair.

jan7

No. 32

Exchange

MAINK.

POHTUND,

au28

Street
eodtf

We have a few Fine Knffalo Robe« and some
Good Wolf Robe* left which we are almost giving away, as we don’t care to pack them. Also
Gloves and Heavy Caps.
SGF**N. B. —We run our own Express and Deliver
I our goods to all parts of the City, Free.

eodsntf

CITY A YD TOWN ItOYDS,
BANK STOCK, AC.

To Close*

COE,

TOREROS

THE
Anti-Nervous Cigars.
HATTER
MANUFACTURE» FROM

B. BARNES, JR.,
Stock

Broker,

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
EGsfW ANTED.—Twin Lead, Yonng
Hccla, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

Edgemoggin,

other stocks.
Also Earopean and North American
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24, 1881.
jan25eodtf

ana

—

OF

-FOR SALE BY-

FRED T. MEAHER &
PORTLAND,

CO.,

MAINE.

febl7

sn

w. h. scon,

HOUSE

DOOR TO

THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

BOSTON LEAD MMF’G CO.
Samuel Little, Pres.
Wm. J. Bride, Treat.
Office, £4 A £6 Oliver ML, Bonlou, ITlom.
MANUFACTURERS

1C An

LITHARGE,

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE,
inside Lead
TlN
sep4

actual Tin Pipe

a

178

Fore

FINE

TOURJEE’S TOURS.

PIPE, made from Pure Block Tin.
PUMPS. SOLDER.Ac.
ST&Th&wGm37

Tie.
eod3n

ASSORTMENT

OUR WOKI.I).

Just

PICKED
House

or.

UP.

a Yawl Boat, painted
owner can have the same

Island,
AT
The
HENRY

pink colby calling

TREFETHKN, House Island, and paycharges.
mar3d3t*
Portland, March 1,1881.

on

ing

of Art in

Opened.

CYRUS F.

All trnveland

hotel* tir*t-c!n**. COMPANY SELECT. ImporExtra inducetant addition.; to our former plans.
ments without extra charge. Early registration desirable. Send for circular giving full particulars.
F-fP°iTW•*KK. Music Hall, Boston., Mass.
eb2
eod2w

Objects

POTTERY, PORCELAINS <8.

MKANON. The most enjoyable,
and successful excursion tours ever

washed

Pipe.

Portion,I.

8lreet,

jan22

PORTLAND, ME.
eod3m»

to

pipe

an

MAINE COAEINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H. H. RICKEIt & Co., Selling Agt's. for the Stat

jauis

economical
FOURTH
planned the

all s'zes and weights per foot
in coils or on reels.
irtj
C U CCT | IT An nia^e in strips from Vz inch
^■•^^1
to 24 inches wide, on reels,
amt any width up to 8 feet in rolls.

Pipe, but

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Street,

While possessing
all
the
good quail tfe
of other
Washing
Preparations, which
\
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is
perfect
harmless to the most delicate fabric.
For Hous,
cleaning purposes it far surpasses every other pro;
aration. It removes Grease-spots, Pitch, Tar
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furnitui
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Beware of buying a spurious article.
Edwar
Batson, the only traveling Agent tor Porlland.

of

WMI1T

pure.

All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made to
order.
Persons troubled with ice ami snow gathering on
the eaves of buildings can have them lined up water
tight at short notice and at reasonable prices by
applying to me.
Tin roofing a specialty. Ageut for Austin’s PatA full assortent Expanding Water Conductors.
ment constantly on hand.

OF

Boston Star Brand.
I IT An
VY III I L.
LunUf Warranted strictly pure
and unsurpassed by any in the market.

RED LEAD &

COALINE.

dim

HENRY CLEWS & CO., Galvanized Iron Gutter & Cornice Manuf’r.
IS NEW ST., NEW YORK.
(NEXT

eodtf

and affidavits of Physicians who have tested them.
EiVIEKY BK.VHs*, Jr., Patentee, 32 Central
Wharf, Boston, Mass.

—

Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on tavorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of the N. Y. Stock ExI
feb4 eodlmo
change.

107 Middle Street.
febiy

The merit; and quality of these Cigars are fully
sustained by numerous and reliable testimonials

Cherryfleld

Gonldsboro,

BANKING

HAVANA TOBACCO.

598

DAVIS,

CONGRESS

jangy

Beautiful Fancy

Stroe

eodtl

Cards.***

exquisite designs, selected for intri
sic merit; rich colors on tint and geld
grots*
card
a
gem of art, tit for the finest colWvo
every
Every mail brings letters of praise from those ih

KARE

and

hare tried
collection

tourtli

our

Cards.

Send 25 cents

for sarrU

by mail. E. VICKERS, 002 North For.
root, Philadelphia, Pa.
f«bl7eodl

”

T HE

MAYORALTY CONVENTION.

PRESS

Hod. William Senter Re-nominated Unan-

FRIDAY MORHIKG. MARCH 4,

•

BODY FOUND.

Drowning of

an

;.deu, Marquis,

Brunei &

Co., Andrews,

Early yesterday morning Charles

Arm-

trioig, Gux, Went worth, Hodsdon, Hayden, W. P
Mur;is, comer Kxch&nge and Fore St.; Welander
Bom-.»n A Mi i no Depot, and Chisholm
Bros., on al

traiu* that

run

out of the

city.

Auburn. Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, K. Pierce.
Bangor. J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddetord, F. M. Burnham.

Jellerson’s Bookstore.

Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.

Cumberland Mills 'F. A. Verrill.
D-unartseotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. c. Harmon.

Palmer & Co.
Irish.
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
L'sbou, C. E. -ludkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
K K'kuad. •». O. Andrews.
Sabanus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Hendrick,
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vlualbavon, B. Lane.

Senter, inform

him of his nomination and invite him to appear before the convention.
Mr. Senter appeared and was greeted with
loud applause. He said he came forward a
year ago to fill the position, to which he was
elected, reluctantly, and had endeavored to do
his duty. That I have done so I take to be the
case from your endorsement today.
If reelected I shall do all I can to continue to earn
your favor and good opinion.
(Loud ap-

Wi-'Caaset, Gibbs & Bundle4,
H.

Moody.

T&rmouth, C. E. Coombs.

(H r y
NEW

body

William Senter for Mayor. Mr. Senter was
then re-nominated by acclamation.
On motion of Mr. Ezra N. Perry, a committee of three was appointed to wait on Mayor

Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Corner.

chairman, and Mr H. K. Colesworthy for secretary. They were unanimously elected.
On taking the chair Mr.
Winship called the

Out of 49 delegates, 43
delegates or substitutes responded.
With few exceptions all
were regularly elected
delegates.
Mr. S. W. Larrabee then nominated Hon.

0"rh»ttj, J.

W rodford’s

The delegates elected to nominate a Republican candidate for Mayor met at Reception
Hall at 4 p. m. yesterday. In the absence cf
the chairman of the City Committee, Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves called the convention to order and nominated Mr. Wm. A.
for

roll.

Gardiner,

a n p v icin ity7~

plause.)

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DA?

The convention then

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

MUSIC AND

Plantaganet London—Rev. Dr. Bolles.

adjourned.

In Insolvency.
W anted—Salesman.

To Let—Pleasant Convenient Rent.
A Gardener.
Rare Chance—Stock and Fixtures.
AUCTION COLUMN
Furniture, Carpets. &c.

"

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Dec. 8, 1880.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sunday s open for Carriers and General Delivery
0 to 10

rom

a. in.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston anti intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.IB a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p.m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 5.10,8.10,
and 11.10 p.m. Clo-c at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.00
anti 9.00 p m.
Intermediate or Wav Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.10p,m. Close at
a. in. anti 3.00 n. m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.20 5.10,
S. 10 and 11.10 p. ut. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,

#8.15

ouu v.yjyj

■j.’"

ut,

Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.06 p
m.
Close at 11.30 a. in.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
»n. and 1.05 p.m.
Close at 11.30 a.m. and 4.36

and 9.00 p.

m.

Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 8.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05
p.m. Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a.m.
4.35 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Doer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Joncsport, Machias, Machiasport, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
East port, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a.m.
Close at 5.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ol steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. in. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhcgan, intermediate otticeB and the north—
Arrive at 1.05 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4< > p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swantou, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.25 a. m. Close at 2.15
p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
£ R. R. R,—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.46
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
4c R. R. R.—Close at 6.60 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. in., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11.45 a. m.. 2.30 p. m. Collections are
matte on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., and
2.00 and 8.00 p. in. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
Supreme Judicial Court.
The following decisions and rescripts in cases argued before the law court were sent down yesterday:
Asa Low, adm’r, vs. William F. Hanson.
Rescript by Libbey, J.—The plaintiff brings this
action as administrator of the estate of Henry S.
Ixmg. who died in the naval service of the United
State*, to recover from the defendant money paid
him as Guardian of tlie minor children of said Long
by the United States, for his arrears of pay. By
the rules adopted by the Treasury Department “payment of balances due to dec ased officers, seamen
and mariners, will be made to administrators who
are heirs, or appointed with the consent of the
heirs, that is, the widow, child, or children, father,
mother, brother, r sister, in their order of preferIf the heirs
ence, and lasily to the heirs general.

be minors guardians should i»e appointed.” By It.
S. U. S.. § 1*>1, the head of the department had auit has
thority to make said rule and when
the force of law and courts will take judicial notice
of it. It existe when said Long enlisted, and became a part of his contract of eulistment; and bv
force of it the arrears of his pay were properly paid
to the defendant to hold in his said capacity for his
wards. The money belongs to the minor children
of Long and not to the plaintiff as administrator on
liis estate.
Judgment for the defendant.

adopted
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$3 and costs.
Embezzlement.

George Frazier.

Fined

Samuel N. Ball.
the

P.

Tuesday evening

Bound

over

in

$500.

Ottawa, Canada.
dig”
The Ontario was badly iced np during her
at

voyage, but she was cleared of this before she
arrived. She reports that on the 25th ultimo,
lat. Ki north, long. 40 west, site spoke the brig
Ariel from Liverpool to St. John.
The Ontario brought a heavy cargo and six passen_

The Inauguration Ball.
To-night City Hall will present a magnificent appearance. All day yesterday tbo decorators were hard at work, and to-day will see
their part of the affair completed. The band
will commence precisely at 8 o’clock,
when Chandler’s Band will perform the ex-

concert

cellent programme already published. After
9 o'clock dancing will be in order.
The distin-

gnished guests—including Gov. Plaisted and
staff and Gen. Chamberlain and staff—from
the east will arrive by special train at 12.45 p.
the Maine Central. The party
will be met at the depot by the Mayor, James
H. Hall, chairman of the committee of arrangements, and II. S. Trickey. They will be
conducted to the Falmouth Hotel, where rooms
m.

to-day over

have been engaged for them. The ticket office
will be open at 0.30 and the hall at 7.
A horse car will leave for Deering at 12
o'clock from the head of Preble street.
Contract Awarded.
On March 1st General Geo. Thom, Corps of
Engineers, received four proposals for furnishing 30,000 tons, more or less, of rubble stone
for the projected breakwater at Jameson’s

Point, Ilockland harbor, Me., viz:
Bodwell Granite Company, of Ilockland,
Me., 74J cents per ton.
Hugh Bowen and Joseph F. Uurit. of Chebeague Island. Me., and John F. Hamilton, of
Portland Me., 77j cents per ton.
John S. llopkms, of Vinalhaven, Me., 87
cents per ton.

Davis Tillsou, of Ilockland, Me., 90 cents

per ton.
All for 2240 pounds per ton.
The contract has been awarded to the Bodwell Granite Company, and operations will
probably be commenced on or before May 1st.
Personal.
The funeral of the late Jonathan Smith will
take place this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from the
residence of Mr. Brewer, 724 Congress St.
The

name

of Hon.

George

Walker

Mayo,

who is
appear at

great favorite in Portland, will
Portland Theatre in “Van, the Virginian,”
and Wednesday in “Davy Crockett.” Of Van
the Detroit Free Press says:
increasing acquaintance. Sentiment, genius,
pathos, and the liveliest comedy are judiciously distributed in the play, and there is no falling off in the interest. There has seldom been
a theatrical performance
that has produced
more laughter or
more
tears than that of
the
“Van,
Virginian,” as played by the Mayo
company.
snellbaker’s combination.
Next Monday evening Snellbaker’s Majestic Consolidation, comprising fifty first-class

specialty perforators will appear at Portland
Theatre. The Boston papers speak highly of
them.
NOTES.

Arthur Wallack, son of Lester Wallack of
Wallack’s Theatre, New York, was married
Tuesday to the oldest daughter of Mr. Moss,
treasurer of the same theatre.
A novel scene occurred at the benefit tenuciou

lumoi

was

pro-

posed for membership of the Board of Trade
yesterday, hut no other business was transacted.
_

Woodford's.
Owing to bad traveling tho singing school at
the Congregational church vestry was postponed from Wednesday to Friday evening of this
week. Mr. Fitch is having fine success with
his school, which is free to all.

xxuiuio

an

uiu

now

V/liCalia

French opera last week.
“Romeo and Juliette” was the opera, and after the prologue, at
the beginning of the first act, the children of
the ballet tiled on the stage, each costumed
very tastefully in the different roles which the
beneficiary has illustrated in that city. There
was Nemea, Marguerite, Aida, Virginia, Carmen, Rose Friquet, Clairette and “La Fille du
Regiment.” All were loaded down with presents and bouquets, and at the same time the
veteran chief of orchestra, Mr. Momas, was
spending all his energies passing other presents and bouquets over the footlights.
We noticed displayed in the window of T.
J. AVelch’s jewelry store on Congress street,
an elegant basket of choice flowers, a
gift from
the Irish Land League of Providence, R. I.,
to Miss Emily Flaherty of this city, when she
sang on the occasion of a grand concert given
in that city last Monday evening.
Th ) young
lady was warmly received and repeatedly encored.
The concert was a grand success and
netted a handsome sum to the Providence
League. Miss Flaherty also sang at St. Michael’s church in that city on Sunday.
School Committee.
At the meeting of the School Committee
Monday night there were present Messrs.

Brewer, Files, Libby, Burrage and Gray.

Mr.

Gray was

chairman pro tem. The records of
the last meeting were read and approved.
Mr. Brewer reported the transfer of Miss

Perry to Brackett street and Miss Jordan promoted to her room, and Miss Scanlon appointed temporarily to the sixth class in Miss Jordan’s place.

This

action

was

vote

by

ap-

proved.
The secretary

was ordered to notify the City
Clerk of a vacancy in AV ird 3, occasioned by
the death of Rev. Dr. Shailer.
Miss Bessie D. Clark of the Butler school
an extension of her leave of
abthe end of the year for the purpose of
continuing her studies at Wellesly College.
Miss Brown was granted an additional leave
of absence of one month.
The resignation of Miss Tuck of the Butler

was

granted

sence to

school, to take effect at the end of her present
month’s service, was accepted.
The principal of the High School, with the
Superintendent of Schools, was authorized to

purchase

books for
amount of 855.50.

English

literature

to the

The request of Mrs. Adams for the relief
study and change of room of her daughter
on account of her eyes,
was
referred to the
Irom

committee

North school to examine and

on

re-

port.
Miss Short’s request for farther leave of abfor three months was granted.
The supervisors of the Butler school were

sence

authorized to furnish a temporary supply in
place of Miss Buck.
Mr. Burr age reported Miss Simon ton transferred to the room lately occupied by Miss

Greely, and Miss Berry placed in Miss Simonton’s room, and the same was approved.
The application of Miss Holmes was placed
on file.
The Superintendent was authorized to pro75 copies each of Swinton’s Supplementary Readers.
The supervisor of Centre street school was
authorized to supply temporarily an additional
teacher in the sixth class of the primary grade
cure

when found necessary.
The report of the condition of the schools
was read by Mr. Libby, and
by vote it was
adopted as the annual report of the board.

Adjourned
Brief Jotting's.
The disagreeable weather continues. Snowsqualls yesterday. Mercury 34° at 6unrise, 42°
at noon, 133° at sunset; wind northeast.
The water has risen on the Presumpscot and
lake owing to. the late rains, so that the mills
have plenty of water.
It is reported that Albert Humes, late of the
St. Nicholas Hotel is enjoying his “otium cum

gers.

Frank

a

S. P. Huntress claimant.

Rescript by Libbey, J.—A duly certified copy of
the record of the lien claim filed and recorded by
one who performs labor or furnishes materials for
the erection or re.nair of a hnildintr iu re.nmrAd h®
11. £>., c. 91, § 29, is legally admissible in evidence
in an action to enforce the lien. The statement of
claim tiled by the plaintiff states the amount due
him for which he claims the lien; that it is due for
labor and materials furnished for, and which entered into the buildings; a sufficient description of
the property, the name of the owner, and it was
signed and sworn to by him. It is a sufficient compliance with the requirements of the statute. A
motion for a nonsuit after the evidence is all out on
both sides is addressed to the discretion of the judge,
and to his refusal exception does not lie. When the
exception is to the ruling of the judge upon all the
evideuce in the case, the whole evidence must be
made a part of the bill of exceptions.
Exceptions overruled.

Tm.

Next

to

Thursday at 4

p.

m.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

The Mayor was in the chair, all the members being present.
The Superintendent of Schools presente d
his report which, after being read, was accepted and ordered printed.
The report of the Superintendent of School
also read and accepted.
Buildings
The report of the teacher of music and also
that of Miss Barton, principal of the Portland
school for the deaf, were read by Mr. Burrage,
accepted aud ordered to be printed with other
waB

reports.
Portland Yacht Club.
The annual meeting of the Portland Yacht
Club was held at their rooms on Wednesday
evening, March 2d. The reports submitted by
the officers and committees showed the club to
be in a more prosperous condition than ever,

although several of the
been sold out of the club.

larger yachts have
The club is out of

debt and has a good balance on hand and is
to refit the club rooms this season and will
publish a new club book at once. There are
now 27 ya chts on the list and 155 members of

confidently expected. The library has been
largely increased during the past year especially in English books and current papers and
magazines are provided.
In 1879, 55 yachts from other parts visited
our harbor, but in 1880 there were 109 yachts
here from other places representing 11 clubs,
40 of

these were large boats, 48 of them
steamers.
This is an illustration of the increased interest taken in yachting throughout
the country.
The following is
club for 1881:

a

list of the officers of the

Commodore—William Senter, Jr.

Vice Commodore— W. Willis Goold.
Fleet Captain—Geo. C. Owen.
Secretary—Geo. D. Rand.
Treasuier—II. R. Virgin.
Measurer—Joseph H. Oyer.
Trustees—Commodore William Senter, Jr.,
F. H. Jordan, W. H. Bailey, W. A. Charleton.
Membership Committee—C. G. Richards, T
Hale Chase, C. J. Farrington, Secretary Geo.
D. Rand.
Regatta Committee—Commodore William
Senter, Jr., T. li. Jones, G. W. Rich, 1. T.
Wyer, F. L. Mosely.
Room Committee—J. Hall Boyd.
A Remarkably Quick Voyage.
The barkentine Paysou Tucker, Harden
Tucker master, sailed from this port about
noon on
the 2d day of February last, bound
for Cardenas, Cuba, making the passage out in
a little less than seven days, discharged a full
cargo of empty hogsheads and loaded a full
cargo consisting of 920 hogsheaps of sugar and
sailed for New York where she arrived on the

morning of the 3d of March, completing the
round voyage in 2S.J days, which we think is
the quickest voyage of the kind ever made
a

sailing

by

vessel.

Real Estate.
The following transfers were
reported yesterday in this county:

Capo Elizabeth—William

Chaso

Jane
Chase, ’parcel of land and buildings on the
westerly side of town road.
to

Chief Engineer Littlefield’s report is as follows: Whole number of fires and alarms 48,
of which 40 were in the city, 1 outside the city
limits and 7 fires were extinguished without
alarm The amount of loss
be ascertained was 831,350517.

an

830,405.07 insurance, leaving

probably

242,

within four hours.
Hair streaked
with grey and a little thin on the
top of the
head.
Eyebrows very thick and dark. He
was well dressed,
wearing a blue coat (no overcoat) white shirt, collar and black neck-tie,
pearl shirt stud and sleeve buttons with blue
centre stone.
New undershirt and drawers,
both white. Dark blue pantaloons, blue vest
and blue stockings. Congress boots with rub-

bers, good and almost
red, with striped border.

new.

Handkerchief
He had S3.80 cents
in money, a silver coin
engraved with the
name \V. W. Chandler, and a
copy of the
Argus of Wednesday in his pocket. The
body has not .as yet been identified. Coroner
Gould was called but did not deem an inquest
necessary.
The body will be at the city tomb this morning for identification.

City Reports.

VAN, THE VIRGINIAN.

CHIEF ENGINEER FIRE DEPARTMENT.

SCHOOLS’ REPORT.
The report of the Superintendent of Schools
was read in the School Committee last night,
giving at some length a review of the work of
the schools for the past year. The following
is an abstract of the same, presenting in brief
the points presented. It will soon be published in full, with accompanying statistics,
with other city reports, and, as usual, in a
separate form:
This fourth report of the present Superintendent reviews the present organization of
the schools, they consisting of primary schools
covering six years, receiving children of five
yearB and preparing them for the grammar
schools at 11 years; the grammar covering four
years, from 11 to 15 years, and High school of
four years, preparing pupils for graduation
from the shools at 19 years of age regularly.
The exceptions on entering the schools and in
promotions in the lower grades, owing to loss
of time and other circumstaeces, are so frequent that pupils in the higher grades are
often younger or older than their classification
would indicate.
The average age of the present graduating
class in the High school will, at the end of the
year, be 18 years 8 mouths 8 days; 2 will be 1(5
years old or under; 14 will be i7 years old: 21
will be 18 years oid; 5 will be 19 years old; 3
will be 20 years old or over; the youngest
member will be 16 years 5 mouths and the oldoldest will be 20 ycors 3 months.
teachers in all classes, especially in tile lower grades, are to watch the
strength aud progress of the individual pupils and recommend
for promotion whenever they cau bear it. The
schools, owing to the difference in the size of
the buildings aud to the unfortunate location
of many of them, some buildings having for
six classes three rooms, some four, some live
and some six, cannot be uniformly arranged.
This irregularity operates unfavorably, and
whenever buildings are modified or new ones
erected these irregularities should be avoided.
More rooms are necessary for the lower classes
than for classes later even in the same grades,
for school population diminishes as children
grow older following the law of population,
only more rapidly owing to withdrawal from
school, i. e.. the children who this year are
live years old number many more, especially
those in school,than the same class of children
will five years hence when they are ten years
old. The primary buildings especially shou Id
furnish more rooms for the lower classes than
for higher ones. The contrary has often been
the case, so that parents have felt obliged to
withdraw the younger children from school
when their school time is worth more aud
their services at home least. This is poor
economy and is being practiced less than forOF

merly.
The

school house on North street is reported as likely to be one of our most valuable
school buildings. It is to contain eight finished rooms, and there is room in it for two additional rooms and a school hall, which are not
now to be finished.
Many of the lowest class
rooms in the primary buildings in various
parts
of the city are now often crowded in the warmer months.
A brief account of the various schools is
given at some length, aud they are reported as
in a good condition, although some of these
schools, as Primary No. 2, Chestnut street,
aud No. 8, Brackett street, have suffered by
the absence of, and the change in, the teaching force. The large size of some of these
classes -hows its inconvenience when substitutes tiava to be employed.
The present organization of the Cumberland
street aud Butler grammar schools, as mixed
schools, is favorably noticed.
The improvements recently made in the
High school building, in which over 800
pupils are accommodated, are said to benefit
both the schools in that building, and that this
building will not for a long time need further
modification or repairs to any extent.
±ne nnuer scuooi Dunning is spoken of as
one of the best of its cost to be found in any
city. It is well lighted, well heated aud well
ventilated—three things not ofen found combined in a public building.
Conditions necessary to efficient school work
are spoken of at
length.
Among these are
mentioned good teachers, suitable school buildings, proper direction or supervision in a system of schools, a generous support in the community, including co-operation of parents and
proper home training.
“As is the teacher so is the school” is a
maxim almost trite, but the converse, as are
the schools so will be the teachers, is equally
true and quite as deserving of consideration.
Pareuts and citizens must not forget that they
are the employers, and as such the success of
the school depends largely upon them.
They
are to determine whether rooms shall contain
40 or 00 pupils, and whether the best teaching
talent shall be retained, or whether by an unwiser“scrimping” policy, the excellence for
which our schools are becoming noted, shall
be impaired. Our state school laws passed by
aid of our Representatives, require us to pay
largely for High Schools and other instruction in less favored parts of the state.
Shall
our own children be less liberally provided foi?
In answer to this question our City Council
has procured an improved city school law requiring more close supervision of our schools;
has repaired aud made unobjectionable old
buildings, improving them in various ways;
has added two new buildings containing together twenty good rooms; has established and
partly maintained a valuable school for the
deaf, which is becoming a stale institution;
while the school board, following this lead of
the City Council, has remodeled its schools to
conform to the improved state of the buildings; has revised and improved its course of
study, aud made other improvements as circumstances have seemed to warrant. That
there is a public sentiment behind this demanding and approving judicious expenditure
for our schools, if economically administered,
new

none can

question.

School work is considered at some length,
the prominence given to language, and to oral
instruction, is expbiined, an I the advantages
to be gained therefrom tuily illustrated. Our
children.will be ex (touted under this mode of
instruction to be able to do better than to say
“I know hut cannot express it.” The course
of study in the Primary and Grammar schools
is shown to he formidahletin appearance only,
and hardly that, when understood; while in
every part it is most useful aud practical, and
is in accordance with that of the best schools
in the country, the best that the friends of the
uooa reading
puonc scnoois can mane it.
is especially commended and inculcated in the
school course.
Ollier studies, as arithmetic,
geography, history, &c., are treated at some
length iu the report, and especially the instruction iu drawing and music are mentioned
as

successfully given.
are spoken of

Teachers

as able and faithful.
teachers have
been appointed during the year to fill the places of
those resigning for various causes, most of
which have been from ill hoalth, or entering
into now domestic relations, of which last
there have been at least ten.
Of those appointed ten have been fitted in our own
practice class, six or seven have been graduates
of State Normal Schools, and the rest have
been teachers of experience.
Summary of recommendations are:
1— Preparing a vacant room at West School
for the increasing number of puuils there.
2— Division of several school yards to save
time in recesses.
3— Furnishing additional primary schoo
desks.
1
4— A careful consideration of the wants of
the lowest grades which are now becoming
most crowded.
5— The placing both Grammar and Primary
grades in the new school house on North
street.
The report closes by a fitting tribute to the
late Dr. Shailer and by voting thanks to the
City Council for what they have done for the
schools in improvement of school buildings
and in other ways; to the Truant Officer and
Superintendent, of school buildings for efficient
work for the schools; to the Provideut Association for preparing so many indigent children
for the school room, and to the School Board
for their counsel and support, and to parents
for their uniform courtesy. Further statistical
information in relation to the schools will be
given as soon as tabulated.

Treuty-one

new

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

Superintendent Pray, in his report, refers to
the new building on North street in process of
erection, also to the extensive repairs and alterations in the High school building (which have
already been published) and those in Casco
street, Spring and Vaughan street houses,
which have given great satisfaction, and the
introduction of Sebago into into the second
and third stories of the Clark street schoo).
The other buildings have had the usual ordinary repairs during the year and are in very
fair condition. There are some that might be
greatly improved by changing the privies and
ventilation, and lie would recommend the work
be done this present year. There is but one
school house where wood is used for heating; that is at Peak’s Island, and it is proposed to change that during tho summer vacation. The amount expended to the first day of

as

au

near as

■s on

insurance of 8885.
The total number of

over

hydrants in the city is
of which 7 have been put in during the
past year. The setting of more hydrants is
recommended in the vicinity of Libby’s corThe whole number of
ner and
hill.
Munjoy

$11,981.
The apparatus consists of 5 steam engines
and 1 reservejengine,5 one-horse hose carriages,
5 traverse-runner hose-sleds. 2 hook and ladder
trucks, two reserve hose carriages,/one hand
engine. The foregoing have been put in good
repair during the past year.
The engim er recommends the purchase of a
chemical engine, as the majority of fires can

PriM1

Improved Family Cathartic Pills arc the best pill
given a patient by a physician, and they are
frequently perscribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no
mercury, and are
ever

entirely vegetable.
When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the
Improved Family
Cathartic Pills a trial.
Price 25 cents per box.
Hr. Craves remedies are for sale
by Druggist*.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICE.

On the second 152. There*were three
candidates for that position and their friends
expressed their opinions freely in strong lan-

431 & 433

one

would accept the nomination for Alderjiiu^usiwuu

was

mauo

l/U

uumiliaitJ

H. Waite, the Greenback nominee.

iV.

To this

objections were made, many saying
they would prefer to vote for Mr. Sargent, the
Republican candidate. The house was divided
strenuous

this motion and it was found that a large
majority was in favor of Mr. Sargent. The
caucus then adjourned in disgust without

on

nominating

candidate for Alderman.
The caucus in Ward Two was the largest
and most disgraceful ever known in that ward.
The friends of Mr. Melaugh and Mr. Hassett
the rival candidates for Alderman were there
in full force. At the outset Mr. Frank Cun-

ningham

a

In

day

T_n.

a

IT

the

of

March, A. D. 1881,
forenoon, which is the place

ward

3.

Alderman—Wm. G. Davis.
Councilmen—Charles H. Chase, Arthur H.

Harding,

Norris G. Curtis.
Warden—John Swett.
Clerk—Wm. F. Chase.
Constables—Harrison Richardson, William
W. Graves
To nominate Mayor—Benj. Swett, Charles
H. Chase, Charles C. Chase, John Swett,
Dennis Tobin, Richard Collins, Edward S. osj

good.

WARD

4.

Alderman—Edward B. Winslow.
Councilmen—Charles M. Cushman, Wm.
McAleney, John Sullivan, Jr.
Warden—Charles Burleigh.

Clerk—Cornelius E. Driscoll.
Constables—Howard F. Hall, John B.
Smith.
To Nominate Mayor—Enoch G. Williard,
Nathau Cleaves, Charles F. Swett, Andrew
P. Morgan, David D. Hauuagan, John S.
Russell, Edwin H. Smith.
5.
Aldermen—John N. Lord.
Councilmen—Wm. H. Moulton,
Paul J.
Grant and Charles F. Plummer.
Constables—Leonard Ross, Moses O’Brion.
Warden—George Waterhouse.
Clerk—Daniel Glaizer.
School Committee—Seth C. Gordon.
To Nominate Mayor—Chas. H. Haskell,
Daniel Glaizer, Ezekiel W. Barber, Albert S.
Spaulding, Allred M. Kimball, Paul J. Grant,
Luke L. Newbegin.
ward

C.

School

Committee—George

Constables—Alexander

E. Bird.

Bell,

Thomas S.

Steel.
To Nominate Mayor—Samuel Rolfe, Wm.
H. Green, Sumner C. Rand, Roswell M. Richardson, Joshua YV. Sawyer, Peter O’Connor,
Henry Green.
ward 7.
Alderman—Sullivan 0. Andrews.
Councilmen—Simeon Shurtleff, Davis W.
Coolidge, Thomas J. YVelch.

Blank

Books, Gold Pens,

Pencils, Autograph and
Photograph Albums.

Eloquent Preacher-Congressman,

Will Address the Citizens of Portland at

CITY
All are
served for

Annual

of the
THECompany isMeeting
hereby called,

Galleries remar4 d2t

515

Congress

febl6

teres

Buys

President.
roar4dlt

St.

—

AT

11FURBUSH & SON,

FARRINGTON

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

IP* ITp One Flight Only.

Bep21

dtf

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros

'

Pianos,

litddrsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also

a

choice stock of first-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St. Block,
sep29

To the

We have had made to
order a large assortment
Fancy Percale and Cambric Shirts for Youths
and Boys. These goods
will be found reliable as
regards shape and workmanship, and comprise
neat and nobby styles
never before shown in this
market.

given, that the
Notice inhaShereby
been duly aPP°inted Executrix

CARD TO THE TRADE.

**

undersigned, member of the late firm of Merrill, Prince & Co., may be found with A. LITTLE & CO., in charge of their

feb2G

New

York._

Fancy Good*

Small Ware Department,
which they have recently added to their estensiv
stock of Dry Ooeds, and 1 cordially Invite my
friends, and former customers of our late Arm, to

give me

a call.
feblddtf

RARE

mar4d3t

CHANCE.

S. T.

find

WILLIAM N. PRINCE.

Children’s work

roar*

A GARDENER
arrived, wants a situation as gardener, thoroughly understands his business, can furnish
good references. Apply at 697 Congress St.

JUST
mart

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, White Miar and
Anchor Lines of European Steamers
sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P. McCOWASi, Bookseller,
«*■*•*

n

CONGRENS STREET.

dt

J3t*

To Let.

A

European Ticket Office.

PLEASANT and convenient rent at 17 Mechanic St.
mar4d2w*

CARDS, 30,000.

"I fW | SETS Fancy, Gilt end Cbromo Cards
J-VfNf French and American, for 2,-3,—I —5

6,—8,—10,—12,—15,—20

Portland Savings Bank.

is hereby given, that hereafter deposits
will begin on interest from the first days of
February, May, August and November only.
The amount to begin on interest from any one of
these dates cannot exceed three hundred dollars,

NOTICE

except in the

of trust funds.
Per order of the managers.
EDWARD A. NOYES, Treasurer.
1881
inarleod&w4w9

__dlw*

Oak

case

February 23,

COLLECTORS—2 large sets, very
handsome cards, for 6c.; 3 sets for lOc.: 5 sets,
all different, 15c. G. P.
BROWN, Beverly, Mass,
mar*
d3t£wlw9

CARR

and 2o cts. per set.
No
two alike. 0 sets 25 cts., 10 sets 50 cts., 15 or 20
sets $1.00.
Sample lots of 25 cards 20 cts.
New
sets received
every day. IRA C. sTOCKBRIDGE *
Music Dealer, 166 Exchange St., Portland Me

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

DRY PI YE, DECK PEAYK.
Car Timber and Plow
Beam., TrecnuiL,
Wedaea and Plankauj, SI edge.,,
Pine and Hemlock Hull,linn Lumber, Box Boards, Shingles Ike.

B. c. JORDAN,
00*

Alfred,

Maine.
u

—

Job Lot of All Linen Crash at a
great discount from regular price.
500 doz. large Heavy Twilled
Towels at lOcts., usual price 15c.
and cheaper than you enn buy
Crash.
I Lot very fine and firm Fancy
Hucbubuck Towels, large -iz«-.
IS l-iicts., equal to any «Oc Towel ever offered In the city. Also a
lot of fine Towels at extremely
low prices.

STUDLEY,
253

MIDDLE

ST.

tablBMWS&wtf

Timothy,
Red Top,
N. N. ¥. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

Orchard Grass,
Blue Grass,
Millet,
Hungarian,

White Clover.

Also Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

Kendall & Whitney,
feb»

PORTLAND.

MAINE.

,ltf

STAMPING.
STAMPED^ GOODS.
NOVKLTIBS IN

KENMNOTON OR
OUTLINE EMBROIDER!
All materials far Art Needle Work, in
great variety.

507 1-2

Rooms,

Congress

St.

THE FINEST COLLECTION

THE GHEAPESi AND BEST

THURSDAY, Feb.

PAPER HANGINGS
ever

shown in Portland.

intend giving our special attention to decorating with Wall Papers, and have made the most careful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the !>est.
Our new store is admirably adapted to the wants
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to
an inspection of both store and stock.
We

Morse,

,i?' Congress Street.,

as

usual,

at

the office of

ELIZABETH B. ADAMS, M. D.,
(Formerly Chamberlin,)

81

where she will cousult with the Sick on all Diseases
of the Liver, Lungs. Heart, Kidueys, Spleen,
and all morbid derangements of the

Blood, during
Wedue»day an«l Thur»dny, the
of

Place to get ROOFING done Is
at 46 Cross St.
All kinds of Roofing done in
at iho Lowest Possible Terms.

the best

and

manner

T In Roofs Repaired and Painted,
Leaky Roofs made Tight, and
warranted, or money
refunded.

T. C. COOPER,
SLATE and METAL ROOFER,

2d

and

mar2

codim*

Rare Business

Opportunity.

II. W. SIItlONTON & CO., No. 4
Deering Block, offer for sale
their large and
well
selected
stocH of Fancy Goods.
To any parties wishing to engage in business thiwill prove an opportunity to s»*cure a most desirable stand, also a well established business.
For terms and particulars inquire of

H. W. S1M0NT0N &

Oali. Street,

Office advice free.

eodtf

octie

46 CROSS STREET.

Bosworth &

be obtained,

FAIRWEATHER

E.

24.

-OB’-

Can

a

AND

M.

Dr. J. Wesley Kelley's Remedies

specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’ti Block) opp. 513 C'ongrens ftl.
MRS. A. LOKINO

STOCK

101 COMMERCIAL STREET,
d3t

d*f

THE LATE

DRESS MAKING !

d7t

OPENED WAV,

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
OF

Trustees.

CRASHES

Dress Reform

%p21dtf
and fixtures of Store recently occupied
by R. H. PARKER, on Free Street, will be
sold low if applied for AT ONCE. Splendidly located for Groceries or Fruit,
Enquire at

ci

THE

an
old-established Tea, Coffee and Spiee
House, Salesmen of unquestioned ability, and who
understand their business. Only those need apply
who have had actual experience in this
line, and
have trade under their control. Do not want any to
try experiments, hut those who can show satisfactory
results at once. Good men can make liberal arrangements. Address, with full particulars, P. O Box

3371,

mar2

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,

in 4

11,

THERE

oi

Shirts.

Fancy

dtf

will be a Special Meeting of the Stockholders of said Company, holden at the office
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St., Portland,
on MONDAY, the 7th day of March
next, at
o’clock p. m., to see if they will vote to reduce the
par value of the stock of said Company from ten
dollars to five dollars per share, and to transact an}
other business that may legally come before them.
GEORGE S. WINN, Secretary.
feb25 dtd
Portland, Feb. 25th, 1 81.

February, A. D.

GRASSSEEDS

PORTLAND.

Stockholders of the Havilaod

of

•Iesse Davis,
)
Geohge C. Wiso,
!
Josiah A. Bucks An,)

BLOCK,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

TOBIAS T. SNOW, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland,
and has
taken upon himself that trust deceased,
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
upor the estate of
said deceased, are required to exhibit
the
and all persons indebted to said estate are same;
callmi
upon to make payment to
NATHAN WEBB, Executor.
n
Portlaud, March 1,1881.
mar*4dlaw3wF*

WANTED!

Auburn, Maine.
Dated this twenty-third day

PORTLAND.

Lamson
Artist Photographer,

Copper Mining Company:

By

Smith American

a

ORGAN.

or the Will of

theWMof
SAMUEL DURGIN, late of
Deering,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and has
taken upon herself that trust
by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons
having demands upof said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said
estate are called upon to make payment to
MARY H. DURGIN, Executrix.
Deering, Feo. 1st, 1881.
mar4dlaw3wF*

Manufacturing

—

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
NT. E. Fair,1877.

GIVEN, That
TV?,™®
*? MMBY
the subscriber
has been duly appointed Execu-

..

said Lv&ns Rifle
Company in aiul
about its manufactory at said Poland. Also all the
capital stock of said KvanB Rifle Manufacturing
Company, saving and reserving one share each to
Adna C. Deaisou, Adna T. DenUou, Calvin M.
Cram and Lizzie A. O’Brien.
Any porlion of saiproperty not disposed of on said day, will be sold hv
said trustees on subsequent days at public or private sale, pursuant to the powers vested In us under
said deed of trust. Said
property consists iu part
of valuable machinery of all descriptions used in
manufacturing rifles, all in first-class condition and
bat little used.
Terms, cash on delivery or its
equivalent. Schedules of the property will be fui
nish.d upon application to George C. Wing at

TOWELS.

eodtjan25

any .other legal business.

uD^VJ2,M0ULT0N»
3, 1881.

State of Maine and having its place of
business at Poland, in the County of Androscoggin;
parties of the fourth part in a certain deed ol
trust, dated December 20th, A. D. 1878, and rc
corded in Androscoggin County Registry of Deeds.
Book 101, Pages 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, «, 7 and 8. The un
dorsigued, trustees, under the deed of trust above
mentioned, deeming it for the best interest# of up
concerned that the property rights and credits con
veyed to them by said deed should be sold, herein
give notice that on the eleventh day of March, A. D.
1881, pursuant to the fourth specification in said
deed of trust they will sell at public or private sale
at the factory
formerly occupied by said company
at Mechanic Falls, Maine, all and singular the stock,
machinery, tools, materials and fixtures of said corporation, all its notes aud book-accounts, all Letters Patent of the United States and all
Foreign
Patents, and all rights therein, and all contracts in
relation to the same or in relation to any invention
or discoveries not yet
patented, and all other personal property, chattels, rights aud credits of
every
name, kind and nature whatsoever belonging to

1st. PREMIUM

St., K R
and will be holden

March

Hofei.

Notice.

$65

track; sea if ScncL-hrxi.Wo —in_a,.
money and issue bonds pursuant to the charter: act
*
™

Congress St.
_inf

Weber, Kranich & Bach and Wheelock
Pianos equally as cheap. Organs sold
on instalments of 25 cents per day.

Ocean

Deering, WEDNESDAY.
SL1,009?1!
March 9, 1881,
at 7.30 p. m., to elect ofilcers for
ensuing year; change existing, or adopt new ByLaws; see if the Stockholders will vote t o extend

iwio ^
Portland,

EASTMAS BROS. & BANCROFT

PORTT.ANn

MARCH 5tli.

invited. Admission Free.
ladies.

Under Falmouth

1881.

492 and 494

Bookseller and Stationer,

KTOTICE.

on

We shall continue sell5 ig our
Black and Colored Silks a
prices
which have proved so satisfactory
to our customers the past week.
As we are retailing many grades at
lower prices than they can be
bought in large quantities of the
importers, it is a rare opportunity
for any lady to secnre a silk dress.
We have also secured four pieces
more of the extra wide Scotch loom
Table Damasks, at $1.00 per yd.,
which we have had constant calls
for since our Linen sale of last
month.
We invite inspection of the “Invincible Corset,” which we feel
safe in recommending as the best
$1.00 Corset in the market.

FRANK B. CLARK,

HALL,

SATURDAY EVE.,

COR. UNION STREET,

—

HON.

The

FOR THIS WEEK.

Cumber

GILBERT De La MATYR.

B. F. WBinEV & Oo.

the

FANCY CARDS IN SETS.

FUNDINGJUESTION.

ward

Alderman—Samuel Rolfe.
Councilmen—Sewell C. Strout, Daniel W.
True, John A. Emery.
Warden—William H. Green.
Clerk—Waldo H. Perry.

Books, Stationery,

mar4&ll

THE

*

Daley.

of

at ten o’clock in
and time especially
J

_

tor

An adjourned meeting will be held in Ward
One this evening at which a candidate for Alderman will be nominated.
ward 2.
Alderman—Thomas Hassett.
Councilmen—Edward Duddy,
John V.
Bradley, Robert Gould.
Warden—Daniel S. Murphy.
Clerk—James McCluskey.
School Committee—Patrick Mc-Gowan.
To Nominate Mayor—T. Hassett, John
Goding, Jr., John Stinchcomb, George O.
Gosse, Edward Duddy, Patrick Bradley, M. B.

dtf

A.

appointed therefor.
Given under my hand the date first above written
GEO. W. PARKER.
tn
DjLpUt£ She^iff? ^ Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland

Harper.

Committee to nominate Mayor—Chas. Stanwood, Nymphus B. Noble, Sumner Barbour,
Robt. F. Somers, Michael F. Ward, Frank

4th,

In„case

vote the Democratic ticket.
The caucus did
not adjourn until after midnight.
The following nominations were made in the
various wards:
WARD 1.
Councilmen—Chas. F. Guptill, Horace M.
Sargent, John Davis.
Warden—Chas. N. Noble.
Clerk—Joseph H. Tobin.
Coustables—Daniel J. Farr, Charles A. S.

County

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made
to order at reasonable prices.

creditor# of the Evans Rifle Manufacturing
TO Company,
corporation established by the
laws of the

Insolvency.

D., 1881.
of
F. CAMERON and JAMES
H. WHITNEY, Insolvent Debtors.
notice that on the third day
TPHI?.is
*? Si'-®
A of March,
A. D., 1881, a warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of ihe Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said Wiiliam F.
Cameron of Doering aud James H.
Whitney of
Portland, County of Cumberland, as individuals and
copartners under the firm name of W F. Cameron
S Company, adjudged to be insolvent
debtors on
petition of said debtors, which petition was filed
on the third
day of March, A. D. 1881, to which
date interest on claims Is to be
computed;
lhat the payment of
any debts to or by said debtand the transfer and
delivery of any y
property
v
*
them
are
forbidden by law;
by
That a meeting of the Creditors of said
Debtors,
to prove their debts and choose one or
more assignees of their
estate, will be held at a Court
of Insolvency to be holden at the
Probate Court
room in said
Portland,on MONDAY, the fourteenth

whoop of the savage Indians was mild,
could be heard far into Congress and the adjoining streets. No description can adequately

Many, disgusted, left the
Ward room, saying they would never again

fel>2

BLOCK.

Ma :ch

war

endearing

M.C. PALMER

dlw

Court of Insolvency for the
land, in the State of Maine.

nominated for chairman, but the
mob would not listen to him, and for over two
hours chaos resigned supreme.
Motions were
made but owing to the yells and curses which
rent the air, could not be put.
The wild cries
of the rival factions, to which the unearthly

names.

our

Congress St„

mar4

was

Alderman Hassett
portray the awful tumult.
in vain essayed to address his followers.
Ho
was interrupted by cat-calls and called many

close up

FARRINGTON

manic contest.

man a>

we were

<12t teodtf

$2.00

2.00
3.00
1.25
“
1.00
Newport Ties,
“
Fancy Slippers,
1.25
Warm Slippers,
50c to 1.25
Misses’ School Button Boots,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50
“
1.25
Newports, hand made,
Child’s Kid Boots, bl’k & colored,
.50
“
Grain Bals,
1.00
Men’s English Grain Bals,
3.50
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
Newark Hand Sewed Bu. Boots 5.00
“
Wescott Call Button Boots,
3.75
“
Rubber Boots,
2.50
“
Pure Gum Boots,
3.00
Ladies’ Rubbers, first quality,
.35
Imported Canadian Overshoes,
2.50

C. A. Leighton & Co.

that the caucus
was packed with men from other wards.
The
candidates for Alderman were Charles F.
Swett, J. S. Russell and E. B. Winslow.
On
the second ballot Mr. Swett withdrew his
name and on the third Mr. Winslow was nom:
inated. Mr. Russell moved the nomination be
made unanimous and the motion was carried.
It took an hour and a half to decide the Alder-

no

Ladies’ Pebble Croat Button Boots,
Kid Button Boots,
“
French Straight Goat “
*
Button Newports, Extra,

IN

made

candidates for Councilmen were not present,
and it is known that they will decline. When

to

business at 431 and 433
Congress St., we now offer the
balance of stock with the fixtures to
who
any
partv
desires the best place to do a first-class ratail trade
with our good will and influence. The
location best
m Portland.
Store best sdapted to first-class trade.
Until disposed of, we shall sell
goods at less than
auction prises.
All are invited to call and see us.

thrown.

Pierce were severally nominated for Aiderman, but each declined.
They evidently did
not wish again to be offered up to be slaughtered. The nominee for Clerk
and
the

notice

represented.

a

SALK.

FIXTCRKSJOR

in all the leading styles, at prices
low as can be found iu the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

247 Middle St..

That must be closed out.

FOR SALE.

Having given

A. G. SUTLER,

Odds and Ends

DRY &FMCY GOODS
RENT,

I

—-I

STOPK OF

Democratic Ward Caucuses.
In Ward I last night there was a very crowded caucus to nominate candidates for Aiderman and Oouncilmen. No check list was used.
Oa the first ballot for Alderman 138 votes were

There was quite a large caucus in Ward
One, but the small boys as usual predominated.
Sumner Barbour, Charles Stanwood and Henry

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.
WUU

STORE TO

RUBBERS.

possible.

Five hundred dollars reward for a better
remedy
for the relief of coughs,
colds, sore throat, whooping cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc., than Dr.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.
It gives
immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occasions
no unpleasant
nauseating feelings. Sample bottles
only 10 cents; large bottles, 60 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all
impurities from the system, cleanses the
blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from
being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and
a
lloalthy 40,16 40 41,6 entire system.

MASTER’S REPORT.

were

can

C. A. Weston.

n

rwHdt

as

These are Perfect, Handsome Goods as
he promred.
The ac Prints are A WONDER. The
cloth is as good and many of them are as
pretty as any 8c Prints to he found.
Come in the early part of the day if

fund the money.
Also a due line of Summer Silks
at reduced prices.

best made.

The harbor master, C. H. Knowlton, has
handed to the city clerk his report for the
Prom this report
year ending March 1, 1881.
it appears that the vessels making a harbor
here, engaged in the coasting trads are of
much larger class than formerly, and require
much greater depth of water to be safely
anchored during storms; not an accident has
occurred during the year by vessels being
anchored intlie channel in forbidden grounds.
By the use of tug boats the harbor has been
kept clear the pist winter so that there has
been no day that vessels could not come up to
the wharves or leave the same without detention on account of ice.
The tug boats were
employed fivo hours at an expense of $50.
During the year 282 vessels have been moored
out of the chaunel of the barber, viz:
105
coasters, 95 fishing vessels, 19 three-masted
schooners and 3 barkentiues. Four hundred
copies of the harbor regulations have been
distributed among masters of vessels lying in
or going out of our
harbor.
No vessels have
arrived at this port with sickness of a dancature
on
board.
In
gerous
conclusion Mr.
Knowlton remarks that his intercourse with
masters and owners of vessels has been very
pleasant and agreeable.

Charges

at 5, 7 and 8c per yard.

AIXA

W.

BOOTS,
SHOES,

1.50.
i.75.
2.25.

C

<'ousignment* solicited.

$1.25.

Every yard of the above goods,
they warrant not to break or
wear glossy.
If they do, will re-

When you have a thing to do, do it; and
when you have a Cough to cure, cure it
by using Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, tho safest and

Engineer.

O. BAILEY.

*

in Black Silks at reduced
prices.

Clerk—C. A. Holmes.
Armorer—A. O. Fernald.

a ue engine uouses are in
goon repair with
the exception of the store house on the corner
of Spring and South streets.
It is also recommended that the houses occupied by the lire
department be transferred from the charge of
the committee on public buildings to the committee on fire department.

guage.

10,000 YARDS
Extra Bargains
Spring Prints &
2!00.
Shirtings,

jut

Regular sale of Furniture and General M©r«.>
•itse every
Saturday, commencing at It* o’clock .*

Offer to the public this Wednesday
Feb. 16th,

1 lot for $1.00, reduced from
“
“
1
1.25,
“
“
“
1
1.50,
“
“
“
1
1.621.2
“
“
1
1.87 1-2 “

in., Hr.
2-harm

F. O. BAILEY A CO..
Auctioneer)* and Commission .WereIt unit
si h lev room 1|
Kxchaoi > Mi.

Morning,

Delayed.

a.

urniture, Parlor Suits, Lounges, Easy Chairs. Ti»
fbles,
Chamber Sets, Mattresses aud Spring lied*,
Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Dining Room an
Kitchen Furniture, Ac., Ac.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

We have purchased and shall offer
MARCH 3d,

The Portland Light Infautry last
evening
elected the following officers:

be extinguished without the use of water.
There is now on hand 13,900 feet of 2J inch
hose, of which G.400 feet are first quality, 3,500
feet second quality; and 4000 feet of condemned leather hose.
The purchase of 4000 feet of
cotton, rubber lined hose is recommended.
The department owns but one horse which belongs to Eagle hook and ladder truck. The
report recommends also that the horses used
for hauling the apparatus be owned and controlled by the fire department, and that the
drivers be hired and governed by the Chief

HARBOR

SPRING
CALICOES.

Traffic.

Portland Light Infantry.

Treasurer—Capt.

SATURDAY. March 6th. at 10
ON Salesroom
18 Exchange St., New and

mar4

the claims and demands of the old firm.
F. C. ROLLINS,
W. M. WHITTEN.
Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.
feblSdtf

Owing to the dirty weather the steamer
Cambridge has been kept in Rockland harbor
since Monday, and the Lewiston since Tuesday.
The Franconia doe here
yesterday morning
was at Cape Ann, and the St. John
steamer in
Eastport.

was

—

THE

iust.,

Steamers

OP

—

co-partnership of ROLLINS & WHITTEN
is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. All
demands against them will be settled by ROLLINS
& KEMERY, who are alone authorized to collect

with loss of 15 sheep.
The Beaver Line steamer Lake Manitoba,
will sail this (Friday) evening for
Liverpool.

gines.

S. D.RUMERY.

Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.

The Beaver Line steamer Lake
Champlain,
from Portland via Halifax, with 148 cattle and
305 sheep, arrived at Glasgow on the 2d

Telephones have been put into all the engine
One signal box
houses during the past year.
has been added the past year, No, 57, at the
It is recBoston & Maine transfer station.
ommended that signal boxes be placed near
the custom house on Fore street and at the
corner of Cumberland and Green streets.
The total expanse incurred in running the
fire department during the year has been 818,379.58. The appropriation was 819,000, which
leaves a margin of 8020.42 less than the estimate.
The amount of salaries during the year

GREAT SALE

name

_

The Beaver Line steamer Lake Winnipeg
from Scotland, with 258 cattle and 230
sheep,
arrived at Liverpool March 1st, with loss of
four cattle ond four sheep.
The Beaver line steamer Lake Nepigon sailed from Liverpool on the 2d instant for Portland.

The building of additional
reservoirs is 04.
reservoirs at each end of the city is recommended.
The total force of the department consists of
110 men.
The automatic relief valves which have
been placed on engines Nos. 1 and 5 have
given good satisfaction, and it is recommended
that similar valves be placed on all the en-

Furniture, Carpets, &c., by Auction

day formed a co-partnership

under
of ROLLINS & RUM Hi V. to
carry on the Coffee and Spice business, at the old
stand of Rollins & Whitten, 260 Pore Street.
F. C. ROLLINS,

tlie list and on correctly.
Ocean

AUCTION SALES.

(o-partnersiiin Notice.
have this

WE the tirm

ing, at 9 o’clock, and continue during the
week, each day from 9 till 12 a. m., and from 2
till 5 p. m. Let every voter see that his name

On this was
excess of loss

MISCELLANEOUS

Win-

VOTING LISTS.
The Board of Aldermen will be iu open session at the Common Council room this morn-

could

44

COPARTNERSHIP.
L.

Cheubach.
School Committee—Philip J. Larrabet*.
To Nominate Mayor—M. P.
Frank, J. C.
Haverty, Frank Tibbetts, J. W. Jordau, Thos.
Culhvtr, Patrick Mahoney, T. B. Hawley.

committee at the close of the present year.

that of a man of about 55, five feet five
inches, full whiskers, touched with grey, in
particular about the chin, upper lip shaved,

was

SUPERINTENDENT

This is a performance of uncommon strength
and interest, and should grow in favor with

Evening Kids and Neckwear for gentlemen.
mar2d3t
Owen, Moore & Co.

He made the fact known and prowharf.
cured assistance in getting the body out. It
was taken to S. S. Rich & Son’s. It was found
that the dead man was in an upright position
with his legs imbedded in the mud. The

THE DRAMA.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice-C. A. Loigliton & Co.
Notice l. hereby given—2.
Notice—Annual Meeting Ocean St. R. K. Co.
The Funding Question—Rev. Gilbert De La M ityr.

Brower
man in the

discovered the
body of a
shallow water near Randall & McAllister’s

Winship

Warden—Manfred M. Riggs.
Clerk—Thomas F. Keating.
Constable—Charles M. Ilsley. Jos.

generally, has been 818,283.45. A schedule of
all the property belonging to the city connected with the schools will be returned to the

Unknown Man.

imously.
THE PRESS
May be obtaiuod at the Periodical Depots of N. G

March, 1881, for fuel, repairs, furnishing, attendance, stationery, books for indigent pupils, chemical apparatus and school supplies

.fd

.Tlarch.

feb25eodlw*

Portland and Ogdensburg Hailroad Company.
SPECIAL MEETING.
SPECIAL meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland •& Ogdeusburg Railroad Company
will be held at the Company’s Office, No. 39 Exchange street, Portland, Me, on MONDAY, the
seventh day of March, proximo, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, to sec if they will reduce the capital
Stock of the Company, and, if so, to what amount.
By order of the Directors.
CHARLES H. FOYE, Clerk.
feb21dtd
Portland, February 19, 1881.

A

A Parmer and Wife
to carry on a farm in
Deeriug, None
apply who cannot give tirst-class reference and who are not
thoroughly
acquainted with
heir business.

BLACK

dtf

BLACK
BLACK

STICK!

STICK!

STICK!

Collamore Imperial French Blacking.
Benton Champion Cement and Mucilage.
388

CONGRESS

ST.

A. E. EATON.
mar2
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w. w. sharp:: & co..

Advertising Agents,

VVANTED,
▼ f
need

ELBRIDGE GERRY.
Apply to the subscriber or John C. Gerry, 167
Street.
Portland.
Jigh
Me.
ieb2#
d&wtf

CO.,

PORTLAND.

marl,

1 PARK

BOW,

NEW Y’OBK

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofo *
The leading Daily and
of tu
ekly
United States and
kept on Hie for the accom-

Canada,

modation of Advertisers.

Newspapers

TTTE

AGRICULTURAL

PRESS.

The Household.
The Planets in March.
[Providence Journal.]
Venus is pre-eminently the evening star, for
the most interesting planetary events of the
month are closely connected with the moveradiant member of the solar
family. She leads off in the starry annals of
March by coming near Saturn on the first day
of its advent. The conjunction is not a close
ments of this

Venus passing between five and six degrees to the north, and henceforth wending
her way at an increasing distance from her
rivals, and dissolving the planetary trio which
lias long delighted the eyes of students of the
one.

The

of

the month, howgrand
ever, occurs on the 3d, when the crescent
moon, only three days old, is in conjunction
with tlip planets Venus, Jupiter and Saturn
stars.

nearly

at

event

the same time.

If the night is fair,

the western sky will present a magnificent picture. which will never in similar phase be repeated to charm the eye of any living beholder. The height of the show will occur about

eight o’clock in the evening, when the moon
passes one degree and six minutes north of Venus, having passed her nearest point to both
Jupiter ami Saturn in the daytime. Observers
should commence their watch as soon as it is
dark enough for the starry quartette to nut in
auce, for

the

will then be seen
and Saturn and ap-

moon

ap appeal
to recede from Jupiter
proach Venus till the conjuncion takes place
The scene will be one of surpassing beauty,
the silver crescent hanging north of the brilliantly ties tiling queen of the stars, Jupiter

shining with paler glow in the
south west, and the lovely starlit picture continuing till moon and planets have sunk beand Saturn

neath the horizon. Charming as will be the
view to Amoricau observers, the sight will be
far more wonderful in British territory, for
there the moon passes over Venus and entirely
hides her from view. The occultation will be
specially interesting as the moon moves with
her dark edge foremost and the planet disap.,
pears behind the dark part of the intercepting

body
sky.

as

if it

were

suddenly lost

in the clear

Oo the 27th Venus reaches her period of
greatest brilliancy, and her radiant beauty as
evening star culminates. She has been moving rapidly westward since her eastern obligation on the 20th of February, presenting in the
telescope the phase of the moon passing from
tho ast quarter towards new moon. She is,
much nearer that, though the ilhowever,
ium tned |>oriiou of her disk is decreasing, she
will apparently increase in size and brightness
until the 27th, when her crescent becomes so
8 euder and
her approach to the sun so near
tnat she falls from her highest estate.
When,
the whole enlightened
conjunction,
superior
face of Venus is turned towards us, she is 100,OOo.OOO miles distant, and the diameter of her
disk is only ten seconds. When at inferior
conjunct ion she is 25,000,000 miles distant, and
measures sixty seconds; thus we may expect to
find great variations in her aspect and m.*gui»
tude. The d resent neriod of greatest brilliancy
is very favorable for picking up Venus in the
daytime, on account of her great northern latitude. Note carefully her distance aud hearing
from the sun, and it the right spot can he
found, a round bit of lleecy cloud will show
the planet shorn of her glory in the sunlight.
Another point of interest at this period is to
note Hie shadows cast by objects illumined by
the planet’s light. Venus diversities the mouth
with other incidents of minor interest. She is
in perihelion on the (itb, a million miles nearer the sun than
when farthest away; in con
junction with Neptune on the 23d, aud reaches
her extreme point of distance north of the sun
on the 23th.
Venus sets now about a quarter
before teu o’clock; at the end of the month
about ten o’clock.
Jupiter is eveuiug star, but he is only a subordinate actor on the celestial arena, yielding
the palm to his bewitching rival, who easily
wins the honors due to the leadiug star. His
role is somewhat monotonous, for his golden
glow is fading, his size dimiuishiug and he is
hastening to hide himself from observation in
the sun's all-powerful rays. He is still a beautiful telescopic object, the great red spot retaiuing its uudiminislied proportions on his
disk. his belts glowing with prismatic hues,
aud his attendant moons moving in harmonious obedience to his sovereign will.
Whether
he has any tiling to do witli it or not, spots aud
rosy protuberances ou the suu are on the increase, and the maximum of meteorological
disturbance is probably not yet reached on the
earth. The elemental warfare did not cease
in the early portion of February, though there
was nothing
specially new in its manifestation.
Shocks of earthquake iu many directions, with anjoutburst of volcanic action in
Virginia, marked the earth’s iuterual commotion while blockaded railroads, avalanches on
the mouutaius, suowdrifts iu the valleys,
threatening ice-gorges, floods inundating the
Pacific coast, cattle perishing by thousands in
farming districts of the West, a temperature
marked by forty or fifty degrees below zero,
and frost and snow iu the suuuy South are included iu American territory among the extraordinary list of calamities from storm aud
bitter blasts that are recorded ou the February
annals. Henceforth, uuder the sun’s more
genial sway, the manifestations of disturbance
will take on a milder form, and probably disso
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and summer skies. Jupiter’s approach to Saturn is a point for observation; at the end of
the month they are so near together that
there is only about ten minutes’ difference in
the time of their setting. Jupiter sets tlow a
little after nine o’clock; at the end of the
mouth about twenty minutes before eight
o’clock, more than two hours after Venus.
Saturn is evening star and follows in the
footsteps of his illustrious rival, as he has done
for several mouths: next mouth there will he a
change, and the brother planets will pass each
other and separate to form new combination*.
Saturn sets now at half-past nine o'clock; at
the end of the month about ten minutes before
eight o’clock.
Mercury is evening star until the 11th, when
he comes into inferior conjunction with the
sun, and is morning star for thereat of the
mouth. As this is the most favorable time of
the year for seeing Mercury, and he is above
the horizon an hour and a quarter after sunset, he may possibly be found about eight degrees north of the point where the sun disappeared. He sets now a few minutes after
seven o'clock; at the end of the month he rises
a bon a
quarter before five o’clock.
Uranus is evening star, for on the 1st he is
in opposition, and, as the word implies, his
place in the heavens is decidedly opposite the
sun.
He is now at his nearest point to the
earth, Uranus, the earth and the snn being in
a straight lme with the earth
in the centre.
Tins is therefore the time to look for him with
the naked eye. He may be found in the constellation Leo, near a small star in one of the
hind legs, and forms a triangle with
Rogulus
and Hi nebols, the brightest star of the constellation, being south and about midway between
them. Uranus rises now about a quarter before six o’clock; at the close of the month
about a quarter before four o’clock.
Mars is morning star, and the only visible
planet enjoying that distinction during the
whole month. There is nothing of special interest in his movements, though he is
slowly
coming toward ns and increasing in size. He
keeps at about the same distance from the sun
rising now about five o’clock; at the end of the
mouth afoul a quarter after four o'clock.
The March moon fulls on the 15th. The new
moon of the 28th of February comftR. on t.h«
•id, into a triple conjunction with Jupiter,
Saturn and Venus, which we have
already described. She is iu eon junction with Mars on
the morning of the 2(ith, when her
waning
light will tie in fine contrast with his ruddy
hue. The new moon of the 29th is near
Jupiter and Saturn on the 31st.
The March full
moou holds the iiouor of
determining when
Easter shall be celebrated. As the moou fulls
live days before the vernal equinox, she fixes
the time for the Easter festival upon the Sunday tallowing the next full moo i. As this occur- ou the 14th of April, Easter
Sunday will
follow on the 17th.
Observers of the March skies will liave delightful studies iirescuied to their notice. The
trio ol piauets. Venus, Jupiter aud
Mars, with
their companion for the time, the crescent
moon, Will be the actors iu a celestial scene
that will long he remembered for its rare and
lovely combinations. Venus will say good-bye
to Saturn and go on her way,
rejoicing iu increasing beamy, till site reaches her greatest
brilliancy, when her waning glory commences.
Jupiter and Satnrn will draw uearereach oth
er aud tread the western
path with hastening
steps as they speed towards the sun, aud the
planetary panorama will form a gorgeous pageant, iu which variety, beauty and constant
change will combine to make the nights glorious with the mauy aspects of the stars.
A period of intense planetary action
may be anticipated between the years lb»l aud 1§«7, and no
m ire favorable time for a
study of our brother
and sister spheres can be chosen than that
whicli has already commenced; no more satisfactory text book can be found than that whoso
pages aie luminous with golden text, are open
nightly over our heads, while no other science
can be compan d wiih
astronomy iu its power
to enuoble the soul, iu the boundless extent of
the region it explores, and in its influence to
lure the student to the contemplation of
theme* infinitely removed from the narrow
boundaries that hedge m our mortal lives.

Care of Fowls in March.
The first requisite is a warm, comfortable
house, and the next is cleanliness. Du not
neglect to sweep out the house every moraiug, and put everything in good form for
the day. The next and most essential matter is feeding.
My practice is this: In the
morning feed, give fine, soft food, all the
refuse from the table, such as meat
scraps,
boiled potatoes, aud wheat
given to them hot on cold mornings. This
will make your poultry house and its occupants as lively and musical as a first class
opera house; and its effect on the egg basket will soon be visible to the naked
eye.
Always keep a supply of ground bone and
crushed oyster shells iu
hen
your
house;
and tor eggs in winter, I
prefer the Broun
Leghorn. In summer, cross them with the
Pariridge Cochin. This makes the best of
lowU. I have other species, but prefer
these two.—Cor. N. E. Farmer.

bran.mixedj

as in nineteen eases out of twenty, we.iuay
on it there is
something suspicious
in the transaction.—Prairie Farmer.
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Absorbents for Stable Manure.
About Parlors.
A great deal has been said and written
against, the old-fashioned parlor; indeed,
people generally liaveeoine to look upon it as
a failure aud to think
slightingly of the taste
which rendered it possible. Whatever may
have been its effects, there is a question in
the minds ol some people as to whether the
modern parlor is a great impiovement upon
the ancient one, and, in fact, whether there
is sufficient reason for its existence. It is
true that this modern room is not kept hermetically sealed, as is alleged of the older
one.
There are more feast
days upon
which it is opened, and children are allowed
to sit upon its handsome chairs and look
out into the street through its lace curtains.
The furniture is arranged more artistically.
Still, it is not a room to be happy in, and it
too often absorbs into itself the best in the
house, not only in the way of furniture, but
also of pictures aud books,
leaving the living room of the family bare as a desert, so
far as anything refining aud educating is
concerned.
1’hat this is not best a little
thought will show. We, who are so wonmade
and so mysteriously influderfully

enced, gain much by having about us everyday surroundings which are elevating aud
suggestive. So, if there is only one picture
in the house which is worth looking at or

studying, let it hang where it will most frequently attract the attention of the family.
To the thoughtful man who wishes well
to his kind it is saddening to see people
spending their money for that which is not
bread. People who think they can’t afford
to buy one new book in a year, or so much
as a photograph or lieliotype of a
good picture, must have their parlor “set,” a cheap

lace in imitation of those who can well afford to have them. They illustrate the
woeful facility we have in copying the failings of our neighbors instead of their virtues. This is not a plea for the utter extinction of the parlor.
A tasteful reception room, which may always be in order
for guests and for any strangers whom you
may not wish to introduce into your family
life, is a great convenience, and in some
homes almost a necessity; but if two pleasant, inviting looms cannot be afforded, it
would be vastly better to invariably make
the one cheerful, comfortably furnished
room, with the good pictures and books, the
room for the family to meet in and to
enjoy.
The money, or a part of it, saved by not indulging in a parlor, might be spent to good
adva <tage in buying books and objects of
interest and inslruction. It is interesting to
notice the value placed upon books by many
who profess loudly to wish for them, by
their always putting them after
everything
else. Such persons would hardlv appreeiate diaries
J.amb s
about
in bis
going
threadbare plum colored coat that he might
buy a favorite folio. Nor would thev ever
be found wondering how much Oliver Wendell Holmes owes to the fact that he
“staggered against books as a baby.” Who that
has ever attempted to trace hack any of his
own Impressions to their source "has not
been surprised to find that deep and lasting
ones have been made by something in itself

very slight?—New York Post.

The Dairy Industry.
The magnitude of the dairy industry in
this country is shown by statistics compiled
by Mr. Geo. P. Lord, of Elgin. He estimates the number of milch cows in the
United States at over 13,000,000, requiring
the annual product of 52,000,000 acres of
land for feed, giving employment to 650,000
men, and requiring the labor of 868,000
horses. Estimating the cows at $30 each,
the horses $80, and the land at $30 per acre,
together with $200,000,000 for agricultural
and dairy implements, and the total amount
invested in the industry is $2,219,328,000.
This is considerably more than the amount
invested in banking and the commercial and
manufacturing interests of the country,
which is $1,809,064,586. The cattle and
horses require two tons of hay each annually, or its equivalent.
If it is estimated that 5,000,000 cows are
fed with grain for winter dairying, and that
the horses daily require six quarts of oats or
corn during the year, they will consume
28,383,300 tons of hay, 84,380,000 bushels of
corn meal, 84,370,000 bushels of
oat meal,
1,260,000 tons of bran, 30,000,000 bushels of
corn and 300.000,000 bushels of oats, a total
value of $384,450,400. To this should be
added the labor of 650,000 persons, at $20 a
month, $156,000,000, making the annual value of $504,459,400, or an average of $38.80
per cow.
Accepting twelve cents per gallon as a basis for computing the value of the milk product, and 446 gallons as the average per an
num (this being the average yield in sixteen
States in 1860), the 13,000,000 cows produce
annually 5,793,000,000 gallons of milk worth
$695,760,000. Analysis shows that 3} lbs. of
meat contains the same kind and amount of
nutrition as one pound of boneless beef.
The total weight of product is 50,732,600,000
lbs., equal to 14,495,000,000 lbs. of boneless

beef.

About 50 per cent, of the fat steer is boneless meat, so that it will require 20,650,000
steers of 1,400 lbs. weight to produce the
same amount of nutrition as the annual
imia

piuuuuu

$4.50 per cwt.,

oucu iai steers

would sell at

$03 each—a total of $1,300,050,000; deducting from this amount,
or

hide and tallow, $260,190,000, leaves the
meat value $1,040,760,000. This gives the
food value of the milk product in the United
States annually. Willard, in his “Practical
Dairy Husbandry,” says that milk at 24c.
per gallon is equivalent in value to boneless
beef at 9c. per lb.” It is false economy,
therefore, that substitutes meat for milk as
an article of food.
The same authority (Willard) states tha
50 per cent, of the milk is used in making
cheese and butter, and 41 ter cent, is consumed in a liquid state. The department of
agriculture estimates there are 1,000,000,000
lbs of butter and 300,000,000 lbs of cheese
made annually in the United States. At 27
lbs of milk for 1 lb. of butter, and 9£ lbs. for
1 lb. of cheese, the total amount of milk
used would be 28,950,000,000 lbs.; add 41
per cent, of the product for consumption,
the total production is 60,725,325,000 lbs.
within a small fraction of 1 per cent, of the
estimate made.
The caseine in the milk
used for making butter, if utilized for cheese
would produce annually 1,800,000,000 lbs.;
and besides, there is annually run off in the
skimmed milk, butter-milk and whey, 200,000,000 lbs. of milk sugar, which, if saved,
would have a market value greater than the
entire annual sugar crop of Cuba.—Prairie

sorbents.—Country Gentleman.

Soapsuds For Flowers.
No wise woman who has flowers in her
house or garden will throw away her soapsuds. They are a most valuable fertilizer
for flowers, and especially for the verbena.
If this floral favorite is plentifully watered
with soapsuds and its seed vessels picked
off, it will flower profusely. Soapsuds qre
good for vines and currant hushes end
fruit trees.
Indeed, they are food for
plants, corresponding to milk for animals,
and it is very wasteful to throw them away
if there are plants anywhere within reach
itat may be benefited by them.
Medical Uses of Eggs.
or scalds nothing is more
soothing than the white of an egg, which
may be poured over the wound. It is softer
as a varnish for a burn than
collodion, and
being always at hand can be applied immediately. It is also more cooling than the
“sweet oil and cotton’’ which was formerly
supposed to be the surest application to
allay the smarting pain. It is the contact
with air which gives the extreme discomfort experienced from ordinary accidents of
this kind; and anything which excludes the
air and prevents inflammation is the thing
o be at once applied.

For hums

The movement to have eggs sold by the
pound rather than by the dozen is believed to
be a conspiracy against the bantam lien.—New

Register.

Maine News.
Hop Bitters, which are advertised in our
are
a
sure
cure far ague, billiousness
columns,
and kidney complaints. Those who use them
say they cannot be too highly recommeuded.
tiicui

OF

a

iau

uiai,

and will become thereby enthusiastic iu the
praise of their curative qualities.—Portland

F. H. FA3SETT,

C

ARCHITECT,

Cuntennlal Block, 93 Exchange Street.
11.

KUilAS.

KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,

180Vl Middle Street.

CIVII. ENGINEERS.

I

JORDAN,

E. U.

J

CIVIL

ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street.

being

now

A prominent lumberman in Burlington has
bad his coat-of-arms painted on the panels of
his carriage, with the Latin motto “Vidi.”
Which by interpretation is “X saw.”—Bur-

LAWYERS.

The following are
Bar Association:
A

S. C.

/\

members of the Cumberland

ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR

A

W. R.

f\

I.AW',
188 Middle Street.

AT

COUNSELLOR

AT

Square

Chemical*.

APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles &c.
FRED T. MEAHER & CO.. 473
St
JR.,

AT

Exchange Street’

COUNELLORS AT

CARDON

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Street.

W. COOMBS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
31 Ya Exchange Street.

& Blank Book*.

Mtnuonery
Clark's Circulating Library.
BOOKM,
FRANK B.
515 COv

CLARK,
gress St.
and Mhocs, Fine Custom Work,
for Ladies and Gents to Measure.
B. F. WHITNEY & Co., 222 Middle St.

BOOTM

Mhoes: Fine and Medium Goods
low prices.
Boot*
J H V’ETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS
225 Middle St.

at

LOWELL,

Confection*,

and Fine

I. F. LORD,
CIANBIEM
J
Allen

to
5GG

successor

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

0

Exchange Street.

93

Gow,

Congress Street
lTphol*terer*,

aud

maker*

Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
(1ABINET
y
DEANE BROS. A
183 & 185 Middle St

SANBORN,

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

fl

COUNSELLOR

LAW.
172 Middle Street.

AT

FOGG,

J. H.

C
I

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
42 Ya Exchange Street.

M. P.

C
1

LAW,
Middle Street.

AT

199

CLARENCE HALE,

H

manufacturer and Importer
*
igars, Wliolesa’e and Retail.
PONCE, cor. Exchange ar.<i Middle St.

of Harana
CYLiABM.
ERNESTO

Furnishing Loo.N,
J. BURLEIGH & Co.

J
CILOTIlINGand

JOHN C. PROCTER
Street.

and

CLOTHING,
dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND

LAW,

AT

Exchange

93

Street.

AARON B. HOLDEN,

|L

SETH L. LARRABEE,

COUNSELLOR AT

FARRINGTON,
variety and at Mpecialy

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

100

I

Exchange Street.

P. J. LARRABEE,

L

COUNSELLOR

I
L

J. J. LYNCH,
COUSELLOR

AT

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

COAL
laclory Prices.
/•OS. 11.

POOR,

Mali*-

253 Commercial St,

No.

Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
170 Middle, Cor. Exchange Streets.

I
L

(CORNETS,

Kid Gloves, Ribboas,
CORSETS,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels,
E. S.

MERRILL,
Congress
China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,
689 Congress St.
487

CROCKERY,

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR

LAW,
51V2 Exchange Street.

AT

Goods, Fancy Goods,
DRY
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls,

Milks, Fine

&c.

BINES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Goods,
Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, Ac.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.

DRY

Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble
St, op., Preble House.

Weddiug
! Fine Stationery.
Cards
ENGRAVING.
WILLIAM

and

an

ATTORNEY

LAW,

AT

Office Buil<iling.

P. MATTOCKS,
COUNSELLOR AT

3i*% Exchange St.

Exchange St.

LAW,
119y2 Exchange St.

AT

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

&

Flowers
FLORFSTM,Funeral
specialty.
W. E. MOR ON &

COUNSELLORS

Street.

Exchange St.

100

AT

Congress St

Cl 5

and

LAW,
93 Exchange St.

LAW,
51 y2 Exchange

AT

St.

Co., 40 Exchange St.

Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
I.1URNITURE,
EAlON &
HOOPER,

CU., 123 Exchange St

A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamp* Ac,
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND & MARS TON, 128 Exchange St

Fixtures, Keroscue Lamps A
/2J.AS
\JT
Fixtures Rebronzed and
\JT

Gilded.
28 Market

BROWN,

i.'

4

i_

goods
Square

No. »»

%V. H. OIILER, Sewing
er, 4 Mnrie’t( engrcHN Sir

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

34 Exchange

Street.

GAGE & STROUT,
SSTROUT,COUNSELLORS
LAW,
AT

31% Exchange St

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocer*.
W. L. WILSON &

COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW,
38 Exchange

St

BYRON D. VERRILL,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
191 Middle

St.

Exchange
FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

t’oucord and

point? Norih,

at

Eastern

Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will bo
attached
p. m. Sundays,
to ibis train. Passengers have a night's
rest
in.

and arrive in Boston at G.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at G.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Kail connections
South and West.
For Portland, leave floaion,

N.45

7.30

a. m.
and 12.30 and 7.00 p. in., arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. ui. train runs daily.
Through tickets to nil poiutn .South and
Weat at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Heat* and
Bertha cold at Depot Ticket Office.

my24<ily

Horse Dealers and Horse Dealing.
Few horse dealers are really good judges of
hor-es. It is true that many of them pos-

KH. KOTZSCHMAR,
riANO, ORGAN

AND

HARMONY,

E.

Music

dt.f

Monday,

On and after

a

Oct.

18th,

1880, passenger trains will leave Porl&nd, as follows:

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7. IO a. hi.,
14.35
and 5.15 p. ui.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. ku.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. ui.
To Norway, So. Taris and Gorham, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.

ARKIVALN.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. m.
and 14.30 p. iu.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. in.,
3.15 p. in., 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 14.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. m.

passengeTT

offices

ALL BRANCHES.
Soloist, 87 Gray Street.

SINGING IN

Tenor

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv. nnkee,
Cincinnati, 8l, l«ouin, Omaha, 8agand all

HICKSON,
SPICER, Supv rintendeut,
JOSEPH

W. J.

General

ocl8dtf

"joyopoia,

a

teachers, good accommodations,
EXPERIENCED
low prices. For circulars, address

A1C1VU U3

*a

xuieu*

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Bemittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.
“<>▼29

J. P.
feb28

cod3w&w2w9

WESTON, President,
Stevens

Plains, Maine.

tFELRY, Watches, Clocks, Milvei A
Plated Ware, Fine Wat eh Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT’. 613 Congress
Watches, Clocks and Nilve.
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, &c.

JEWELRY,
A. MERRILL &
J.

CO., 239 Middle St

GLOVES, Lace*, ismullware* and
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE &
507 & 509
CO.,

OWEN,

Congress

Tailor.
A
MERCHANT
ment of Imported Goods.
F. A.

SMITH,

231 Federal

St.

tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FERNALD, 237 Middle St

SCHOOL, Merchant
NORRIDOBWOCK, MAINE.
Millinery.
MRS.
(Established 185(1.)

EATON

Hue Assort-

FAMILY

A pleasant home, with
thorough instruction in
class or private.
Spring Term will commence
March 25.
Address H. F. EATON, Principal,
marl
dim

MW&F&wly4

K. K.

FOWLE,

a fancy goodh,
Millinery
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
J.

MRS.

DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts

Millinery Good*,
MILLINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, lowers & Laces.
A. E.
402
and

t

SAM’L BUDrr
Broadway, cor. 24th st.,

New York City, invites attention to his superb assortment
©f goods for gentlemen’s tv .ar
selected abroad specially for
first-class trade, and unequalled for richness,style or beauty
Dress Shirts are Mr. Budd’s
specialty. Customers pronounce them the best made.
Special orders for goods
made here or in Europe
promptly attended to.
An established reputation of

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

BARNES,

Millinery^
EASTMAN
Noe.

& CUTTS,
1 & 2 United States Hotel

U*IC A MUSIC BOOK*, Piauo*,
lfJL Organs, Musical Instruments. Ac.
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St
Good*.

GIumm

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color,
C. H.
No. 4

dtf

FARLEY,

F.

Building.
St

COLCORD,

WILLIAM

Congress

St.

Mumic Rook*, String*, MuMical
instruments and Merchandise.
Ml'SIC,
IRA C. STOCK BRIDGE Inti KYelmmm

143 Pearl Street.
Mr.

Eye* iu Great
The best make.
Exchange Street.

HANIiliXliiS, Interior Decorations, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
G. M. BOSWuRTH 591 Congress St

pAPEU

SEWARD,

TEACHER OF ELOCUTION.
t-rros, inquire at the rooms of the Y. M C A
Congress and Elm St., or at the United States Hotel
between 12 and 2.
febl4d3w»
For

JL

ANON; C'hickeriug

A Noun, Liuilerman
A Son. Ed McCameron A Maine Piano Co.’s
BAILEY A NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.

PI

itml

of beat make*.

Organ*
Five makes of Pianos and four
PIANO*
Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St Block
oi

Organ*.
Bach Pianos, and SmitI
PIANO*
W.M. FURBUSH A
A

\

«

ber, Kinnirlt A

v

in.

ON,

Organs.
435

Congress St

Frame AlPy.
All kinds Frames
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. H. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.

PICTURE
to order.

over

twenty years guarantees
honorable dealing.

MADE TO ORDER, Fiue
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL A CO., Under Preble House.

SHIRT*

nov30

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE AI. NELSON A CM. 119 Exchange St.

SADDLERY

SPENCERIAN

LjKATES.-twenti.flve
Also Guns and
G. L

different

Nlyle*.

Sporting Goods.
BAILEY, 48 Exchange St

Furauce* A Kitchen
yTOVES, Range*,for
the “Crawforo

STEEL PENS

cf th9

Very I3cst European Mafce, end unrivaled for
Flexibility, Durability, and Even nesn of point.

qUILL

ACTION.

j

20 Nmnbcr*i. A coir.pV to Sample Card, for
trial, by mail on receipt of 2-3 cents*

In

Supplies. Agents
KNIGHT A HOWARD.

Cocoa and Broma.
feblo

i;

for \Y

STOVE*,
MASSMILTON,eod&w3m STOVE*,

TAILOR-

Grand street, New York.

dlawlyF
€.

EVAKS’

Advertising Agency anil
Warehouse,

Printers’

WASHINOTOIV Ml.,
BOMTOIV,
Dealer 111 Wood and Metal
and all kinds of
Type,
Printers
IOO

Materials. Advertisements inserted In all
United States or Ganadas at publishers’
Send for estimates.

and Furnace*.
A Co.s’ Goods.
29 Market Square.

Range*, and Furnace*.
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A, N. NOY'ES A SON, 12 Exchange St
Furnace*, and Range*.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
F. A C. B. NASH, 172 A 174 Fore St
Alway* on hand the bed
German, French and English Goo<ls.
W. H. K0HL1NG, 89 Exchange St

Taylor & Co.
Ivison,
Blakeman,
13$
HO
#

Range.”
233 A 235 Federal St.

Ran^e*
Agent
ood. Bishop
STOVE*,
YYr. D. AMES,

ESTABLISHED 1843.

JOSIAH WEBB &

-BETWEEN-

CHARLES RICH,
GENERAL
BROKER.
1

22 Exchange
Street.
Lumber and
(General Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.

and Draper.
Fine Good* and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. K. CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

TAILOR

Cn*ket*.

-oroisite
Robes, and
UNDERTAKER*.
M'-KFSNA

Coftlu*,

everv r
for funerals.
A DOITMHKB 424 Congress

STATION IN NEW YORK
Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD

WATCH
WM.

Wood and

WOOD.
Kindling*. MORwE A PICKETT, 19 Plum.

AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
buy ticket* (at any railroad

mu re to

rates of passage:

$50.00 Gold
.$90.00 Gold
H.
to
GKO.
STARR, No.
apply
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
General
Grand
Trunk
CO.,
Freight Otticcs,
Agents,
foot of India street.
feb7 d?mo
Cabin.

Cabin, return,...

For passage, &o..

TUCKER. Sop’t
dtf

LINE

S_EAmBOAi

6.45 A. M.
1.15
for Peaks only.
12.30 P. M.
eturn immediately after each

FOR 1881.

The Portland Dally Press is the largest and best
daily newspaper in Maine, containing reading matter in larger quautity and greater
variety than any
journal of its class in the State.

ITS NEWS DEPARTMENTS
always tilled

with the latest information on
current affairs both at home and abroad, received
by telegraph and by mail. Special attention is paid
to local and State matters, and its facilities for obtaining prompt and reliable news from all parts
of the State are unexcelled.
During the coming
session of the
are

trip.

Rocl8dtf_

FROM

OLD COLON!
ROAD.

BOSTON TO THE

Nemi-Weekly

LEGISLATURE,

EINES

it will be

represented at Augusta by a capable
special correspondent who will furnish full daily
reports of the proceedings. The election of a United

BOSTON

in connection with

Line, Quick

Kill

States Senator and the settlement of the State valu-

ation. both of which will devolve upon the next
Legislature, as well as the fact that that Legislature
will be the last for two years will render the coming
session one of great interest and importance.
As a

SOUTH,
Time.

Low

Rate*, Freqiieuf Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Nteam*
er*. Mailing every WEIINDSDAY and SATUR-

Philadelphia

DAY to

direct, connecting

COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPER,
the Press must commend itself to every citizen of
Maine engaged in trade or commerce.
It contains
daily reports by telegraph of the condition of forand
domestic
while
the
eign
markets,
importance of
Portland as a distributing centre for the State
makes its local market reports of great value.
Its
ship news is always full and accurate. In its

at

Philadelphia with Civile Steam Lines to Cbarle*ton, N. C., !Va*iiington, D. C., fJeorgetown. D. C., Alexandria, Vn..
and ail Rai
anti Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading lven

from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other Information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Win. P. Clyde &
General
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
feb6

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
it
is
stronger than any
daily journal in
Maine. Its treatment of the current political topics
of the day is prompt, able and discriminating,
while its book reviews and literary criticisms are
with great care and are notable for their
keen insight and pure and finished literary style.

Managers,

prepared

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.
—FOB

Winter
ONE

AS A POLITICAL JOURNAL,

—

MT.

ROCKLAND,

DENERT,

Arrangement, ISSO.

TRIP

PER

rival of

•_

WEEK

"*

Pullman express train from

Boston,

or

for

Rockland, Ca*tine, Deer Inle, Nedgwick,
Harbor, Knr Harbor, Iflillbridge,
Jonenport, and LTlachia*port.
Returning, will leave Macniasport every Monday Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portlaud same evening, connecting with Pullman night

train and early morning trains for Boston and the
West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent. Railroad Wharf.
E CUSHING. General Manager.
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 10.1880.

BOUND

The DAILY PRESS will be furnished
for the Legislative session for $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is now the largest and best weekly paper in Maine.
It is full of news and general matter—literary, scientific, agricultural and commercial. It has also full
market reports and marine news.
Terms $2 per
year in advance, six months for $1 and three mouths
for 60 cents.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT

week.
SH&

^Npecinirii Copies Sent Free.^H

On and after Tuesday, Mar. Is t
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. DS. Hall, and City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street ,every Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,

Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Meuan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in{^"Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager.
feb28dtf

PORTLAND.

Maine Steamship Company.
Semi-Weekly lane to Xew York.
Will until further notice leave Franklin

GENCV,

*'***:

Washinvi*'*'

A

mh26dly
n

II

Gei
I

A

Boston.
LOW IN,

h. R. of N. J.
A

n

<1

niiuai u upprpiM
FALL &

WINTER ARKANGEiTIENT.

Commencing December 6th,
.Until further

£?*~iSK£Sl

wU1

IMMl.

notice passenger trains I

ruu **

Wharf,

follows:

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.^-For all stations running through to
M wanton, Vt., connecting with B. C. &
a.

points,

ami at

St.

Johnsbury

Day
Newport
with

Express on Passumpsic R. R. for
and Montreal.
£.45 p. m.—For F'abynn’it and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.— From Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
0..*10 p. m.—From Swan ton, Vt., and all stations
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup*t.
Portland. Dec. 4, 188
dec4dtf

BOSTON A

MAINE RAILROAD.

FALL ARRANGE HE.Vr.
--,___

On and after Monday, Oct.
18. ISM>. Piiwuirr Trains

f-rt- -^wlll

LEAVE

-“-FOR MOMTUN

FOR'I'LAAD
at

3.46 a.
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a.
in.,
12.30, 3.30p. m., arriving at Portlaud at 12.( 6.
6.00, 8.00. p. m« Portland far Mcnrborough
Reach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Bench,
Maco, Kiddeford and Keuuebuulc, at 8.46
a. m., l.OO, 3.30, 6.30 p. m.
For Well*, North
Berwick, Malmon Fall*, Great Fall*, Dover, New
Market, Kxeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover nod Lowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. I*., at 8.45 a. m. 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
MancheMler and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. ui.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
p m.

Some years ago the necesfor a Black Silk that
should possess all the re-

sity

These steamers are fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travellers between New
York aud Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to aud from New York. Passage, including
8tate Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
KENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t. Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excuange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, uo pasdecbdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

quisites
!

4 iii.N
JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Negotiations were

Mtraraalaipa.

W.M. CRANE,
D. H. Mll.l PR

Front 3So*tou direct every
aud SATURDAY

iiiiu

3 P. M.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
!
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all

j

Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air

NEW

Euro-

winding

a famous
to produce

BLACK

SILK,

i and the brand now wide-

Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington
street,
Boston. Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and be
yond via Atlantic Coast Line, aud via Seaboard Air
Line to Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina* and Georgia Points.
Waldo A. Pearce Agent, No. 229 Washington
Rmitrtn

Lyons weaver,
a

entered

min a skhiiiii

pean expert In
raw silk and with

WEDN KM DA Y
at

first-class

a

of the various brands in
existence entirely satisfied
all the demands.

"»TBAi*seip

rMAk---

of

DRESS SILK became apparent to Messrs. JAMES
McCREERY &, Co.,
of

Broadway and Eleventh
Street, New York, as none

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

;~gg“-,—'ff fl
7.-15

ME.

Steamers Eleanora aud Franconia

j Excursion ^4*00

NEW ENGLAND

‘419

dis-

vance.

»-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
It. Id., aDd leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M

Philadelphia

a

The Daily Press is offered to mail subscribers—

OTERXATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

P

New York and

to

postage paid—for $7 per year, $3.50 /or six mouths
or $1.76 for three months,
if paid strictly in ad

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

steam-

England) via
BROOK ROUTE.

the past

in

bid fair to be of unusual interest.
'I he development of the policy of the incoming national administration must attract great attention and be eagerly watched. Abroad the condition of affairs in IreiHiiu is
becoming more tnreatemng, and the day
may not be far distant when news from that quarter will be of absorbing interest.
A daily journal
with telegraph reports from all sections of our own
country and other countries will therefore be a necessity to every citizen of Maine who takes an inelligeut Interest in affairs.

No. We*t

tkipjTper

as

criminating support of the Republican party, and
will stand through thick and thin for the equal
rights of all citizens throughout the length and
breadth of the Republic. It will always speak out
for education, good morals and just laws. Deli* ving
that the safety of the nation depends uiK>n these
things.
Thr events of the coming year at home and abroad

J1IL-

ill AC HI AN.

and

be devoted

the Press will

On and after Friday, Dec.;17th,
the Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave KailfaSiaUKiMk road Wharf, Portland, every
Frida; evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on ar-

JJjm,

boat office in New

ly known

as “ Cachemire
Sublime de Noviw was
produced. Messrs. James

Mnsa

McCreery & Co. confidently guarantee this silk as

And to all point* in tbe West by Baltimore * Ohio
R. R.f M. w. Davison, Agent, 212 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

the
the

agents.

to Norfolk and Baltimore
including
Berth and Meals, 1st t'lass,
2d Class, 87.
89.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington. or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent,
noSdtf
<Centra! Wb*r«. Boston.

PatHagr

best

made

ever

for

price. Samples and
fuller particulars will be
sent

to

World

any
on

of the

part

request.

Address
James McCreery & Co.,
SEW YORK.

Morning Train leaves Keanebunk for Port-

land

at

7.25.

S^-The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Nonnd Line Meanic:*.
The 3.30 p. m

train connects with All Rail LIucm for New
York nud Mouth and Went.
MIND AY TRAINS / Leave Portland for
BohIob at 1.00 p. m. Bontou for Portlaud at
6.00 p. m.
Parlor Car Ticket* Mold at Depot Ticket

Office*

Trains on Boston & Maine road oouneot with all
steamers ruuing betwoon Portland and
Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
*
Transfer Station Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. I,.
William., Ticket

St!

STEVENS? Gen?Agent?*P^rhand?' SaPt'

3. H.
°°1B

dtf

City and John
Rr1~t.f*i'nruie Stca,?er* Forest
FRANKLIN WHARF
K?.ik *iu-l8*l,'Fn»tely P-leive
M»>1
INDIA
m-.

7 c!°'k

WHARF,
,°
Boatou, at o o clock
p. in. daily, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that thev secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and Inconvenience of
arriving in Boston late at night
to and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
\ TOG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at
very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. II. COITl<E,
I*.
I Agent,
Jr,

aprh_’_

For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
ui.,

Bucklield,

6.16 and

For Canton and Bucklield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
btage connections for West Sumner, Dixiield,
Byron, Raugiey Lakes, &c.

I. WASHBURN, Jb., President.
Portland Oct. 18.1880.
oc20tl

WM. M.
’in-tern1

1*1

—AHD—

PIIILADELP11L1
Saturday.

Wednesday

Exchange St., Portland,

Orders by mail

and

or

n

Mprcinlty.

to

Kook

Pnmphlrt Printing.
Jvlt>

3 p.

Me.

in person promptly attended to.

Pnrtieulur intention pnid

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston,

itn.l

TuThStf

From Pine Street Wharf.

Philadelphia,

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
--sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines .forwarded free of commission.
Bn**.uge *•!{»•« Oollnr*. Kouud Trip *13,
Meal* and Room inoluded.
For Freight or Passage
apply to
». SAiltFSOIf, Agent,
deSltf
IO l ong Wharf,
-—-

Exchange,

Cine Job Printing

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Mr Printer,

dtf

Boston

m.

JSISgSSSSMMt 9 30 a.
^.#g^Sgi0.03a.
m.
T—

febl°_dlaw4w

JgTJicke

Rumford Falls & Bucklield
,■___

St

and (’lock linker,
Oliver Gerrish, at
SENTER A CO.’S, 54 Exohunge Street

Dealer* in Sawed

janlloodtf

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

M. R. R.
No. 4 Elm St

Brooklyn,.25th February
Ontario,. 13th March
From Portland to Glasgow via Halifax:
QUEHEC,. 25th February

St.

New

in six weeks

Liverpool direct:
Toronto.11th February

Grand

Bound Brook Route.

once

their friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to

On nml after OCT. ‘Jim,
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf, for Peak*,
and Long, Lillie mid Oreat
Chebengue l»luud»:

two

Manager.

and

Glasgow. The vessels are Clyde built, full powered, and have superior accommodation for cabin
and steer-Age passengers. Prepaid tickets are issued
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
to

Str. Minnehaha

points In the

Northwest, West nntl Southwest.

JEWELRY,
JE

SEMINARY

TOURISTS’

inaw, 8t. Paul, Salt Lnke City,
Denver, 8an Francisco.

410

BROS.,
Congress, cor. Casco St
Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 509 Congress St

k

STEAM hits.

—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Be

Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
521
CARTER

PENNELL,

VOICE,

PAYSON

Portland. Dec 13. 1880.
decl3

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Manufacturer

Fur*.

IL-.

liifWF'1

a. m.

BRIIIGE

Congress St
Watches, Chronometers,
and
Silverware.
Clocks, Charts,
WM. SKNTKR & CO., 54 Exchange St
Watches, Diamonds,

Store.

sess a

W__

and

Cap*
and Dealer in Furs,
HATS,
G. A.

_.

LINE.

The steamers of this Line will
wrun
during the winter season
fortnightly between this p*-rt and

TianS'BSnqgr»>T Liverpool,

The Provincial & New England All Rail Line:

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

JEWELRY.

-AND-

_•

155 Middle St.
CO.,
& FURS. Special Fine, New
Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St

SYLVESTER,

FEMALE COLLEGE.

of a

CO., No. 9 Market Square
in

Hanufr*. and dealers
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
HARNESS
CHAS. J. WALKER &
153 &

DOMINION

re-establishment
of
the
offers
by
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
week
and
one
each
two trains
day,
way every
every Surnl ly (night.) between Boxtou, Portland
aud* Nt. John, Halifax, and all pans of the
Maritime I*rovince*; trains leaving Portland at
Ihe latter making con12.40 aud 11 15 p. in.
nections with trains for Iloultoo, Woodwork,
Ni* Andrew*,
Kt. Mtephen, Frcdei teiou,
Fori Fairlield aud C'aribou.
Limited Ticket* for Nt. Johu aud Halifax ou *nle at reduced rule*.
Pa»*cnger Train* arrive iu I'ortlaud n*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
aud Lewiston at 8.35 ami 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations ami connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.60 p. m. The afternoon traius from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1,50 a. m. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. in. aud 1.50

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
SANBORN, Master Transportation

IX W.
oclS

au«l

Xmlaud

For freight or pasa.igt rates and the fullest Infor
Tnatioo. apply to the (ieuiTal Kasteru Agents,
<!. I.. lEARTI.KTT « ««.,
i «.> Mlalr l««i, el, cor. Broml St„ Ui.lsn.
!>r to W. l>. I.ITT1.K *
31 Fsehanso Kt.. Portland.
jeS&ltf

now

Train* Leave Portland
a.

New

below.

England

HAIR

Glass
Hardware,
T. L. MERRILL &

I«Iao«N,

au

S. S. Acitpukc.Mar. 1 | s. S. Colou... Mar. 20
S. N. Crescent City for Istlmiua of Pauatup *-nly.
Mar. 10.

Close connections arc made at Bangoi, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central it. R. forming with the E & NT. A. & St. John,
ud Maine Railways,

OCT. 17th, 1880.

St

cutlery, Toot**.
and Builders* Supplies.

as

t*ew

night, Sundays included.

STEAMSHIP
*4

X

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from N*w
on the ICth. 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight fur San Francisco
The
Vork

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & New

Mtore. Ilnir Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BL0CKL1NGER, 5.7 Cougress St.

pharmacy.
Homeopathic
Uomeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E,
M. D.

Machine Repair*
‘he Rear of

MILL1 KEN & CO., 583 Cougress

Nftldiricli

11.15 p. in.
For Bock laud ami all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. It., ami for Farmington, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a in. and 12.40 p. ni.
For Balk ai 7.00 a. m., and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmingiou.
I’hilhp*. Mouiuouih.
Wiuihrop, Bead field, Went Waterville.
North Aii*oii aud Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. in.
For Wat* rvilie via Augusta 7.00 a. in.
The 11.15 p. ni. train is ‘.he Night Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attache*! ami runs every

Railroad,

COMMENCING

Portland

leave

Auburn and 1 ewinton, at 12.30 ami
6.05 p. nu ami for LrwMou via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. in. ami 11.15 p. m.
ForBamor. Dexter, Waterville. Be Ifant
A Nkow be^an at 12.30, 12.40, and 11.15 p. m.
For Aucimta, Blnllowell. Onrdinrr, aud
Bruunw iek at 7.00 a. ni.
12.40, 5.1o, and
For

F4LL and WINTER Schedule

Flour, Fine Tea*, and
GROCERIES,
Coffee, Pure Spices, Rutter, &o., &c.
WILLIAM

York
HATS

Exchange St

JYTTJ8IC TEACHERS.

P

paper In the
owest prices

TlaacliCNter,

1.43 p. ui.
For ItoelieNifr, Mpriugvalr, Alfred, Hoc
ci-boro aud Sato ltiver.;.20 a. ui.. 1.43
p. ui., and (mixed) at fl.45 p. iu. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. in.. 11.00
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. in. and 0.10 p. m.
For Goi-hani.
Mnccaruppa, Euiuberlnud
IVrstbrook
find
Mill*,
Woodford’*,
at 7.40 a. iu.. 1.43, 0.40 aud (mixed) 0.43
p. iu.
The 1.43 p. iu. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuc. with Hoomrc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at (Juiou Depot, Worcester, for
New Yoi li via Norwich Fine, and all rail,
via Mpriu««ield, also with N. Y. A- N. E. K.
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philade land
the
phia. Baltimore, Washington,
Mouth and with Bo-tou A- Albany R. R. foi
the Went.
Close connections made at WeNtbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GramlTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trams
of Grand Trunk R. It.
Through tickets to al) points South and West, at
Depot ofilces and ai •: Mins & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street
J. W. PETERS, Gou. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE
ocltJdt
T, Supt

and
Flour.
SOULE & CO.,
47 Free Street.

Robes, &c.
SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

r

T.

For

GROCERIES^-Teaa
S.T.

THOMAS & BIRD,

I

Stockbridge’s

and

Fliutou, Ayer Juuc., Fitchburg.
Na*bmt, Lowell, IVindhiiiu, and Eppiug at 7.20 a. ui. and 1.43 p. t*i.

For

_■_

Underwear &e. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARLES CUST1S & CO.. 493 Congress St

CO., Exchange & Federal St.

A.

BEAL SWAN

m.

GROCERIES.

COUNSELLOR

On

.----

Wholesale and Retail.
Fine Teas, coffees and Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW &CO., 585&587Cong. & 235 Middle

EMERY S. R1DLON,

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room il, Printer*’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

I

A B BANK E TIE.NIT.
and after Monday. Ool. JM.
Passenger Trains will leave
fva
•«a;'*>oi thiud at 7 40 a. m., and
I. 43 p. ui
arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p.
m.
Returning leave
Union Dey>ot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
to., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.J0 p.
WIHT liB

Exchange

and

Upholstery.
FURNITURE
Fine. Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE

civtm?

COUNSELLOR

R

FORTRAN I) & ROCHESTER R. «.

GAM

AT LAW.

THOMAS B. REED,

R

CO.,

Mtoves.
Mole
Ranges
FURNACES,
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. & D. W.
No. 6
St

DYER,
•

R

Portland and Worcester Line.

229 Middle St

FRUIT,

HENRY C. PEABODY,

RRAY

Y,

ALLEN & COM PAN

NASH,

COUNSELLOR

D

FINE

Foreigu and Domestic, Candies,
Children’s Christmas Toys.
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 48C Congress St

JAMES O’DONNELL,

I

sv

a

LAW,

85

0

Tiaiu leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting ht Now London same evening witn the
fast steamer* of tbo Norwioh Line, arriving at
N*,
Vork next morning at 6 o’clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adam*'. 22 Exchange Street, and at iLo
1 topots.
J. W. PETERS, Gou. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.
oclf.dtf

Designs and Choice

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

M

Calling

LOWELL, 513 Congress St,
Custom and Ready Made Clothing
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
S.

WILBUR F.LUNT,

MC.

St

GOODS, Silks,
Mhavvls, Dress
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.
MIL LETT & LITTLE, 227 Middle Street

LAW,

34

|L

RICH & SUN, 133 Exchange St
Hosiery. Kid Gloves, Laces.
J
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E. PLUMMER, 455 Congress St. (Clapp’s Blk.)

DRY
AT

Norwich Lino Steamers.

CALIFORNIA,

FOR

1SSO,

Dec. I Dili,

after

Trains

Passenger

St

S.

399V2 Congress Street.

Express

Middle.

255

Manufacturers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
COFFIN
S.

LAW,

YORK,

VI 4

nutl

A

and Casket

R

NEW

On

Chil-

Boys’
Men’s, Youth’s
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING.
C. J. & F. R.
182 Middle
in full

COUNSELLOR

W

IjIOjl

$5.00

PACIFIC M.UL S. S. CO

HE mm RAILROAD.

184 Middle Street.

Hoys’

Men’s

Clothing Co.,

FRANK,

COUNSELLOR

V

Real Estate Agents.

wvu.v/u

St.

RT PHOTOGRAPHY
by LAMSON, opposite Falxnoutb Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty..
MATERIALS,Architect*’ A
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 5y3 Congress St

and

JOHN C. COBB,

p
U

T

Accountant and Notary Public.

CEO. C. COn.tlAN, Office No. I S I middle
Street. Portland.

Pnnao

Congress

ARTIMTM’

NATH AN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
LAW',
30 Exchange

Prepara-

a

A

BBION BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR
LAW',
34

WESTBROOK

reservation,

Drug*, Paint*, Oil*,
APOTIIKCARIEM;
Agts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.. 21 Market

tion of Prescriptions
APOTHECARY;
Specialty.
E. DANA
589

10

_

Farmer.

bis fipililHT nnints* t.hfkir trtn nftan lim. lw^n.u.
as butchers do bullocks, by their size and
weight; and as fat conceals many faults,
their highest notion of condition is
being
fat. Of action—that is, proper
lasting action—they are for the most Dart ignorant.
The vocabulary of the horse
'dealing fraternity is not less amusing than pithy, having
what is called a “flash term’’ for almost every description of a horse. Amongst these
is the “fool-catcher’’—namely, a horse with
a good head and tail,
possessing showy action, but not intrinsically worth twelve
months’ keep. This sort of animal from
his worthlessness, is commonly
purchased at
a small price; but when made
fat, is sure to
answer to his name,
especially in the larger
cities.
But all this is classical: The horse
dealer’s heaven on earth is located in places
where there is much money and abundance
of fools.
A great portion of horse
buyers, however,
have to thank themselves for being cheated
in their purchases, because
they will rely on
their own judgment without its
having had
the benefit of experience. Almost
every
man, in fact, wishes to be thought a good
judge of a horse, which, from the various
points to he taken into consideration, not
only of form, but as relating to action, for
several purposes, is of all others the animal
most difficult to judge of
correctly. But
such is the case in other matters than horse
dealiug. and the experience which often
comes too late for our own use is
rarely accepted for that of others. When a horsecase is brought into
court, the witnesses on
both sides usually seem to consider that
have
a
they
prescriptive right to indulge in
an unlimited amount of what is
technically
termed “hard shearing.”
We should say
there is no branch of dealings in which every class of society is so freely taken in, as
in the purchase of horses. In the
daily,
a d
especially in the Sunday papers of our
large cities, may frequently be noticed advertisements of horses for sale, said to belong to an invalid lady, or a gentleman suddenly obliged to travel in foreign countries
for his health, and who must forthwith
part
with his or her exquisite trotters, or team of
trotters, bought only recently at a high
price in Kentucky. Besides a spurious pedigree, and a statement of their capacity for
trotting, which is always placed considerably below three minutes, the fiery steeds are
said to be so gentle that a child might drive
them. There are no specific rules by which
persons can avoid these impositions, but
they may, at any rate, decline placing confidence in those with whom
they have no
previous acquaintance.
In
transactions
which are fair, the
negotiating party is anxious tliat every
be
facility
given to a purchaser to see that he is being dealt with In
good faith; and w’e should pause the moment we detect undue haste or

AillEBICAN

The Careful

LAW',
48

Exchange St.

C

GBICIII.TI'KAI. TOOLS. IlfllSi:
Furnishing Goods, Plant Stands, Bulbs, Ac,
WM. 0. SAWYER & CO.. 22 Market Square
WAT CD EM, Fine
Jewelry Milverware, Clock*, &c.
CHAS. II. LAMSON, 201 Middle street

Congress

ANTHOINE,

ington Hawkey e.

peculiar rapidity of vision, the effect
quickened intellect; and that, in the
inspection of a horse, one of their eagle
glances will comorehend mo re than half an
hour’s scrutiny from other eyes; yet this
chiefly has reference to what may be termed

^gf^l'arties not prepared to visit Pori
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.
money refunded.

LEVI S.

fed to stock,
contains intoxioating properties.
We shall
now be able to obtain corned beef without the
process of salting.—Boston Sunday Times.

WM.

The following Trade Circular >x respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of l'ortlaud, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market aud trade centre for the people

4

STEAMERS.

Portland & Worcester Line

of Maine.

Argus.

Ensilage, which is

#NM

CIRCULAR.

PORTLAND, ME.,

ARC HITECTS.

Post

A young lady at a ball called her beau an
Indian, because he was on her trail all the
time.—Hartford Sunday Journal.

ouuuiu

RAlLttOA i

EDUCATIONAL. RETAIL TRADE

i
L

Wit and Wisdom.

niiuowu

GUIDE.

-A.ND-

Next to underdraining, where needed,
the best paying labor on the farm is to secure materials for use in the stables.
There
are many things, such as chaff, muck, sawdust, and even dry soil, or better, road dust;
hut the best of all, next to chaff, is leaf
mould from the woods. This may he gathered in the fall after the leaves have fallen,
and leaves and leaf dust taken up together.
Large quantities may he obtained in a short
time at only the cost of the labor, which is
light for both man and team. Besides its
use for stable bedding, it will serve well for
hanking buildings, and, unless manure is
required, is superior for winter mulching,
being porous and thus resisting the frost.
In the spring it may he worked into the soil
w ith advantage.
For a stable absorbent, on
ly. the best time to secure it in the best condition is before the leaves drop, when it will
be dry and powdery, and mix
admirably
with the urine and the dung of the stable,
a
“short”
manure, light, and pleas
making
ant to handle, and all the fertilizing properties of the stable are secured, which is a
saving of one-half to three-fourths on the
old, careless practice.
Where swampy land is to he reclaimed,
the muck may he used witli profit in the
stables, though it is not so dry, and consequently not so good an absorbent as leaf
mould; neither is as rich in fertilizing material. It is dry and therefore of superior
value. So with the chaff of the grains.
There is some feeding value in this and also
some dust, v. liich makes it objectionable as
a feed, both of which add to the value of
(he manure. We thus have one ot the very
best of stable absorbents at hand ready to
use.
Sawdust when dry and cheaply obtained, is a good absorbent, though of little
material value. It serves well to lighten up
clay soil and give texture to sand.
These materials are all fine, making a
short manure, which can be applied as easily as so much earth, is readily mixed with
the surface soil, and may be drawn and applied at any time. Extensively and properly used, they would revolutionize the manure department of the farm, making the
stable and the surroundings of the barn
both clean and odorless—the manure light
and clean to handle—not the objection able,
water-soaked article which has so long been
a dread and a
nuisance, and which i3 still,
to a great extent in use. The absorbents
themselves contain some fertility; they are
of more benefit as correctors of the texture
of the soil, but their chief value is in what
they save of the manure—never less than
one-half, and nearer three-fourths. The
principal leak of t he farm is at the ham,
and the remedy is the use of fine dry ab-
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